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A bstract
In this thesis fronts of an inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation are considered. 
The spatial domain is split up into n +  2 intervals where the middle n intervals have 
length Li. The potentials for the nonlinear wave equation are (in general) different 
in each interval.
The thesis is split up into two parts, in the first part we consider stationary 
solutions and in particular their stability. Within each interval the homogeneous 
non-linear wave equation is considered. By constructing solutions on each interval 
and patching them together at the tt, +  1 boundaries between intervals, continu­
ously differentiable solutions to the inhomogeneous equation can be found. A new 
stability criterion for such stationary fronts is suggested. The criterion gives a nec­
essary and sufficient condition for the linearisation of the inhomogeneous non-linear 
wave equation about a stationary front to have an eigenvalue zero. This is a nec­
essary condition for a change of stability. Examples are given to illustrate that 
this criterion, Sturm-Liouville theory and continuation arguments together lead to 
stability conclusions. In particular, it is shown that, in the context of a O-tt Joseph- 
son junction, a defect can stabilise a non-monotonic stationary front. A rigorous 
mathematical justification of why this is the case is given for the first time.
The second part of this thesis focuses on the evolution of fronts in a specific 
example of the inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation. We consider an inhomo­
geneous sine-Gordon type equation with the domain split in to 3 intervals. We 
derive a system of two first order ODEs to approximate the behaviour of fronts 
in this PDE. We show that for a wide range of parameter values the system of 
ODEs mimics the qualitative behaviour of the PDE and gives quantitative agree­
ment when the parameters are sufficiently small. The behaviour which is mimicked 
includes fronts turning round (before and after passing through the middle inter­
val), fronts passing through the middle interval, fronts oscillating round the middle 
interval and fronts which become pinned (that is, are made stationary) because of 
the inhomogeneity. Behaviour of the PDE can be predicted from the system of 
ODEs, including choosing parameter regimes where specific behaviour will occur.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The wave equation has been studied for over 250 years; from its original conception 
as a model for waves on a string by d’Alembert and Euler to a way of modelling 
molecular systems, DNA processes and much more, [3, 50, 52]. At its most basic the 
wave equation is a linear partial differential equation (PDE) given by Uu — cUxx for 
some constant c >  0. This equation has a unique continuous stationary solution in 
id^(R), which is u(x, t) = 0. On a bounded domain it has a stationary solution which 
joins the values at the boundaries of the domain by a straight line. Whilst there is a 
unique stationary solution in iJ^(E) there are many time dependent solutions, most 
notably travelling waves of the form u{kx±ojt)  where the constants u  and k satisfy 
I  =  -y/c. A travelling wave is a solution whose ‘shape’ remains unchanged over time 
as it propagates with constant speed. As the shape is unchanging, the travelling 
wave is an example of a coherent structure. Specifically a coherent structure is 
a structure that is not transient but rather is present for a long period of ‘time’. 
Examples of coherent structures include fronts, pulses, sources and sinks. Their 
presence is not limited to the wave equation but rather they are a more general 
construct. For instance the existence and stability of such coherent structures in 
the reaction diffusion equation
ut = Duxx +  /(^ )  5 for some positive constant D, (1.1)
has been studied in various situations both numerically and analytically [40, 18, 38, 
41].
The wave equation introduced above is not the only type of wave equation, it is 
not even the only type of linear wave equation, for instance there is also a slightly 
more complicated linear wave equation known as the Klein-Gordon equation,
~  Uxx — u = 0.
The stationary solutions of this equation are no longer straight lines but rather 
are linear combinations of cos (a?) and sin(rr). The Klein-Gordon equation, like the 
previous wave equation, also admits travelling wave solutions, u{kx àzujt), however
1
they now have the non-trivial dispersion relation +  These linear equations
are the simplest examples of wave equations where solutions can most readily be 
derived.
As well as linear wave equations there are also non-linear wave equations. A 
rather general class of non-linear wave equations is given by the non-linear Klein- 
Gordon equation
~  '^xx T K (u)
for some potential V{u). Notice that the (linear) Klein-Gordon equation is a specific 
case of this equation, namely V'{u) = u. The stationary solutions u(x) that the 
non-linear Klein-Gordon equation possesses will depend on the exact potential V(u). 
Similarly the stability of the stationary solutions will depend on their structure. To 
determine the linear stability of the stationary solution û, a solution is written as 
u(x,t)  = u(x) +  ^ ( x , t ) ,  the equation is linearised about û and the spectral Ansatz 
^f(x,t) = e^^^(x) is used to get an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue problem is
[Dxx +  y''{u{x))] ^{x )  = A ^{x)  , A =  (1.2)
If the largest value of A (= A^ ) for which this equation has a solution ^{x)  in 
if^(R) is not positive (i.e. A is purely imaginary) then u{x) is linearly stable, else 
it is linearly unstable.
The eigenvalue problem (1.2) is an example of the well known Sturm-Liouville 
problem. That is D^x + V '\u (x))  is a Sturm-Liouville operator. Sturm-Liouville 
theory basically says that on a bounded domain if the linearisation operator is of 
the form:
A
dx
+  q{x)'^ =  k w {x )^ ,  where p(x) > 0 and w{x) > 0 ,
then it has an infinite number of distinct eigenvalues which are bounded above and 
can be ordered, [2, Ghapter 2], say Aq > Ai > . . .  > A„ > . . .  and A„ —oo as
n —)• 0 0 . This result can be extended to an infinite domain, see [27] and references 
therein. In this case the linearised operator either has n  distinct eigenvalues which 
can be order as A„_i < An_2 <  . . .  < Ai < Aq, or an infinite number of eigenvalues 
which accumulate to the edge of the continuous spectrum and can again be ordered. 
On the infinite domain, a short calculation reveals that the continuous spectrum is 
given by (-oo , lim^_^oo max(K"(w(-rc)), K"(w(rc)))).
W hat is more, the ordering of these eigenvalues can be related to the number 
of zeroes of the associated eigenfunction. Sturm-Liouville theory gives that the 
eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue A^  has exactly i zeroes. Specifically, 
the eigenfunction associated with the largest eigenvalue has no zeroes. So by con­
structing the eigenfunction associated with an eigenvalue and counting its zeroes, 
one can tell whether that eigenvalue is the largest.
The eigenvalue problem (1.2) has an eigenvalue zero for all u[x) G iJ^(R) with 
associated eigenvector Ux G as ûxxx +  V"{û)ûx =  0 by differentiating the
Klein-Gordon equation. By Sturm-Liouville theory the number of zeroes of the 
eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue zero can be used to determine whether 
zero is the largest eigenvalue or not. Hence if a stationary solution is monotonie 
it is linearly stable and if the stationary solution is non-monotonic it is linearly 
unstable.
One specific example of the non-linear Klein-Gordon equation is the so-called 
sine-Gordon equation,
u t t  =  Uxx  +  s in  ( it ) .
The name is a result of a rather bad pun on the type of non-linearity that is used, 
sin(it). The sine-Gordon equation arises in several physical problems, [50, 3] list 
some of them as Josephson junction transmission lines, dislocations in crystals, 
propagation in ferromagnetic materials and Laser pulses in two state media. The 
equation also has applications in several DNA processes [52].
The sine-Gordon equation seems simple but it exhibits a plethora of solutions, 
including solitons and breathers [10, 51, 35]. A soliton is a special type of coherent 
structure, specifically it is a solitary wave. A solitary wave is a wave that propagates 
at a constant speed whilst maintaining its shape, which is localised. The concept 
of a solitary wave was first recorded by John Scott Russell, who seeing a boat on 
a canal suddenly stop, noticed that the wave in front of the boat continued to 
propagate at the same speed of 8 or 9 miles an hour for over two miles [36, 5, 10]. 
He called such waves “waves of translation” .
Solitons are a subclass of solitary waves; they have the additional property that 
when two solitons collide, they pass through each other without a change of form 
and with only a small change in their phase. They were first mentioned by Zabusky 
and Kruskal [53, 10] in terms of the KdV (Korteweg-de Vries) equation. They were 
named due to the particle like behaviour they exhibited. Since then they have been 
seen in many different equations, in particular the sine-Gordon equation admits a 
family of solitons parameterised by their speed [31]. If the asymptotic states of a 
soliton are 0 as rc —)■ —oo and 27t as rc -> oo then these solitons are fronts and are 
sometimes called fluxons or kinks. If instead they join the asymptotic states 27t as 
X —00  and 0 as rc -> oo they are called anti-fiuxons or anti-kinks (that is, upside 
down kinks).
An application of the sine-Gordon equation in which these soliton solutions are 
of primary importance, and one of our main motivations for the work presented 
in this thesis, is the modelling of a ‘long Josephson junction’. At its most ba­
sic a Josephson junction consists of a thin insulator or non-conducting material 
sandwiched between two superconductors. In 1962 Josephson predicted that pairs 
of electrons (so called ‘Cooper pairs’) could pass between these superconducting
layers by tunneling through the intervening layer without a potential difference be­
tween the superconductors [23]. His analytical calculations were later confirmed by 
experiments and Josephson received the Nobel Prize for physics in 1973. Joseph­
son junctions have many applications including sensitive magnetometers (measures 
weak magnetic fields), non-destructive testing of materials and as logic elements in 
circuits, for a review of these and further applications see [32] and references therein. 
The long Josephson Junction is a particular type of Josephson junction where the 
area of overlap between the superconducting material is large in one direction (a;) 
and small in all other directions. The introductions of [48, 44] give a comprehensive 
overview of different types of Josephson junctions and how the sine-Gordon equa­
tion can be derived as a model for the phase difference in the wavefunctions of the 
two superconductors, which in turn gives the flow of current across the junction. 
In a standard long Josephson junction the phase difference between the asymptotic 
limits, X -4 ±00  is 27t.
The sine-Gordon equation is only the most idealised model for a long Josephson 
junction. Generally there are additional terms representing an induced current and 
dissipation. Quite often these extra terms are assumed to be small and treated 
as perturbations, with the result that solutions are close to the solutions of the 
equation without the perturbations. The idea of perturbing an equation with ho­
mogeneous and/or inhomogeneous terms and looking for similar solutions is, of 
course, not limited to the sine-Gordon equation. For instance a perturbed ver­
sion of the reaction-diffusion equation (1.1) is studied in [29]. The perturbation 
in this case is a small localised inhomogeneity in the background medium and the 
existence of certain time periodic solutions, which are coherent structures, is seen. 
Homogeneous perturbations of an equation can also be studied, in [11, 19] the ex­
istence and stability of interacting pulse solutions in a perturbed three component 
reaction-diffusion equation are studied.
There are two obvious ways that an equation can be perturbed: by adding a term 
which only has a local effect (a localised perturbation) or by adding a term which has 
an effect over the whole domain (a global perturbation). For the sine-Gordon equa­
tion such global perturbations may include the introduction of dissipation {—aut) 
or a constant driving term (7 ) such as
utt =  Uxx ±  sin(w) +  7  -  QWt.
Pedersen et al, [33], study the collision and annihilation of a soliton with an antisoli- 
ton (upside down soliton) in this equation, they find a threshold value of 7  for which 
annihilation occurs. There are, of course, other ways to perturb the sine-Gordon 
equation, for instance one could also add a singular perturbation term fiuxxu rep­
resenting a second dissipation term. In [8] the linear stability of travelling front 
solutions under such a perturbation was studied.
These perturbations are all global. A local perturbation to the sine-Gordon
equation that has received a lot of study takes the form of a delta function multiplied 
by a sin(w) term [31, 30, 14] representing an inhomogeneity in a steady background 
state. For instance in the long Josephson junction it may represent a local thickening 
of the insulator. McLaughlin and Scott, [31], show that such an inhomogeneity can 
‘pin’ (make stationary) a travelling front. That is, a travelling front far from the 
defect might tend to a stationary solution nearby the defect. What is more, they 
provide a system of two first order ODEs for the position and speed of a front which 
approximates the dynamics of a travelling front of the perturbed (both locally and 
globally) sine-Gordon equation for small inhomogeneity, forcing 7  and dissipation 
a. In the later part of this thesis we will derive a similar system of ODEs to 
approximate the behaviour of fronts of the sine-Gordon equation with a slightly 
different local perturbation. McLaughlin and Scott are not the only people to have 
derived a system of ODEs to model the behaviour of a PDE. There are many other 
examples, for instance in a 3-component reaction diffusion system Heijster et al. [20] 
derive a system of N  ODEs which govern the position of N  dynamically evolving 
front solutions in a semi-strong regime (that is, where the interaction between fronts 
is somewhere between the collision of fronts and the effect given when only their 
exponentially small tails interact) modelling each front solely by its position.
Whilst the most common local perturbation considered in the literature is a 
J-function, another type of local perturbation of the sine-Gordon equation has also 
been studied, although not as intensively. In [34] Piette and Zakrzewski studied the 
sine-Gordon equation with no damping or forcing and a localised inhomogeneity 
which they referred to as a potential well. Rather than a delta function times a sine 
term they added a spatial step function times a sine term. The step function had 
three intervals in the shape of a ‘well’, see Figure 1.1 for a sketch. They showed that
Figure 1.1: A sketch of the ‘well’ step function that was used in [34]
for small velocities fronts were trapped by the ‘well’, while for larger velocities they 
passed through the ‘well’ with a corresponding loss of energy. They also noticed 
that the ‘well’ would occasionally reflect the front. Such a ‘step defect’ has also 
been considered in the non-linear Schrodinger equation, see [21, 22]. In this paper 
composite phase planes and Evans function type arguments (shooting arguments) 
were used to derive stability results for a class of standing wave solutions.
Having a ‘well’ as an inhomogeneity in an equation can be thought of as hav­
ing three separate intervals, (—00, —L), (—L, L) and (L, 00) where the equation is 
homogeneous on each interval and there is a ‘point inhomogeneity’ ai x  = —L  and 
X = L. On one hand the fact that this ‘well’ can be seen as a localised perturbation
makes it an obvious choice of equation to study, on the other hand, the fact that the 
potential is made up of three intervals means that we have skipped the case where 
the potential is made up of two intervals. This would not in general be a pertur­
bation but rather a more general spatial inhomogeneity. The sine-Gordon equation 
with such a point inhomogeneity models what is known as a ‘long Josephson O-tt 
junction’. That is a long Josephson junction where the phase difference between 
the asymptotic states (rc -4  ± 00) is tt rather than the standard 27t as a result of a 
change in material or in the orientation of the junction, [13, 4, 37]. Rather than flux­
ons (kinks) as we discussed earlier, solutions with these asymptotic conditions are 
called semi-fluxons or 7r-kinks. In [46] it was shown that the sine-Gordon equation 
with a point inhomogeneity,
{
1 ^  0 ,
possessed up to three stationary solutions for 7  fixed and in [7] it was shown that 
one of them was stable (the monotonie one) whilst the other two (non-monotonic 
TT-kinks) were both unstable. This is not particularly surprising as a solution of the 
homogeneous wave equation is stable if and only if it is monotonie. However, one 
of the things that was noted was that one of these unstable solutions only had one 
positive eigenvalue, which was small if 7  was small.
As a result of this observation, it seems natural to ask what effect adding a ‘well’ 
as a perturbation into one of the intervals would have on the stability of the solution 
with only one positive eigenvalue? In Section 3.1 it is shown that the presence of 
a ‘weir may make the largest eigenvalue negative, thereby creating a stable non­
monotonic solution. In order to see this, we look at an inhomogeneous sine-Gordon 
equation with four intervals where at least one of the point inhomogeneities is large. 
Instead of looking at this very specific example, we consider a more general class 
of equations, namely, the inhomogeneous wave equation with dissipation and n +  2 
intervals where the differences between adjoining intervals (point inhomogeneities 
in the potential) need not be small. To be specific, we study
VLit — '^xx ±  "q y (l^ ) ^5 7^5 7l) • • • 5 ^ni 7r) (1.3)
OU
where K(w, a?;//, A , . . . , A) consists of smooth (C^) functions Vfiu) defined on 
a finite number of disjoint open intervals A such that R =  DA. For stationary 
fronts of this equation to exist it is necessary that Vi and %. have a local maximum. 
Then the front in the left most interval (A) tends to a maximum of K as rc —)• — oo 
and in the right most interval (A) tends to a maximum of K  as a? -4 oo. In the 
middle intervals there is no such restriction, rather a variety of solutions can be 
chosen depending on conditions at the boundaries between adjoining intervals and 
the energy associated with the solution in each interval.
In this setting we derive a condition for when a change of stability of a stationary 
solution can occur. We do this by assuming that the linearisation operator about a 
stationary front solution of (1.3) has an eigenvalue zero. We construct the associated 
eigenfunction which then gives a compatibility condition for the existence of the 
eigenvalue zero (using a shooting argument). The compatibility condition is then 
written in terms of the lengths of, and the energy associated with the solution in, 
the intervals A, i =  1, . . . ,  n and leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of an eigenvalue zero to the linearisation operator about a stationary front 
solution. This, together with Sturm-Liouville theory, can often be used in specific 
examples to determine the stability of various branches of solutions. We include 
two such examples. Furthermore, we show that the stability results of [31] can be 
recovered as a limit of our work.
In the second part of the thesis we consider a perturbed sine-Gordon equation 
with three intervals (where the middle interval is a defect) and, in a similar manner 
to McLaughlin and Scott [31], derive a system of two ODEs which approximate 
front solutions. We do this by approximating the solution at time i by a member 
of a two parameter family of fronts. The two parameters tha t we use can roughly 
be thought of as the position of the centre of the solution and the speed with which 
it propagates or alternatively the steepness of the front. After deriving a system of 
ODEs for the evolution of the two parameters, we analyse it, both analytically and 
numerically, to get a handle on what conditions must be satisfied in order for the 
system of ODEs to give a good approximation of solutions of the perturbed sine- 
Gordon equation. We see that stable and unstable stationary fronts (associated with 
the defect) play an important role in determining the behaviour of fronts; whether 
they are reflected by the defect, pass through it or are pinned (made stationary) by 
it. Such behaviour is not limited to the sine-Gordon equation with a defect, it has 
also been observed in a non-linear coupled mode equation when a localised defect 
is added in a periodic structure. In [16, 17] it is seen that the presence of such a 
defect can lead to the capture of ‘gap’ solitons by the transfer of energy to stable 
defect modes.
In each of the two main parts of this thesis we will give a more detailed intro­
duction to the specific problem considered. Before proceeding with this however 
we would like to point out that the first part of this Thesis, Ghapter II (with the 
exception of Sections 2.1.1, 3.2 and 3.3), and the Appendix A .l have been prepared 
for publication jointly with G. Derks, A. Doelman and H. Susanto, as [28]. I would 
just like to acknowledge and thank my co-authors and in particular my supervisor 
G. Derks for the efforts they have made to get this paper in its current publishable 
form. The example in Section 3.3 has also been summarised in a recently published 
paper with the same co-authors, [9].

Chapter II 
Stability of Stationary Fronts
2 The Linearisation and Eigenvalues Zero
2.1 Introduction
The existence and stability of stationary or travelling fronts or solitary waves in the 
non-linear wave equation (or non-linear Klein-Gordon equation)
= U xxpy '{u )  (2.1)
is well-known when the potential V  does not depend explicitly on the spatial variable 
X, see for instance [10, 50] and references therein. Indeed, the existence question 
can be analysed using dynamical systems techniques. Furthermore, Sturm-Liouville 
arguments give that if a front/solitary wave exist, it is stable when it is monotonie 
and unstable otherwise. However, if the potential has a spatial inhomogeneity, i.e.
Utt = Uxx +  ^)) (2-^)
less is known about the existence and stability of fronts or solitary waves. Such a 
spatial inhomogeneity destroys the translation invariance of the equation.
Various systems are modelled by non-linear wave equations. For instance, taking 
V{u) — D[1 — cosu), gives the sine-Gordon equation,
Utt — Uxx D sin u,
which models various phenomena including molecular systems, dislocation of crys­
tals and DNA processes [5, 6, 12, 50, 52]. It is also a fundamental model for 
Josephson junctions, two superconductors sandwiching a thin insulator [32, 42]. 
In the case of Josephson junctions, the factor D  represents the Josephson tun­
nelling critical current. In an ideal uniform Josephson junction, this is a constant. 
But if there are magnetic variations, e.g. because of non-uniform thickness of the 
width of the insulator or the insulator being comprised of materials with different
magnetic properties next to each other, then the Josephson tunnelling critical cur­
rent D  will vary with the spatial variable rc, leading to an inhomogeneous potential 
V(u,x) = D{x){l — cosu).
Most of the analytical and theoretical work on Josephson junctions with an inho­
mogeneous critical current consider localised variations in D, hence the inhomogene­
ity is described by delta-like functions [14, 15, 25, 26, 31]. Yet, in real experiments 
the inhomogeneities vary from a moderate to a large finite length [1, 39, 43, 49].
In [24], the time-dependent dynamics of a travelling front, so-called (Josephson) 
fluxon, in the presence of a finite size defect is considered within the framework of 
perturbation theory {D is near 1); while the scattering of a fluxon on a finite length 
inhomogeneity is studied in [34]. A full analysis of the existence of stationary flux­
ons in long Josephson junctions with a finite length inhomogeneity is given in [9].
It is shown that a plethora of solutions often exists and a natural question arising 
from this paper is: “Which solutions are stable, where do changes of stability occur, 
and what type of changes are these?”
In this chapter we widen this question and study stability and changes of stability 
of stationary fronts or solitary waves in a general (damped) nonlinear wave equation 
with non-local inhomogeneities in its potential. A front or solitary wave u{x) is a 
solution with (exponential) decay to constant value for x  -4 ±oo. Usually a front 
has different endpoints at ±oo, while they are the same for a solitary wave. To 
avoid having to write front/solitary wave, we will use the term “front” to refer both 
to a front and a solitary wave. We will study inhomogeneous wave equations of the 
form
Utt — Uxx ±  y  {u^  Xj , 7l, • • • ) Az) 7r) OUt, (2.3)
where a  > 0 is a constant damping coefficient and the potential U(w, rc; A, A , . . . ,  In, h )  
is, in general, discontinuous and consists of smooth (C^) functions yfiu), defined 
on a finite number of disjoint open intervals A on the real spatial axis such that 
R = UTi. Thus II is the uttermost left interval, A is the uttermost right interval 
and A? • • • 5 7n are the middle intervals. For example, if there are four intervals, i.e.,
R  =z ( - 00, -A i)  U (-A i,0 ) U ( 0 , L 2 ) , U ( L 2 , o o ) ,  then V{u,x] {A}) is given by
V {u ,X ',h ,I i , l 2 ,Ir) = <
Vliu),  X Ç: Il — (—00, —A l);
ymi{u), ^ G 7i =  (—A i,0); (2 4)
14,2(14), a: G J2 =  (0 ,A2);
14( D ,  X £  Ir =  (A2, 0 0 ).
Note that without loss of generality, any potential defined on four intervals can 
be written as in (2.4), as it is always possible to fix the endpoint of the second 
interval to be at zero by translating the x  variable and updating the end points 
of the other intervals accordingly. An example of such a potential, modelling a 
so-called O-tt Josephson junction [7] with a defect, is shown in Figure 2.1. Here
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Figure 2.1: An example of a non-homogeneous potential on four spatial intervals. 
This potential models a O-tt Josephson junction with a defect.
Vi{u) = Vm2 {u) =  c o s  14 +  714, Vm^(u) =  7 44 and Vr{u) = — COS 44 +  7 44 with 7  =  0.1. 
We will consider this example in more detail in Section 3.1.
The existence of stationary fronts can be studied by using a phase plane a n a ly s is  
(let p =  44a; and write the second order ODE as a system of first order ODEs, for 
more details see Section 2.2) of the Hamiltonian ODEs
44, +  y({u) — 0, X £ li,
plus boundary conditions to “match” the solutions at the end points of the intervals 
and get decay to fixed points of the uttermost left potential V/ for x —)► — oo and 
uttermost right potential Vr îoi x  -+ oo. The solutions decay to fixed points, 
as we consider fronts that must asymptote to steady states of the equation. As 
the system is Hamiltonian these fixed points are either saddles or centers in the 
phase portrait. For the existence of a stationary front it is necessary that the fixed 
points are saddles. That is, the outer potentials Vi and K  have a local maximum. 
Then the front in the unbounded uttermost left interval A is part of the unstable 
manifold of the fixed point in V/, while in the unbounded uttermost right interval 
A, it is part of the stable manifold of the fixed point in W- Within each of the 
bounded middle intervals A • ■ •, 7n, any solution can be associated with a particular 
energy or Hamiltonian (A). Generically it can be shown for three or more intervals 
(n > 1) that if there exists a stationary front for intervals (A, • • •, 7n), then there 
are nearby intervals for which stationary fronts also exist [9, 46]. The lengths of the 
44 middle intervals and the associated fronts can be parametrised by the values of 
the 44 Hamiltonians {A }, more details can be found in Section 2.2.
Once the families of stationary fronts have been constructed, the next question 
is their stability. To determine the stability of a front 44(x;{A}), we first con­
sider linear stability. A solution of the wave equation (2.3) is written as u{x, t) =  
44(37; {A}) +  4 (^37, A; linearising about 44(37; {A}) and using the spectral Ansatz 
0 (37, A =  4 (^37) gives the eigenvalue problem
= A 4^, (2.5)
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where A ;= A(A +  a )  and
(2 .6 )
Here we are abusing notation in the potential V  and use that the intervals A can be 
parametrised by their lengths and hence by the parameters {A} (see Section 2.2). 
The natural domain for the linear operator C is 77^  (M), so we define C to have an 
eigenvalue A if there exist some eigenfunction T G 77^  (R) such that (2.5) holds. The 
Sobolev Embedding Theorem implies that 77^  (R) C C^(R), so the eigenfunctions 
will be continuously differentiable. The operator jC is self-adjoint, hence all eigen­
values A will be real. Furthermore, A is a Sturm-Liouville operator, thus Sturm’s 
Theorem [47] can be applied, leading to the fact that the eigenvalues of C are simple 
and bounded from above. Furthermore, if Vi is an eigenfunction of C with eigen­
value Ai and V2 is an eigenfunction of C with eigenvalue A2 with Ai > A2, then 
there is at least one zero of V2 between any pair of zeroes of Vi (including the ze­
roes at ± 0 0 ) .  Hence, the eigenfunction vi has a fixed sign (no zeroes) if and only 
if Ai is the largest eigenvalue of A. The continuous spectrum of A is determined 
by the system at ± 0 0 . A short calculation shows that the continuous spectrum is 
the interval (-oo,max(W(44_oo),y'%4t+oo)), where are the asymptotic states 
at ± 0 0  of the stationary front 44(37; {A } )- It is assumed that both asymptotic states 
are maxima of the potential, hence V"{u±oo) < 0 and the continuous spectrum is 
strictly negative.
If the largest eigenvalue A of A is not positive or if A does not have any eigen­
values, then the pinned fluxon is linearly stable, otherwise it is linearly unstable. 
This follows immediately from analysing the quadratic A =  A(A +  a;), illustrated in 
Figure 2.2 (recall that a  > 0). Indeed, if A > 0 then there exists a A > 0 such that
Figure 2.2 : A plot of A(A +  a).
A =  A(A +  a) and if A < 0 then %(A) < 0 for all A that satisfy A =  A(A +  o;). Finally 
if A =  0 the largest of the two A’s that satisfy A =  A(A +  a), is A =  0. Furthermore, 
the A-values associated with the continuous spectrum also have non-positive real 
part as the continuous spectrum of A is on the negative real axis. So we conclude
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that if the largest eigenvalue Aq of C is positive then the front u{x\ {A}) is linearly 
unstable; if Aq < 0 then the front is linearly stable. Thus the eigenvalue Ao =  0 
in (2.5) is of particular importance, as this is the point where a change of stability 
can occur.
The linear stability can be used to show nonlinear stability, see also [7, 9]. The 
nonlinear wave equation without dissipation is Hamiltonian. Indeed, define P  = Ut, 
U = {u,P), then formally the equation (2.3) can be written as a Hamiltonian 
dynamical system with dissipation for 37-dependent vector functions U in an infinite 
dimensional vector space, which is equivalent to x L^(E):
i u  = J5U (U ) -  aDU, with J  = , D
(2.7)
and
H{U) = i /  [P'^  + ul + 2{V{u ,x- ,{ I i} )-V ,(u .„))]dx
J—00poo
I  /  +  2 (y(44,37; {jj}) — K(w+oo))] dx.
Jo
For any solution u{x,t)  of (2.3), we have
7 poo
_ ? 7(U) =  -(^  /  <  0 . (2.8)
Cit J
As the front 44(37; { A } ) is a stationary solution, we have DH{u{x] { A } ) ,0) — 0 and 
the Hessian of 77 about the front is
D‘^ 'H{u{x\{hi]),G)=( /  °
If C has only strictly negative eigenvalues, then it follows immediately that (44(37; {A }), 0) 
is a minimum of the Hamiltonian and (2.8) gives that all solutions nearby the sta- . 
tionary front 44(37; {A }) will stay nearby for all time.
After this Introduction, Section 2.2 will give an overview of the results for exis­
tence of families of stationary fronts, especially the relation between the length of 
the intervals {A} and the Hamiltonian parameters {A}- We will focus mainly on 
the case of one or two middle intervals, hence one or two length parameters, as more 
intervals can be dealt with in a similar way. After this section, the main part of this 
chapter follows and it determines the relation between potential changes of linear 
stability (i.e., the existence of an eigenvalue zero of the linearisation operator C) 
and (constrained) critical points of the interval length functions parametrised by 
the Hamiltonians {A}- First we will derive a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of an eigenvalue zero. This condition is derived by constructing the 
eigenfunction related to the eigenvalue zero. However, this condition is not very 
transparent. So we continue and show that the condition can be related to (con­
strained) critical points of the lengths of the middle intervals as functions of the
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Hamiltonian parameters. Note that the explicit construction of the eigenfunction 
for the eigenvalue zero can be useful in determining the stability of the fronts as 
Sturm-Liouville theory can be applied and a count of the zeroes of the eigenfunction 
determines whether the eigenvalue zero is the largest one or not.
In constructing the eigenfunction, it is found that there is a qualitative difference 
if there are non-simple zeroes in the spatial derivative of the front. This distinction 
comes from the fact that if the spatial derivative of the front has a non-simple zero 
in the interval Ij then the front u{x\{hi])  is a constant function in the interval Ij 
and a fixed point of the dynamics in Vj (see Section 2.2 for more details). In the 
generic case that there is a family of stationary fronts with none of them having 
a non-simple zero in its spatial derivative, the relation between the existence of 
an eigenvalue zero of the linearisation operator C and the lengths of the middle 
intervals parametrised by the Hamiltonians can be summarised as:
The linearisation about a stationary front in a system with spatial in­
homogeneities has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if  the determinant of 
the Jacobian of the lengths of the middle intervals parametrised by the 
Hamiltonians vanishes, or equivalently, the length functions have a (con­
strained) critical point.
The detailed formulation of this result and results for the non-generic situation can 
be found in Theorems 2.8, 2.10, 2.13, 2.15 and 2.17. In Section 2.4, a full analysis 
is given for one middle interval {n=  1); the case of two middle intervals (n =  2) is 
considered in Section 2.5; and the general case is in Section 2.6.
After obtaining the results about the existence of an eigenvalue zero of the 
linearisation operator and (constrained) critical points of the length functions, we 
illustrate their use by deriving the stability and instability of stationary fronts in two 
examples related to long Josephson junctions. The first example is a O - tt Josephson 
junction with a microresistor defect, the potential for such Josephson junction has 
two middle intervals (n =  2) and a typical example was shown in Figure 2.1. In [7], 
the O-TT Josephson junction without defects is studied; it is shown that there exist 
both monotonie and non-monotonic fronts and only monotonie fronts are stable. In 
this chapter we will show that a defect can stabilise a non-monotonic front in the 
O-TT Josephson junction.
The second example consists of the sine-Gordon equation with a tall narrow 
defect (that is n =  1). In the limit as this step function approaches a delta function 
some of the results of McLaughlin and Scott, [31], can be recovered. Including the 
presence of two stationary solutions for certain parameter regimes, one of which 
is stable whilst the other is unstable. We shall now consider this example as a 
motivation for the rest of the chapter and derive some preliminary results for the 
existence of stationary fronts.
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2.1.1 Example: E xistence of Stationary Fronts
As mentioned earlier a specific example of the non-linear wave equation is the sine- 
Gordon equation. We pause briefly to consider the existence of stationary fronts 
in this equation when a defect is present. The aim of this section is to provide a 
concrete example which will give insight into the existence of stationary solutions for 
the general inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation, work which will be presented 
in Section 2.2. The results from this example will also be used in Section 3.3 in an 
application of our main stability result. Theorem 2.8.
We consider stationary fronts of a modified sine-Gordon equation with three 
intervals. That is, we consider (2.3) where the potential F(</),37; A )  is given 
by
K(^) =  U(</>) =  - ( 1  -  cos (j)) -  7 </) and %»((ÿ) =  - ( 1  +  nD ){l -  cos ÿ) -  7 .
Note that we use p,D rather than a single parameter so that we can later link our 
results to those of [31] where a defect was modelled by a delta function with area 
/i, HÔ.
Specifically we consider stationary fronts of
x\ > L:
1 +  uD, x\ < L\
=  ^(37) sine/) +  7  , where d{x) — < ’ ’ (2 .9)
where lima;_^ _oo <^>(37) =  — arcsin7  (a local maximum of Vi) and lima;_^ oo <^ (37) =  
27t — arcsin7  (a local maximum of Vr). We remark that a solution to this equation 
is a stationary solution of the sine-Gordon equation with a defect modelled by 9, 
for some arbitrary length L.
As indicated in Section 2.1 this equation is Hamiltonian in each interval. Mul­
tiplying (2.9) by 0a; gives (f)xx(l>x ~  9{x) sin 00a; — 70x =  0- This equation can be 
integrated in each interval to give
0 =  ^  -  (1 -  cos(ÿ)0j -  7 (a)  (2.10)
where A is the value of 9{x) in interval i. Thus in each interval, for a fixed solution 
0  and some constants Hi, i = I, m  and r,
Hi = ^ 0z -  (1 -  cos (j))di -  7 0 , (2.11)
where the subscript i = l ,m ,r  represents the intervals. Note that whilst 77^  ^ is fixed 
for each 0 it varies as 0 varies, meaning that Hm can be thought of as a function
of 0  and 0a;: L^m(0 , 0x)-
Since the limits as 37 —> ± 0 0  are known it is a simple m atter of substitution to 
calculate the values of the constants Hi and Hr-
Hi = —(1 — cos(— arcsin7 )) — 7 (— arcsin7 ) =  7  arcsin7  — 1 +  =: T,
Hr =  r  — 2777.
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However the value Hm, whilst fixed, is not specified apriori in the middle interval. 
We let the value of Hm[4>, 4>x) be g and introduce the notation p — (px- Note that 
Hi{(p,p) is the Hamiltonian in interval i. Re-writing (2.11) means that p^ can be 
expressed as a function of 0 and g in the middle interval,
— g {1 + /rD )(l — cos (p) +  7 0 , for some fixed g.
Similarly substituting the expressions for the values of the Hamiltonians in the left 
and right interval into (2.11) gives relationships between and (p in the left and 
right interval respectively. These relations can be plotted on a phase portrait for 
different values of g. In Figure 2.3 the phase portraits for all three intervals are 
overlain in the same plot for a restricted (p interval.
- 2 -
Figure 2.3; The phase portrait of the ODEs in each interval with 7  =  0.1, p =  0.1 
and D = 100. The dynamics in the middle interval are shown in blue, the inner 
and outer blue curves give bounds on g. The red curves depict the dynamics in left 
and right intervals.
Note that in the left and right interval the solution is determined (up to a 
translation invariance in x) whilst in the middle interval there is still a degree of 
freedom {g). We seek a continuously differentiable solution of (2.9) over the whole 
real line, so we need to match the value of (p and cpx at the endpoints of the middle 
interval, i.e., ±L.  From the phase portrait it can be seen that there are several 
ways of doing this in the most generic case (given by this set of parameters) giving 
different potential values of 0(±L) and 0a.(±L). Note that not all solutions are 
shown in Figure 2.3, we focus on a subset of solutions. Several solutions, where we 
do not have a complete orbit of the middle dynamics (‘go around the blue curve’ 
more than once) are sketched in the (p-(px phase plane in Figure 2.4, further solutions 
can be found in [9]. In fact because of the periodicity of the dynamics in the middle 
region (created by going entirely around the blue curve) there are infinitely many 
stationary fronts.
The differences between the various fronts depicted in Figure 2.4 come down 
to the different values of 0(±I/) and (px{àzL). Matching these values in the two
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(c) (d)
(f) (h)
Figure 2.4: Dynamics in the left and right intervals are shown in red whilst dynamics 
in the middle interval are shown in blue. This is overlaid in green by some possible 
pinned 27r-fiuxons joining the states arcsin 7  and 2ti — arcsin 7 . Further solutions 
exist, some using the periodicity of the dynamics in the middle interval, for further 
details see [9].
adjacent regions (as in [9]) gives expressions for 0(±L) in terms of g\ 
4>(—L) — arccos(l +  ^ - )  or (f){—L) =  2tt
and
, g — F . arccos(l +  )
(p{L) = arccos(l + 5  _  r  +  2 , t7^  =  a r c c o s ( l  +
[iD fiD
Again, note that these are not all of the possible solutions, for instance we could 
use <p{—L) — 27t arccos(l +  or (f){—L) =  dvr — arccos(l +  etc. The 
expressions for 0 (±T) can be used to give an expression for the length of the defect, 
2L, in terms of the parameters and the value of the Hamiltonian g. Using the 
fundamental theorem of calculus 
d4>
b -t)P (V ',9 )
2L = if p > 0 for all \x\ < L.
This means that the length as a function of the value of the Hamiltonian can now 
be found numerically for each value of p, see Figure 2.5. Note that we must take 
care when p = 4>x changes sign within the region of integration. In this case a sum 
of integrals must be used (details will follow later, see (2.17)). Figure 2.5 shows for 
which lengths of defect a stationary front connecting — arcsin 7 and 2tt — arcsin 7 
exists and for a particular length, it gives the p-values at which this happens. Note 
in particular that there is a turning point in the lowest of these curves, we will later 
see that this turning point corresponds to a change of stability, making one branch 
of solutions stable and the other unstable.
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Figure 2.5: The lengths of the defect in terms of h (ignoring periodicity) for 7 =  0.1, 
/X == 0.1 and D =  100, where h ^  is a scaled version of the value of the 
Hamiltonian. The black line corresponds to the connection shown in Figure 2.4 a) 
and b), the red line corresponds to c) and d), the blue line corresponds to e) and f), 
and the purple line corresponds to g) and h). The right panel shows the bifurcations 
that occur for h  close to 0.
2.2 Existence of Stationary Fronts
Having seen the existence of families of stationary fronts parameterised by the value 
of the Hamiltonian in the middle interval for a specific example, we now consider 
families of stationary front solutions of (2.3) in more detail. As indicated in the 
Introduction (Section 2.1), stationary fronts are solutions of a non-autonomous 
Hamiltonian ODE which in the limit for x -)► -0 0  converge to a maximum of Vi 
and for x H-oo converge to a maximum of Thus a stationary front is a solution 
to the following boundary value problem:
0 uX X +  ^ ( w ,x ;  {A}) and lim u{x) = u±oo-ou æ^±oo
(2 .12)
Here U- 0 0  is a local maximum of Vi(u) and u+00 is & local maximum of Vr(u).
We focus on the case where there are two middle intervals (n =  2), as it pro­
vides a good template for all other cases. For n =  2, the potential is given by (2.4). 
From (2.12), it follows that the only explicit T-dependence in V  comes from the 
positioning of the various potentials Vi{u). Thus within each interval A, the equa­
tion (2.12) is spatially homogeneous and the fronts solve a Hamiltonian ODE in each 
interval. In the same way as in Section 2.1.1, multiplying through by in (2.12), 
writing p — and integrating with respect to x gives the following Hamiltonian 
description for the stationary fronts (recall that B. = Ii U U I 2 U Ir)-
g =  +  Vmi{u),  X e  h ]  W  :=  H/(u_oo) =  +  v^(^), X e  Ii]
h  =  +  TA2 (^); X ^  I 2 ] F+ •= kÇ('^ -l-oo) — 2 P X ^  If-
Here we use g  and h for the (constant) values of the Hamiltonian in the intervals h
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respectively I 2 to avoid needless subscripts. Solutions of the set of equations above 
can be described as the intersection of stable and unstable manifolds with orbits 
of the dynamics in the middle intervals. Indeed, the unstable manifold of the fixed 
point (w_oo,0) in the left interval intersects an orbit of Hamiltonian system with 
potential Vmi, whilst the stable manifold of the fixed point (W+005O) in the right 
interval intersects an orbit of Hamiltonian system with potential Vm2 • These orbits 
in the middle intervals are parametrised by g and h respectively and generically 
there is a continuum of values of g and h which intersect the unstable manifold of 
(w_oo,0) and stable manifold of (w+oo,0) respectively.
Next we will show that this implies that we can (nearly always) parametrise the 
solutions in terms of g and h. That is, there is a region in the g-h plane for which 
functions u{x]g^h), Li[g^h) and L 2 {g,h) can be defined such that u{x’,g ,h)  is a 
continuously differentiable solution of
Ux =  p ; P =  for X e  h  =
Pz =  - ^ { u , x ; L i { g , h ) , L 2 (g,h)); /i =  |p^ +  K naM , for re € ^2 =  (0, ^ 2);
lim u(x) = w±oo-x—>±00
(2.13)
In (2.13), Li  and L 2 are defined implicitly by using that —Li, 0 and L 2 are the points 
where the dynamics in the various intervals “join” up. In order to see exactly how 
Li{g,h) and L 2 {g,h) are specified, we define the matching points to be {ui,pi) for 
i = l ,m ,r  (from left to right). That is u(—Li) = ui, p(—T%) =  pi, u{0) = Um, 
etcetera. The Hamiltonian formulation (2.13) then gives that these points can be 
expressed as functions of the Hamiltonian parameters g and h:
^Pi = 9 -  ymxiui) =  V- -  Viiui)]
^Pm = 9 ~  ymxi'^m) — h — (2-14)
1 2
2  Pr" —  h Wig (^r) y+ Vrig^r)'
So (ui,pi) will be functions of g only, (Wr,Pr) will be functions of h only, and (Wm,Pm) 
will be functions of both g and h. In the first line of (2.14), the second equality 
defines a function g{ui). However the function of interest is ui{g). If for some w, 
V{[u) = H4j(w) and V{'{u) 7^  (fx), then g{u{) has a turning point ut u i — u and
there will be a bound on the p-values for which a solution exists. From now on we 
will assume that our potentials satisfy the non-degeneracy condition used above, 
i.e..
A ssum ption 2.1. The potentials Vi, i =  1,1 ,... ,n ,r  are such that i f  at some point 
Ü we have VI {u) = V-{u) then V"{v) 7  ^ V ”{u).
Thus the curve ui{g) has a bifurcation point at any point û with VJ'(xx) =  Vf^^{u). 
There will be a bifurcation point at p/ =  0 too as pi is defined in terms of p/^.
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Using the same arguments at the other matching points gives the remaining 
bifurcation points. Thus we define the bifurcation functions i = I, m, r,
^i{g)  =  Pi{9) K i i i'^iid)) - ^ M d ) ) ] ,
^n ,{g ,h)  =  Pm{9,h)[V^^{Um{g,h)) -Vi^{Um{g,h))], (2.15)
É § r { h )  =  P r { h ) [ V ; ( u A h ) ) - V : „ , { U r { h ) ) ] .
If g and/or h are such that h) = 0, then there is a degeneracy that must be 
studied carefully.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that there is a point {ui,pi) such that the first set of equations 
of (2.14) are satisfied for some g = fi-
• I f  ^ i{g) ^  0 then there exist a neighbourhood of g in which a unique smooth 
curve of left matching points {ui{g),pi{g)) can be defined which satisfies (2.14) 
oW (i^f(^),pz(p)) =  (% ,^).
• I f ^ i i d )  =  0 and [uupi) f  (w-oo,0) (i.e., {ui,pi) is not a fixed point of the Vi- 
dynamics), then g is an edge of the existence interval for left matching points 
(ui,pi). At one side of g two solutions curves of left matching points emerge 
from {ui,pi) and there are none at the other side. The two solutions curves 
form one smooth curve in the {u,Ux)-plane.
• I f  3§i(g) =  0 and (ui,pi) = {u-oo,0), then there are two smooth solutions 
curves of left matching points in the -plane, both containing the point
{ui,pi). IfVf^^(ui) ^  V{{ui), then these curves can be smoothly parametrised 
by g. I f  Vfn^(ui) =  h^ Z('^ z); Zbem is an edge of the existence interval for the 
left matching points (ui,pi).
An analogous result can be formulated for the right matching points. The proof 
and detailed local descriptions of the curves can be found in Appendix A. 1.3 and 
Lemma A. 1.2. The middle matching points are slightly more complicated as they 
depend on two variables.
L em m a 2.2. Assume that there is a point (w ^ ,^ )  such that the middle set of 
equations of (2.14) are satisfied for some g = and h = h.
• I f  ^  0; then there exist a neighbourhood of (g,h) in which unique
smooth functions of middle matching points {um{g, h), Pm{g, h)) can be defined 
which satisfy (2.14) and {um{g,h),Pm{g,h)) = (uZ,p((f).
• I f  ^m{g, h) = 0 and {uZ,pZ) is not a fixed point of the Vm-^-dynamics nor of 
the Vm2 -dynamics (i.e., ifp(^ = 0, then V(n^{uZ) ^  0 and ( ^ )  ^  
nearby fi, there exist unique smooth curves u^[g), p^(p), and h{g) such that 
the middle equations of (2.14) are satisfied, ^m{g, Hg)) — 0, and Um{g) = G,
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Pmid) = P) and hQ) = h. Furthermore, the curve h{g) is bijective, hence near 
h there also exist unique smooth curves u%_{h), and'g{h) satisfying the
criteria above and g{h{g)) — g, u^{h{g)) = etc.
Finally, the curve h{g) (or equivalently 'g{h)) forms an edge of the existence 
region for middle matching points {um,Pm)- For each fixed g: i f  h is at one 
side of h{g), then two solutions curves of left matching points emerge from 
and there are none at the other side. As before, these two solutions 
curves form one smooth curve in the {u,Ux)-plane.
Again, the proof and detailed local descriptions of the curves can be found in 
Appendix A. 1.3 and Lemma A. 1.5.
In this chapter, we will assume that there exists a connected set in the {g, h) 
parameter space such that the matching point functions (ui(g,h),pi{g,h)), for i = 
l ,m ,r ,  are well-defined for all (^,/i)-values in this set. From the lemmas above, it 
follows that at the (p, h)-values on the boundary of this set, one or more of the 
bifurcation functions vanishes. In the {u, Ux) phase space, the front solutions 
follow the g- and /i-orbits (in the resp. -dynamics) to connect the matching 
points {ui,pi). The lengths Li{g,h) and L 2 {g,h) are the lengths of these orbits.
In order to find expressions for Li{g, h) and L 2 (g, h), we define functions pi{u, g) 
and p 2 {u,h) to be such that pi{u(x] g,h), g) =  Ux[x\g,h) for any x ^  I\ and 
P2 {u(x\ p, h),h) = Ux{x] p, h) for any x  G h .  Hence
\Pi{u,g)? = 2 \ g - V m M ] ,  ÎOT u e  {u{x;g,h) : x  e  h };
\p2 {u,h)]‘^ = 2 [h -V m 2 {'a)], ioi u e  {u{x; g,h) : x G h};
and the sign of pi is determined by where on the orbit u is: if u is increasing then 
Pi is defined to be positive and if u is decreasing pi is defined to be negative. Thus 
the turning points of u are very important as these are points where the sign in 
the definition of pi changes. Also the expressions for the lengths Lfig, h) depend 
on how many turning points the function u{x;g, h) has on the middle intervals fi. 
If there are no turning points in either middle interval, then the expressions are 
straightforward and given by
However, if the function u{x] p, h) has turning points in one or both middle intervals, 
the expressions get more complicated.
Let us assume that u{x]g, h) has ly turning points in interval / i ,  denoted by Xi,
for  2 =  1 , . .  . , z /  (with Xi < rc^+i), and p, turning points in interval J2, denoted by
Xi, ÎOT i = iy + 2 , . . . , i / F l +  p  (with Xi < rc^+i). In the next sections, we will use 
the notation 2^+1 =  0 (recall that A and I 2  join at a: =  0), hence the “gap” in the
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counting. The length functions are then given by
M x u g )  ^  du r ^ M  du
L l  {g, h)  P l ( « ,a )  Jn(xi-ug)  P i (“ . 9)  X(rr.i9) Pi  (“ , S) ’
Mx,+2;h) du du du
L 2 (g, h)  P2(«,k) . ^ 3  ft) P2(m, /l) /.(*„+„+i;ft) P2(«, /l) '
(2.17)
It is important to realise that all of the integrals are positive: if u{xi) > u{xi_i) then
du
Pj {u)  > 0 for w G so / —r-r  > 0. If however u{xi) < u{xi_i)
Ju(xi-i) Pj\'a)
du du
then Pi{u) <  0 for 16 G (u(xi), u(xi_i))  meaning /  — = -  — r - r  =
/ ------- —  > 0. In the arguments above, we have implicitly assumed that
Ju{xi) -Pji'a)
{uTn,Pm) is not a fixed point of the -dynamics or the -dynamics. If (p, h) is 
such that {Um{g, h),Pm{g, h)) is a fixed point of the I/^.-dynamics, then a front can 
be constructed for any length Li. This is a highly degenerate situation and such 
families will be considered separately.
The condition that (um^pm) is not a fixed point of the dynamics, z =  1,2, 
can be rephrased as the condition that the derivative of the front Ux{x\g,h) does 
not have a non-simple zero in the middle intervals. Indeed, if Ux{x) has a non-simple 
zero at æ =  æ G Ij, then Ux[x) =  0 =  Uxx{x) and u{x) satisfies Uxx +  Vjiv) = 0 
for all X G Ij. Thus V-{u{x)) =  0 and u = uific) is a fixed point of the dynamics 
in Ij. As Vj is smooth, we have uniqueness of solutions to initial value problems 
and hence u{x) =  u for all x  G Ij. So the condition that [um^Pm) is not a fixed 
point of the \4 z.-dynamics, i = 1, 2 , also implies that all turning points Xi, i = 
1,. ..,z/, ly -{-2,... p + I correspond to simple roots of Ux.
From the construction above, how to extend the results and expressions for 
the length functions to the case that the potential V  in (2.12) has more than two 
middle intervals (n > 2) follows immediately. If the potential V  in (2.12) has only 
one middle interval (n =  1) then setting Vm '.= Vmi = A := Li =  L2, and 
g = h gives the relevant relations for the matching points, bifurcation functions, 
and length functions; more details can be found in section 2.4
2.3 Eigenfunctions in the Kernel of the Linearisation
In this section we look at the linearisation about a stationary front whose derivative 
has only simple zeroes and construct the eigenfunction associated with a potential 
eigenvalue zero. This construction will involve matching conditions at the bound­
aries of each interval and leads to a compatibility criterion for the existence of an 
eigenvalue zero. Again, we will give the details in the case where there are two 
middle intervals as the other cases follow in an analogous way.
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For an eigenvalue zero of the linearisation C to exist, there must be a function 
^  G such that =  0 , hence with (2 .6),
+  =  (2.18)
where u = u{x] g, h) is the stationary front whose stability we are analysing. The 
first observation is that for a homogeneous wave equation, the linearisation about 
a smooth stationary front u always has an eigenvalue zero with eigenfunction Ux. 
However, for an inhomogeneous equation generically Ux 0  and thus does not
solve (2.18) (due to delta functions appearing in derivatives). In spite of this, if zero 
is an eigenvalue of the linear operator C, the function Ux still plays an important 
role in the eigenfunction.
To study (2.18), each interval is considered individually and then the resulting 
solutions are pieced together. The ODE is second order and the vector field is 
Lipschitz continuous in u, hence by uniqueness of solutions there must be two 
linearly independent solutions in each interval. One of those solutions will be Ux. 
Note that Ux ^ 0  on any interval as it is assumed that Ux has no non-simple zeroes. 
Furthermore, the end points, w±oo, of the solution u{x;g, h) are fixed points of Vi, 
i = r respectively I, and are local maxima. Thus these points are saddle points of 
the ODEs Uxx +  Vl{u) = 0, i = I respectively r, and we can conclude that the far 
field linearised system has exactly one exponentially decaying solution as rc ±oo; 
this is the solution Ux-
In the middle interval(s), we also need a second solution. W ith the method of 
variation of constants it can be seen that
is a solution of (2.18) in each interval, which is linearly independent of Ux. Using 
the principle of superposition in each interval, the general eigenfunction can be 
constructed as a linear combination of Ux and the expression in (2.19). However 
the integral expression in (2.19) is only defined on intervals in which u{x) has no 
turning points. Generally this is not the case for an entire interval, so we split each 
interval into subintervals which do not contain zeroes of Ux. As in section 2.2 , we 
assume that there are ly turning points of the front u in interval Ji, denoted by Xi for 
i =  l . . . y ;  and p  turning points in interval I 2 , denoted by Xi for i — iy-\-2. . .  Z /+ 1+ // 
with Xi < Xi^i. We also define xq = —Li, 2^+1 =  0, =  -^ 2 and intermediate
points Mi = Ei±£i+i  ^ i = 0 , . . .  ,iy + p 1. Note that Ux{Mi) 0.
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Thus if C  has an eigenvalue zero, its eigenfunction 9 (a?) is given by
AiUx(x) F BiUx[x)
Ux{x), x < - L i : = x o ]
Xi < x  < Xi+i for 2 =  0,..., z/;
rAiUx(x)  +  BiUx[x)  / ~Y(7\^ X i < x  <  Xi+i for 2 =  i /+  1,..., 1/ +  /x +  1;
J Mi 'O'x vS )
(2 .20)
The parameters 2 =  0 , . . . ,  z/ +  /x +  1 and k have to be such that W G
hence also in C^. The condition of continuous differentiability at all points Xi, 
2 =  0, . . . ,zx +  /x +  2 leads to 2(z/ +  ^  +  3) conditions on the 2(zx +  /x +  2) + 1  constants 
Ai, Bi and k. This difference between the number of conditions and the number of 
parameters will lead to a compatibility condition for the existence of the eigenvalue 
zero.
The extension of these observations to the general case of n  middle intervals 
with n > 2  and the reduction to the case of one middle interval goes along similar 
lines. Details will follow in the later sections where the compatibility condition will 
be derived and linked to derivatives of the length function for the various cases.
In order to simplify notation in the following sections, functions G and Q  are 
introduced. These functions are related to a régularisation of /  when the front 
u has a turning point (hence Ux vanishes) at one of the end points of integration or 
in the inside of the interval of integration respectively.
• For Xi-i < a < rc^ +i and a ^  Xi, define
1 1
G{a,Xi) :=
• For Xi_i < a < b  < Xi+i and X i ^ b ,  define 
Gi{a,b) := G{a,Xi) -  G{b,Xi).
d î -
1
(2 .21)
(2 .22)
Note that by the assumption that Ux has only simple zeroes it follows that Uxx{xi) 7^  
0 if 22a;(^i) =  0. This is used to show the existence of the integral in the definition 
of G. For details showing these functions are well-defined, see Lemma A. 1.1.
The following identities hold for Gi and G if a and b are such that there is no 
zero of Ux between them and follow by direct calculation.
L em m a 2.3. I fx i^ i  < a < b  < Xi or Xi < a < b < Xi+i, then
G{q>, Xi) — t  J L  
L u m
+  Gib, Xi).
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2.4 Stability of Three Interval Stationary Fronts
In this section we focus on the wave equation with one middle interval [n =  1) using 
the notation L := Li = L 2 and Vm •= that is the potential satisfies
V{x) — Vm{F) for X G h  = (—L, L). Note that now rc =  0 is the midpoint of the 
middle interval and there is no longer an endpoint of an interval at x = 0. Initially 
we will look at a stationary front whose turning points are associated with simple 
zeroes in the derivative u^. Let u{x; g) be such a front with y  zeroes X i{ g ) , . . . , Xj,{g) 
in the middle interval. The expression for the eigenfunction associated with a 
potential eigenvalue zero of the linearisation about the stationary front as given 
in (2.20), reduces to
U x { x ) ,  X  <  —L;
r  d}AiUx{x) F BiUx{x) X i < x < X i + i î o r i  = 0 ,...,y; (2.23)
J Mi \Ç / 
kux{x), X > L]
where xq =  —L, x^+i — L.
First we will derive the compatibility condition for the existence of an eigenvalue 
zero of the linearisation. This condition is not very transparent, so we will show 
that it can be expressed as a product of the derivative of the length curve and 
the bifurcation functions. Finally, after analysing the stationary fronts with simple 
zeroes in their derivative, we will look at stationary fronts with non-simple zeroes, 
i.e., stationary fronts for which one or both matching points are fixed points of one 
or more of the potentials Vi, K  or Vm-
2.4.1 T h e  C o m p atib ility  C ond itio n
The requirement that the potential eigenfunction as given in (2.23), is in 
(hence in C^(E)) gives 2z/ +  4 conditions involving the 2z/ +  3 parameters. Ai, Bi 
and k, by matching the function (value and derivative) at Xi, 2 =  0 , . . . ,  z/ +  1. The 
conditions give 2z/ +  4 linear equations for the 2zx +  3 parameters and lead to the 
compatibility condition stated below.
Lem m a 2.4. Let u{x;g) he a stationary front solution of the wave equation (2.3) 
with one middle interval I f  all zeroes of are simple, then C, the linearisation 
about the front u, has an eigenvalue zero with an eigenfunction in B^(R), i f  and 
only if
Cu — O'
Here and are the bifurcation functions defined in (2.15) and the constants 
are defined as follows (recall that u is the number of turning points of the front 
u, or equivalent, the number of zeroes ofu^, in the middle interval):
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• ifi> — Q and Ux{±L) ^  0 (u^ has no zero’s in [—L, L]), then = J
• ^  1 Ux{àzL) ^  0, then
Cy — G\{—L, Mq) +  Gi{Mj-i, Mj) +  GujMu, L) , for z/ > 1; (2.24)
i=l
• ifUx{—L) = 0  or Ux{L) = 0 (hence pz =  0 or Pr = 0 ), then G^ = 0  for any z/.
Note that if Ux{-L) =  0 or Ux{L) = 0, then the definition of does not matter
for the compatibility condition of the Lemma, as in this case =  0 or =  0.
For z/ > 0, the definition of G^ is a régularisation of the integral for Go-
Proof of Lemma 2.4
The proof is split in two parts. First we look at the case where Ux{±L) ^  0.
As the front u{x) solves the wave equation (2.12), u^x satisfies
TXzi =  -yli'F), X < - L ;  Uxx =  k l < Uxx = X >  L.
Using this and the definition of the parameters in the eigenfunction 4^  in (2.23), the 
continuity conditions for 4^  and at æ =  - L  give, after some rearranging.
r-L df dl
Bo= Pi[V i{u ,)-V i’{u,)] = m  and Ao = l - B o J ^  ^110  ^  J-L  “1 (0 '
(2.25)
At the zeroes X{, i = 1 , . . . ,  z/, we have that Ux{xi) = 0. Since all the zeroes are 
simple, this implies Uxx{xi) ^  0. From Lemma A. 1.1 (ii), it follows immediately 
that for any zero a;,, 2 =  1 , . . . ,  z/, we have
1 ,. , , , ài = limuAXi + e)
J M i  ^ x i O
Using this, the continuity condition for ^  at Xi gives
— =  thus Bi =  forj  =  l , . . . , K
'U'xxx^ iJ 'l x^xKFi)
Again using Lemma A. 1.1, it is seen that for 2 =  1 , . . . ,  zx
(2.26)
lime4-0
and
limej.0
Uxx (^i d)
Uxxi^i ”b
d( 1
"T
'M.., . 1  “ x (0  “x(3 ;i-e)
Xi+e
—  * ^ a ; x ( ^ i ) G ( A ^ Z —1 )  ^ i )
— Uxx{.^i)G(^Mi, xf).
Thus the continuity condition for at 2 =  1 , . . . ,  z/, can be written as
Ai-\  +  Bi-iG {M i-i, Xi) — A i BiG{Mi, Xi).
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Prom the definition of Gi and the fact that Bi = i = \ . .y ,  this implies the 
iterative relation
Ai = Gi{Mi^i, Mi) for 2 =  1 ,. . .  ,y. (2.27)
Finally, the continuity condition for ^  at a; =  L gives
and the continuity condition for at rc =  L gives that the compatibility condition 
for the existence of an eigenvalue zero is
=  k P r K M  -  K 'K )]  =  -fc «X =  -  f  ^  ■ (2.28)
\  J mu
To re-write this as the expression in the lemma, we consider two sub-cases:
• If Ux has no zeroes in the interval [—L, L], i.e. y = 0, we have xq = —L, 
x i — L, Mu = Mq = =  0 and Au == A q. Using the expression for A q the
compatibility condition (2.28) becomes, upon rearrangement.
/_ u m
If Ux has one or more zero in the interval [—L, L] then using the recursive 
relationship for Ai, (2.27), gives
/  pMo dP \
= Gi(Mi_i, Mi) +  Ao =  l +  m U  ^  %) j .
(2.29)
Thus the compatibility condition (2.28) becomes
n = - ^ r \ i + m  \ r ° r
L l “: ( o  t r  "  "  j M ^ ^ m
Using Lemma 2.3 to re-write the two integrals in this expression, the condition 
becomes
0 =  T ^G i(—L, Mo) -h Gi{Mi-i, Mi) -b Gu{Mu, L )^ .
In both cases, the term multiplying ^ z ^ r  is defined as Cu, thus completing the 
proof in the case Ux{^L) ^  0.
Next we consider the case when Ux{—L) =  0 or Ux{L) = 0, i.e., pi = 0 or 
Pr =  0. Recall that if Ux{—L) = 0 then V)^{u{—L)) = — lim 2ia;a;(—L +  e) 0 and 
Vi(u{—L)) = —limUxx{—L — e) ^  0 as Ux only has simple zeroes. Similarly if 
Ux{L) = 0, \A^{u{L)) ^  0 ^  V({u(L)). The proof is split up in to three parts:
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• First the case when pi = 0 and Pr ^  0 is considered, thus =  0 and
V(^^(ui) ^  0. As before, the continuity condition for at —L implies that 
Bq = = 0  (using Lemma A. 1.1 (ii)) and the continuity condition for
at X = - L  gives that A q =  The continuity conditions for the other
zeroes are as before and imply that =  0 and Ai =  Ao, for i =  0 , . . . ,  z/. 
Finally, the continuity conditions for ^  and at æ =  B give that k = Aq and 
V){ur) = Vln{ur). Hence the compatibility condition becomes = 0, which 
can be written as ^ r C u  = 0  for any constant (as =
•  Similarly if =  0 and pi ^  0, hence = 0 and Vf,^(ur) f  0, V((ur) ^  0, 
then Bz =  0 and Ai =  for 2 =  0 , . . . ,  z/. The continuity conditions
at Æ =  - L  then imply that k =  and the compatibility condition is
V/(ui) = Vm[ui), hence 3§i == 0.
• Finally if both pz =  0 andp^ =  0, then = 0 = and Vf,{ui) ^  0, Vf{ur) ^  
0. The two continuity conditions at L  imply that kVf{ur) =  AoVf^(ur). This 
gives k =  and hence a non-trivial eigenfunction exists.
□
In the situation that one or both of the bifurcation functions vanishes, we can 
immediately draw a conclusion about the existence of the eigenvalue zero and its 
stability.
C oro llary  2.5. Under the conditions of Lemma 24-’ I f  exactly one of ^ i ,  
is zero then the linearisation C has no eigenvalue zero. I f  = t) — then 
the linearisation C has an eigenvalue zero whose eigenfunction is a multiple (with 
possibly a different multiplication factor in each interval) ofUx{x). In this case, the 
eigenvalue zero is the largest eigenvalue if  Ux has no zeroes. Thus we can conclude 
that if  = 0  = then the front u is linearly stable if  and only if  it is strictly 
monotonie (i.e. Vrr Ux{x) ^ 0 / .
In the homogeneous case Vi =  Vm =  W, so <^ z =  0 =  ^ r -  Thus this corol­
lary recovers the well-known result that only monotonie fronts are stable in the 
homogeneous case (i.e. when there is no defect).
2.4.2 V aria tions of L en g th
Next we will show that the constant in Lemma 2.4 can be expressed differently 
by using the fact that the stationary fronts are not isolated, but are rather part of a 
larger family parametrised by the value of the Hamiltonian in the middle interval, 
g. It will be shown that is a multiple of ^  and hence the linearisation about 
u{x\ g), i.e. C{g), has an eigenvalue zero if the length curve L{g) has a critical point 
at g = g.
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For three intervals, the general expression for the length function as given 
in (2.17) becomes
2L{g) — I —  r +  2 , I  r +  /  ------r> (2.30)
Jui{g) p{u,g) z= l A (xi(g);g) P\U^  g) Ju{xu{g)-,g) P\^ -> 9)
where, as before, p^{u,g) = 2 [g — Vm{u)], for u G {u{x\g) : x G h }  and the sign 
of p{u,g) is determined by where on the orbit u is: if u is increasing then p  is 
defined to be positive and if u is decreasing p  is defined to be negative. In each of 
these integrals there are either one or two zeroes of p which only occur at the end 
points of integration. To analyse these expressions succinctly we further split an 
integral if an interval of integration contains two zeroes. Thus expressing the length 
function in terms of integrals with at most one zero of p at one of the end points 
of the interval of integration. First we recall that all zeroes of u^, xfig), are simple, 
so no pair can collide. Also the zeroes xffg)  and Xu{g) can only leave the middle 
interval via pi{g) = 0, Pr{g) = 0 respectively, i.e. at a bifurcation point. Thus for g 
away from a bifurcation point, the function Mfig) =  smooth and lies
between the two adjacent zeroes xfig) and Xi-^i{g). Finally, p = has a fixed sign
for X between xfig) and Mfig) and between Mfig) and Xi^ffg). Thus the length 
functions can be written as a sum of integrals of the form
pu{xi{g),g) J fu{xi+i(g),g) j
Tj( )^ := / ^  and /[(p) := /  (2.31)
Ju{Mi{g),g) Piu,g) Ju(Mi(g),g) P{u, g)
The derivative of such integrals can be calculated using the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. I fx fig )  is a simple zero of andy{g) G {xi-i{g), xfig)) is a smooth 
function of g then
nu{xi{g),g) j
I{g) := /   r
du{y{g),g) P('^)P)
is differentiable and
m  =  -G{y{g),x,{g)) -  - ^ - ^ ^ ± u ( y { g ) , g ) .
The proof of this lemma can be found in Appendix A. 1.2. Applying this result
to the integrals in (2.31), we get the derivatives for the integrals in the length
function (2.30).
Lemma 2.7. For i = 1 , . . .  y — I and g not a bifurcation point
dg Ju{xi{g)\g) P{u,g)
=  G(Mz(p),:rz(p)) -  G(Mz(p),:rz+i(p)).
g=g
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Proof.
If g is not at a bifurcation point and is such that xfig) and Xi+ffg) exist then the 
zeroes xfig) and Xi+i{g) exist and are smooth functions of g for g near g. Thus 
Lemma 2.6 gives that
and
=  - G m s ) M g ) )  -
9 = 9
=  - G m s U H m  -
9 = 9
Mxi+v,g)
As / —-----   =  liig ) — liig)^ this immediately implies the relation of the
J u(xi\g) Piu^g)
lemma. □
These identities allow the existence condition for an eigenvalue zero in Lemma 2.4 
to be related to the derivative of the length curve L{g) with respect to g.
T h eo rem  2.8. Let the front u{x;g) be a solution of equation (2.12), such that all 
zeroes ofUx{x‘, g) are simple and the length of the middle interval ofu{x\ g) is part of 
a smooth length curve L{g). The linearisation operator C{g) associated with u{x\g) 
has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if
^ z (p )^ X p )A (p )= 0 . (2.32)
I f  g is a bifurcation point (i.e., = 0 or 3§r — then this expression should be
read as a limit. This gives
• if  ^I(g )  =  0; then the condition becomes FSr{g) = 0;
• if  ^r{g) = 0, then the condition becomes ^i{g) = 0 .
A stationary front u{x] g) with a length of the middle interval that is not part of 
a smooth curve, but is instead an isolated point, has a linearisation operator C{g) 
with an eigenvalue zero.
For all stationary fronts, if  zero is an eigenvalue of the linearisation operator, 
then the eigenfunction is a multiple ofUx{x;g) for  lrc| > L (with possibly a different 
multiplication factor at each end).
Whilst on first inspection it might seem that (2.32) is automatically satisfied if g is 
a bifurcation point, this is not the case. It turns out (see Appendix A.1.3) that at 
a bifurcation point L'{g) is unbounded. However it is possible to take the limit of 
the bifurcation function multiplied by this derivative as this expression is bounded. 
For example, if p is a bifurcation point with ^i{g)  =  0 then Lemma A. 1.4 gives
V,'{ui{g))
lim
9-^9 V L M g ) ) ^ ^ '
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Note that this limit is a one-sided limit, as g is at the edge of an existence interval, 
see Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.8 and Corollary 2.5 immediately imply the following stability result.
C oro llary  2.9. Let {u(x',g)} be a family of stationary fronts of equation (2.12) that 
form a smooth length curve L{g). I f  all fronts u{x;g) are such that their derivative 
Ux{x', g) has only simple zeroes, then a change of stability can only occur at a critical 
point of the L{g) curve or when ^i{g)  =  0 =  Fêr{g).
Proof of Theorem 2.8
First we look at the generic case that u{x\ g) is such that the length of its middle 
interval is part of a smooth length curve L{g) and ^i{g) 4 ^ 4  ^r (g ) '  Hence g is 
not at the edge of the existence interval. By differentiating the relations in (2.14) 
for ui{g), pi{g), etc. with respect to g, and remembering that in this case h has been 
identified with g and Vm =  K ii =  Kz2, we get
0= pip i '{g )  +  Vi'{ui)ui'{g), 1 =pipi'{g)  +  Vf,{ui)ui'(g),
1 — Pr Pr (p) T  V^{Ur) Ur (p), 0 = Pr Pr (p) T Vj.{Ur)Ur (p).
Hence
1 =  [Vf,{ui) -  V5'(26z)] Ui '{g) and 1 =  [lA(^r) ~  V l M ]  Ur '{g).
Furthermore, the function p(w, p) satisfies g = |p^(w,p) +  lm(w); differentiating this 
relation with respect to g gives 
dp1 =p{u,g) —  {u,g).
Finally, the front values at the turning points xfig) are denoted by ufig) u{xi{g)] g) 
and they satisfy g — Vm{ui{g)) =  0 (using (2.13) and Ux{xi{g)\g) =  0). Differenti­
ating this relation with respect to g gives
0 =  1 -  V^iu^ig)) u'Aa), hence “ ((g) =
As in the proof of the compatibility condition. Lemma 2.4, we will consider different 
cases depending on the number of turning points of the front in the middle interval.
• In the case that the front u{x\ g) has no turning points in the middle interval, 
differentiating the expression for length L{g), (2.30), with respect to g gives
Ur'{g) ui'{g) du dp{u,g)\ _  j _  Ui'j _  j ,
P r(p ) Pz(p) P ^ (^ ,p ) %
Substituting the expressions derived above for the various derivatives into this 
equation and changing the integration variable to x  instead of u gives
1 1 /  1 1 \  
~ W g ) ~  J-Hg) “  \ W )  ^  ^  ■
(2.33)
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In the case that the front u{x\g) has y > I turning points in the middle 
interval, differentiating the length function (2.30) with respect to g and using 
Lemma 2.7 gives
2L'(g) = - ^  + ^ 4 ^ - G { - L , x ,) + G{L,x^)
Pz(p) P r(p )
y
+  ^2 ^G(Mz_i,a)z_i) — G(Mz_i,rcj)j 
i^ 2
=  -  G i(-B , Mo) -  GXM,, B) -  T  Q(Mz_i, Mz)
Pl{9) Prig) ^
In both of these cases multiplying through by ^i{g) ^r{g)  gives 
2 ^i{g) ^r{g)L'{g) = — {^i{g) +  ^r{g)  +  ^i{g) F§r{g)Cu),
which is zero if and only if C{g) has an eigenvalue zero by Lemma 2.4.
Next we look at the non-generic cases. If p =  p is such that Fdfig) =  0 or 
^ 4 g )  = 0 then the result follows directly from Corollary 2.5. The fact that these 
results are limits of the general expression can be seen by using Lemma A. 1.4 and 
noting that lim ^z(p )^^^  and l i n i ^ r ( p ) ^ ^  are non-zero respectively.
g-Ag  ^ g-^g ^
If g is such that u{x\g) is an isolated point, then both left and right bifurcation 
functions will vanish, i.e., ^i[g )  =  0 =  ^ r(p ). Thus Corollary 2.5 implies that the 
linearisation has an eigenvalue zero.
If there is an eigenvalue zero, the fact that the associated eigenfunction is a 
multiple of Ux{x;g) for |a:| > B follows immediately from the expression for the 
eigenfunction in (2.23). O
2.4.3 Extension to  a N on-Sim ple Zero
So far we have focused on the case that the derivative of the front, has only 
simple zeroes. In this section we will consider the case where Ux has a non-simple 
zero. Recall that a non-simple zero in an interval implies that the front stays 
constant and corresponds to a fixed point of the dynamics in that interval. There 
are two cases that must be considered separately, namely, if there is a non-simple 
zero of Ux in the middle interval or not.
If there is a non-simple zero in one of the outer intervals {Ii or A), it will occur 
for an isolated value of g, say g = g (corresponding to the Hamiltonian of the orbit 
of the Vm dynamics that contains the fixed point of the V/ or VÇ. dynamics, i.e., 
(w_oo,0) or (tXoo,0)). From now on we shall assume that a non-simple zero occurs 
in the left interval. The relabelling symmetry x —x  can then be used to extract 
results if a non-simple zero instead resides in the right interval.
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A non-simple zero in the left interval for ^ ^ implies that pi{g) =  0 and
ui = u-oo- From Lemma 2.1 we get that there are two smooth curves of left 
matching points nearby A sketch is given
in Figure 2.6. There is one issue however, in our analysis thus far we could assume
Figure 2.6: A phase portrait showing how a pinned fluxon with a non-simple zero 
in the left interval can fit into two families of pinned fluxons parametrised by g. 
The two curves pi{u) are shown with bold blue lines.
that there was a constant number of zeroes of Ux in the middle interval (see the 
definition of the zeroes Xi{g) at the start of section 2.4). However, along the curves 
of left matching points (ui{g),pi"^(g)), the number of zeroes of Ux in the middle 
interval changes as g crosses g since Pi"^{g) changes sign at g = g. On the other 
hand, the curves L{g) are smooth, so it is enough when calculating the derivative 
^ { g )  to calculate the one sided limit g ^  g. This allows us to state the following 
extension to Theorem 2.8.
Theorem  2.10. I f u{x;g)  is a front solution of (2.12), such that all the zeroes of 
Ux{x;g) in the middle interval are simple and either:
a MOM-szmp/e zero 0/263,(3;; p) m /^^ e Ze/t W en;a/ 7/ oW ^r(^) 7^  0 or 
^Aere zs o M076-52mp/e zero 0/263,(3;;^) m /^^ e npM We?i;oZ 7^  ^ /(p ) 7^  0;
or
f/iere zs a ?%072-52mp/e zero 0/263,(3;;^) m  60 /^6 Ze/t a?2d npM  m^e?raZs 7( a/zd 
/^zerz /^ze /meahsa^zozz operator /I(p) /zag a/z ezperzz^ aZzze zero ÿ  a/zd ozz/p ÿ"
dL
dp (g) =  0.
/ f  /^zere zs a /zoTZ-szmp^e zero 0/263,(3;; p) z?z /^ze /e/t Z2z^ er2;a/ ('W  zzo^  zzz /^ze npM
interval) and ^ r{g )  =  0  o r  there is a non-simple zero ofux{x\ p )  in the right interval 
(but not in the left interval) and ^ i (g )  = 0, then the linearisation operator C{g) 
does not have an eigenvalue zero.
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Note that Theorem 2.10 is slightly different from Theorem 2.8. In Theorem 2.8, 
^i[g )  = 0 implied that g was the boundary of an existence interval and L'{g) would 
diverge at g = g. As seen in Lemma 2.1, a non-simple zero of Ux is not related 
to a boundary of existence if V(^{ui) ^  V{{ui) =  0 as u; =  u_oo at p =  p. We 
are interested in fronts which only have simple zeroes in the middle interval, hence 
V)^(ui) ^  0. Thus in this case, even though 3^i[g) =  0, there is no boundary of 
existence of the {ui,pi) points and the derivative L'{g) is bounded.
To prove Theorem 2.10 we use the same approach as for Theorem 2.8: first we 
derive a compatibility condition by constructing an eigenfunction for the eigenvalue 
zero and then link this result to We start with the compatibility condition.
L em m a 2.11. Ifu{x;g) is a front solution of (2.12), such that the only zero ofux is 
a non-simple zero occurring in the left interval Ii and 7^  0 then the linearisation 
operator C{g) has an eigenvalue zero if and only if
‘ i w - " ’
where G{L, —L) is the régularisation of — defined in (2.22).
Ifu{x;g) is a front solution of (2.12), such that the only zeroes of Ux are non­
simple zeroes in the left and right intervals Ii and I^, then the linearisation operator 
C{g) has an eigenvalue zero if and only if
(5(0, - i )  -  (5(0, L) + = 0,
I f  there is a non-simple zero ofux in the left interval Ii, no other zeroes ofUx, except 
possibly a simple zero at x = L, and ^r{g)  =  0 then the linearisation operator C{g) 
does not have an eigenvalue zero.
Recall that y /—V ”(ui) E R and ^J—V ”[ur) E R as u_oo and u^o are local 
maxima of Vi and K  respectively. This lemma considers a more restrictive case 
then Theorem 2.10, but it will be adequate to prove the entirety of the theorem, as 
we shall see later.
Proof of Lemma 2.11.
To prove the first statement in the lemma note that the eigenfunction will be the 
same as in (2.23) in the intervals Im and The only difference will occur in the 
interval /;, the interval with the non-simple zero. As u is the constant function 
u{x) = u_oo within this interval, the eigenfunction is given by
^ ( 3:) =  < Aux{x) d- Bux{x) / 
3 0
^ai{x+L)^ 3: <  —L;
■L < X < L:
0 ^ x i O ’ 
kux{x), X > L\
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where ai = We have only one term in the left interval because we
require the eigenfunction to decay as rc —> ± 00.
Matching the value of and its derivative, at 3: =  —L  (using Lemma A.1.1) 
gives
B
W )G(0, -L ) , (2.35)
meaning A ^
Pr 7^  0 and matching at x = L  gives
\v>7 +  (5(0, —L) . The assumption 7^  0 implies
k = A B
J'0
and the compatibility condition 
—hVf {ur) = — ( A B
(2.36)
'0 ^x(0
That is
B  = kpr [Vf,(Ur) -  V l M ]  = - k ^ r -  
Using the expressions for A, B  and k given in (2.35) and (2.36) gives
V iim )  =  SS .V iim )  G ( 0 , - £ ) -  I ~ ^  +
(2.37)
0 K (^ z )] 'J
(Xl
where the last equality follows by using Lemma 2.3. Dividing through by Vf^{ui) 7  ^ 0 
and re-arranging gives the first part of the lemma.
Next we consider the last part of the lemma. That is, u has a non-simple zero in 
Ii and =  0 , so either pr =  0 or (iZr) =  K (^r). In both cases the eigenfunction 
stays the same but the matching conditions at x = L  change. The compatibility 
condition (2.37) becomes B  = 0. This contradicts B  =  Vf^{ui) ^  0 from (2.35), 
proving the final statement in the lemma.
Finally the middle statement of the lemma. If as well as a non-simple zero in 
the left interval Ii there is also a non-simple zero in the right interval 7 ,^ then the 
eigenfunction is altered, changing for 3; > L to where V7'(wr).
This means that the previous matching conditions at 3; =  7, are replaced by
k =
B
% K )
, = -AICK) -  BI/%,(26r)G(0 , T).
Substituting the expression for k, along with the expressions for A  and B  in (2.35), 
into the second equality above and re-arranging gives the compatibility condition 
as stated in the middle part of the lemma. O
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Next we proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.10 using the notation u := ui{g). 
Proof of Theorem 2.10.
It is important to note that in order to prove this theorem we do not need to 
consider every case. Instead it is sufficient to consider the case when the pinned 
fluxon u{x,g) is such that Ux{x,g) has no zeroes in the middle interval. If there are 
zeroes in the middle interval then the result is proved by combining what follows 
with Theorem 2.8 away from x = —L.
First we focus on the case (i) in Theorem 2.10, i.e., (p) 7^  0. We have already
discussed how pi{g) is defined for p near p. For p on one side of p, pi{g) will be 
positive whilst on the other side it will be negative. As pi changes sign an extra 
zero of Ux will be introduced on one side of p. We will consider the one-sided limit 
of L'(p), where p approaches p from the side such that there are no zeroes of Ux in 
the middle interval - L  < x < L. For p on this side of p, the length function can 
be written as
l>ur(g) j'Mg) ^  poU)
p(«,a) "  1 .W  p(«,3) L i9 )  p (^’9)
where Uo{g) is defined such that p(uo(p),p) =  0 and uo{g) -> w for p p. Fur­
thermore, u{x,g) satisfies the middle dynamics in (—L, L) and we define ü{x,g) to
be the extension of this function, i.e., ü{x,g) satisfies the middle dynamics for all 
x e R .  Finally we define (o(p) < -L {g)  to be such that =  M g )  and
as p -> p. Using this definition. Lemma 2.6 gives for p ^  p
2L\g) = +
Taking the limit p -> p, the first two terms in the above expression converge to 
G(L, —L) — The remaining two terms each blow up as p ^  p, however their
sum doesn’t, meaning that the limit can be taken. Indeed, from Lemma A.1.3, we 
get that for p near p, i.e., pz near 0
1 1
di
The term inside the integral is bounded in the limit p —7 p (as we have performed a 
régularisation, see Lemma A. 1.1) and the length of the region of integration tends 
to zero, so the integral term above vanishes in the limit p -7 p. Now, V{{ui) -7 0 
as ^ p so the dominant terms in the above expression will cancel, however we 
do still need to know how ‘fast’ Vl{ui) goes to zero. In Lemma A.1.2 we have
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approximations for ui{g) and pi{g) near Ui{g) and pi{g). In particular we have 
ui{g) -  ui{g) = ! +  0(p/(p)^). Thus a Taylor expansion gives
=  v/ M ê)) + M a )  -  M â ) ) V " M 9 ) )  + 0 ( M 9 )  -  Mâ))^)
= Pi
V I 'M g ))
+ 0(p,)-
• ^ - V { 'M 9 ) )
Using this expression gives
1 1 __________ g - v i 'M M ) ) +  0(pi{9))-
Pi  V L M  Pi  \ V L M  -  v , 'M ]  V4(«,(s))]^
Substituting this into the expression for 2L'(p), (2.38), and taking the limit g 
(Pz -7 0) gives
2T%p) =  G (T (p ) ,-T (p )) -
1
+ V-V,"M9))
âSr(9) \VLM9))f '
which is exactly the term in the compatibility condition in Lemma 2.11.
Next we look at case (ii) of Theorem 2.10, i.e., there is a non-simple zero in both 
intervals Ii and J^ .. Using the same ideas as before and the symmetry Z E7 r  gives
d d ' du d '  du
dg
9= 9 J n i.9 )
.  dg
9 = 9
Jur{g) P(«,a)
9= 9
— G{0 , —L) T 1
G{0, L) T
p ( o , g ) %
1 du
p(o,p)
( 0 , ^ ) -
x /-v ;" K (g ) )
\v l M 9 ) ) X
Again this is the term in the compatibility condition in the middle part of Lemma 2.11.
The final part of this theorem follows directly from Lemma 2.11. □
If there is a non-simple zero in the middle interval for g = g, then u{x) = u, 
where « is a fixed point of the dynamics in the middle interval. Thus p{u{x),g) = 0 
for any x  in the middle interval. So the length of the middle interval can no longer 
be expressed as the integral of l/p(u, g). Moreover, if g is in the existence interval of 
both left and right matching points, then a stationary solution exists for any length 
L, i.e. there will be a vertical curve in the g-L plane at p =  p. We can determine 
the stability of such fronts, though obviously they cannot be linked to the derivative 
of the length function.
L em m a 2.12. I fu (x )  is a front solution of (2.12) such that u{x) = u in the middle 
interval, then let am = %%(2z). IfV/{u)  7^  0 7^  %f(2z) (i.e. there is not a non-simple 
zero in either the left or right interval) then
• i f  am > 0  the linearisation operator C has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if
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• < 0 the linearisation operator C has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if
L =  0.
In both these cases the eigenfunction associated with an eigenvalue zero has a zero, 
thus the front u{x) is unstable.
I f  there is also a non-simple zero in either the left or right interval (hence V/{u) =  
0 or Vf[u) =  Oj then the linearisation operator C does not have an eigenvalue zero 
for any L > 0  and the front u{x) is stable.
Proof.
If there is a non-simple zero only in the middle interval then the eigenfunction 
associated with the eigenvalue zero (2.23) becomes
! Ux{x), X < -L ;
Acos{y/â;;^{x P L)) Bsm {y/âZ{x P L)), \x\ < L;
kux{x), x >  L\
for dm 7  ^ 0. If Ckni >  0 then in the middle interval we have a linear combination 
of cos- and sin-functions and if dm < 0 it is a linear combination of cosh- and 
sinh-functions. Matching and at a; =  ± L  gives sin(2^â;;^L) =  0 as the 
compatibility condition. If >  0 this condition holds if and only if L =  If
< 0 then the compatibility condition is equivalent to sinh(2\/-a^7v) =  0 which 
only holds if L =  0.
If =  0 then the eigenfunction in the middle interval is replaced hy A P Bx,  
matching ^  and its derivative again gives L =  0 as a compatibility condition. In 
all of these cases 4^(iL) =  0, that is, the eigenfunction has a zero. So by Sturm- 
Liouville theory there is a strictly positive eigenvalue for all L > 0. Hence u{x) is 
unstable.
If there is a non-simple zero in either the left or right interval then the eigen­
function in that interval becomes èe"V-U"(U(^-D respectively. We
again match and its derivative to get a compatibility condition for the existence 
of an eigenvalue zero. If dm 7^  0 then the compatibility condition gives that L  must 
be a positive multiple of an arctan or arctanh of a negative number. For instance, 
if there is a non-simple zero in interval I (and m) but not in r and dm > 0 then the 
compatibility condition is
1 ^L = — = =  arctan y y /~^l
Which has no positive solution for L. If =  0 then a simple calculation shows 
that L < 0 for an eigenvalue zero to exist. Thus in all cases L < 0 for an eigenvalue 
zero to exist. O
From the proof we can see that the condition L = 2:^ = , m G No is a reso­
nance condition, as the eigenfunction in the middle interval is made up of a linear 
combination of cos- and sin-functions.
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This remark completes our analysis of stability in the inhomogeneous non-linear 
wave equation with three spatial inhomogeneities. To summarise, an eigenvalue 
zero can only exist if ^  =  0 , =  0 or — 0 .
2.5 Stability of Four Interval Stationary Fronts
Having analysed fronts in wave equations with potentials that have one middle 
interval {n=  1), we now focus on the case with two middle intervals (n =  2). We will 
show that the results for one middle interval can be extended to two middle intervals 
using similar ideas, though the analysis is considerably more complicated due to the 
fact that there are two Hamiltonians, parameterised by g and h, and two length 
functions, L\ and L2. As the methods employed are the same as in section 2.4, the 
derivation of the results obtained in this section is given in Appendix A. 1.4. Just as 
for one middle interval, this derivation involves the construction of the eigenfunction 
associated with an eigenvalue zero, leading to a compatibility condition in terms 
of régularisation functions like C^, see (2.24). This compatibility condition is then 
linked to derivatives of the length functions L\ and L 2 . After stating the results 
for two middle intervals, we discuss how they relate to the case with one middle 
interval.
2.5.1 The Linearisation Operator and Eigenvalues Zero
Due to the added complexity we state the counterpart to Theorem 2.8 in two parts. 
First the generic case that the middle bifurcation function êëm 7  ^0 followed by the 
case when — 0.
Theorem  2.13. I fu {x ;g ,h )  is a front solution of equation (2.12), such that all 
zeroes of Ux{x\g,h) are simple and ^rn{g,h) 7^  0, then the linearisation operator 
C{g, h) has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if
*■<»• ‘I*<'■>“ ( l b ! î f e « ) ■  “
I f  {g,h) is a bifurcation point, (i.e. = 0 or 3§r =  OA then this expression should
be read as a limit. This gives,
• if  ^ i{g) = 0 and 3 §r{h) 7^  0, then the condition becomes ^ { g , h )  = 0;
• if  3 dr(h) =  0 and 3 §i{g) ^  0, then the condition becomes ^ ( p ,  h) = 0;
• if  3 §i{g) =  0 =  3 dr{h), then there is no eigenvalue zero.
As in Theorem 2.8, if 3§i[g) = 0 then ^ ( p , / z )  is unbounded but lim^^g 
3d i{g )^{g ,h )  exists and does not vanish. In the case 3di = 0 = 3dr, 
and are both non-zero in the limit whilst ^  and ^  both vanish.
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Thus, as 3dm f  0, (2.39) cannot be satisfied. Note also that if at (p,/i) =  [g,h) 
the function Li has a bounded critical point, (i.e. ^ { g , h )  = 0  = ^ (p ,& ) )  then 
(2.39) implies that there is an eigenvalue zero irrespective of the other function L2. 
Similarly, a critical point of L 2 implies the existence of an eigenvalue zero.
C oro llary  2.14. Comparing Theorem 2.13 (two middle intervals) with Theorem 
2.8 (one middle interval), we observe that the determinant in Theorem 2.13 is 
Z/ze JacoZzzoTZ 0/  Z/ze izecZor yizTzcZzon (T i,T2)(p,/^), w/^ Zc/z zs Z/ze Zwo dznzengzoW 
equivalent of C{g). Furthermore, fixing L\ at a non-critical value L (not a saddle or 
acZrenziznz^ , a ctzn;e^(p) orp(/z) m Z/ze erzgZence repzozz o/Z/zepzTZTzed/Zzzrozzs.
On this curve there are pinned fluxons with L\ =  L. Applying Theorem 2.13 to this 
situation gives that an eigenvalue zero will occur at a constrained critical point of 
L 2 or when one of the left or right bifurcation vanishes; recovering the condition of 
Theorem 2.8.
Proof.
If L  is not a critical value for the Li lengths, then the implicit function theorem 
gives that Li(p, h) = L defines a curve h{g) or g(h). We shall assume that the curve 
which is defined is h{g), i.e., ^ (p ,/z (p )) f  0. If it is p(/z) instead, then the proof 
is similar.
Differentiating Li(p, h{g)) — L  with respect to p gives W? ~
0. This means that at (p, h) =  (p, /z(p))
dh
■ ( 9 M 9 ) )
dp2 f  -V,  \  \  dp2 / '7'/ s\dh
dh ^ ^ \ 9 M 9 ) ) ^ { 9 ,h { 9 ) )  + ^ i 9 , h { 9 ) )dh  ^ dp  ^ dg
(9 ,h { 9 ) )^ { 9 X { g ) ) -dh ’ dg
If the point (p,%(p)) is such that an eigenvalue zero exists then the above expression 
multiplied by 3di 3dr must be zero at this point. Since ^ ( p ,^ ( p ) )  ^  0, the condition 
for the existence of an eigenvalue zero becomes 3di^r  ^ {g ^h {g ))  = 0. Which is 
the condition in Theorem 2.8 for L(p) =  L 2 {g, h{g)). □
If 3dm{g,h) = 0 then all of the partial derivatives that we have used previ­
ously, i.e., etc., are unbounded. Prom Lemma 2.2 it follows that there exists 
a smooth bijective curve /z(p) with Zz(p) =  h such that 3 dm{g^h{g)) =  0 for p in a 
neighbourhood of p. As h is bijective, it can be inverted near (p, h) and a curve 
p(/z) can be defined such that p(/z(p)) =  p for p near p and h{g{h)) =  Zz for /z 
near h. In Appendix A.1.4, proof of Theorem 2.15, it is shown that J^Li(p(Zz),/z)
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and ■^L2 {g,h{g)) are well-defined near h = h, resp. near g — g. This allows us to 
formulate the following theorem for 3drn =  0.
T heorem  2.15. I f  u[x\g,h) is a front solution of equation (2.12), such that all 
zeroes of Ux{x\g,h) are simple and 3dm{g^h) = 0, then one of the following cases 
holds for the linearisation operator C(g, h):
• if  3§i{g) 7^  0 7^  3dr{h) then C{g, h) has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if
dh 2
0 =  3di{g)3dr{h)
h=h dg
ig X ig ) )
9=9
• if  exactly one of 3§i[g), 3dr{h) equals zero then C{g,h) has no eigenvalue zero.
• i f  3di{g) = 0  = 3dr{h) then C(g, h) has an eigenvalue zero.
C orollary  2.16. Theorem 2.15 can he thought of as a limiting case of Theorem 2.13. 
Proof.
In order to link Theorem 2.15 = 0) to Theorem 2.13 [3drn 7^  0) we will show
that for h{g, e) := h{g) + e (with the sign of e such that h{g, e) is inside the existence 
region of the stationary fronts)
az/i
lim ^ „ (g ,ft(g ,e ))— (g,/i(g,e)) =  1 
Vim SS„{g ,h{g ,e))^{g ,h(g ,e))  = -
and
1 (2.40)
The first of these relations is straightforward as (2.17), (2.14) and the definition 
of give ^ ( g , h )  = for ( g , h )  {g ,h(g) ) ,  thus =  1 for e 0
and the limit can be taken. The second relation is a bit more complicated. In the 
appendix. Lemma A. 1.6, it is shown that for any g near p, 3dm ^  -7 ~  (1^7
for h -4- h{g) and in Lemma A. 1.9, it is shown that /z'(p) =  Together this
implies the second relation in (2.40).
Thus for p near p:
lim ^ m  dete-^ O
=  lime^ O
=  lim
e->0
dLi dL-i 
dg dh 
dL'i dL-2 
dg dh {g,h)={g,h{9,^))
'd in dLi dh
dg ' dh dg "* dh
ÔL2 ÔL2 dh 
dg dh dg {g,h)={9,h{9A
dLi
dh
d
1
d
— Li(p, h(g)) T Zz'(p)— I/2(p, h{g))
dh
Li(p(/z),/z) +  T zM g ^  Hg))
h^h(g) ^ 9
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In the last step, we use that p =  p(^(p)) thus 
^ L i(p ,^ (p ) )  = - ^  LiiaW ^H M hig) = h=h(g)
^%p). (2.41)
□
Later (in Section 3.1) we will use the stability results presented in this section 
to consider an example of the O-tt long Josephson junction with a defect. We will 
show that a defect can stabilise an unstable non-monotonic pinned fluxon. Before 
showing this example however we will complete the generalisation of our result, 
concerning the existence of an eigenvalue zero, to the general case with N  middle
intervals.
2.6 Stability of Stationary Fronts w ith N  M iddle Intervals
The results presented so far are for potentials with one or two middle intervals. 
Whilst there are lots of technicalities in the proofs, the main ideas can be extended 
to the general case of N  middle intervals. The previous results that we presented 
for one and two middle intervals (Theorems 2.8 and 2.13) used the Jacobian of the 
lengths of the intervals as functions of Hamiltonians and the bifurcation points. To 
generalise these results to N  middle intervals, with potentials we must
also generalise these functions. Generalising the bifurcation points is straightfor­
ward: If the N  middle intervals h  are defined as U = (Xi-i,Xi), then
2 =  1, N  -  1
whilst for the left and right bifurcation functions we have 
3do := 3di = p{xo) [VLiiHxo)) -  Vi iHxo))] and 
33m  :=  =  p {X n ) [V "/(^(X n)) -  ■
The length of each of the middle intervals is defined as Li := -  Xi-i- In each
interval there will be a value of the Hamiltonian hi, (2.13). The length L{ will 
depend on hi as well as the values of the Hamiltonians in the adjacent intervals via 
Xi-i and Xi- Specifically, we have the following dependence of Li on hp
Li(/zi,Zz2) ,  lor z =  2 , . . , N - l  and LN(Z^N-i,W .
This means that the determinant of the Jacobian
where is the determinant of an z x z symmetric triband matrix:
Ti := det
/  ÊLidhi
1
^1
dL9.
dh2
1
0
0
1
â§2
dLs
dhz
0
0
0
0
\
z >  3.
\  0 0 0 0 9i-l
s&i-l
dL
dhi J
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Here we have used that i = 2 , . . . , N  and =  ^ , z  =  l , . . . , A '  — 1,
see (2.40). Note that we can extend the definition of naturally to
which are the definitions of the Jacobian resp. derivative used in the results for 
the two and one middle interval case. We will only show the relation between 
eigenvalues zero of the linearisation and zeroes of the determinant Fv in the case 
where none of the bifurcation functions vanishes. For one or two middle intervals 
(N =  1 or AT =  2), we have already shown that this restriction can be removed 
by reading the results as a limit. This was quite technical and so will be hard to 
repeat for general N . We believe that each case can be proved individually i.e. for 
N  = 3, N  = A, etc.. Thus we conjecture that the following result will also hold at 
bifurcation points when read in a limit (as in Theorems 2.8 and 2.13).
T heorem  2.17. Letu{x) he a stationary front solution of the inhomogeneous non­
linear wave equation (2.3), i.e.,
d V  {u, X, Ix, I \ , . •., In j 7r ) 
dXi ’
such that the bifurcation points ^  0 for i — 0 ,. . ,N . The linearisation ahout the 
front has an eigenvalue zero if  and only if
N
Fjv =  0.
i=0
Here Tn is the determinant of the Jacohian •
Proof.
The statement has already been proved for iV =  1 and N  =  2 in Theorem 2.8 and 
Theorem 2.13 respectively. Thus, in the remainder of the proof we will assume that 
N  > 3 .  Also we assume that 7^  0 for i =  0,.., N.
If u{x) is monotonie for x  G [xojXzv] (i.e. Ux{x) has no zeroes in the middle 
intervals) then the eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue zero is
a; <  %o;
rŸ aiUx + biUx Xi-i < ^  < Xi i = 1,..., N]
ZgUa,, 3; >
Matching the value of At and its derivative at 3; =  Xo gives Ui =  1 and 61 =  % .  
Matching at x = Xi iov i = 1 , . . .  N  — 1 gives
rxf di
Q-i+i = UiA-hi I ■—  and 6^ +1 = hi 3d{ Ui+i, i — 1 , . . . ,  N  — 1. (2.42)
d X i - l
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Finally matching at x  = x n  gives the compatibility criterion for the existence of an 
eigenvalue zero
d N  +
rxN
>XN-1  “ x ( 0
As before it can be shown that 
d L j  1_____ 1__  O ' (2.43)
see (2.33). Furthermore, (2.42) gives ai =  for i =  2 , . . . ,  TV. Using these two
relations with i = N  shows that the compatibility condition can be re-written as
0 =  —3dN^N -l
ôLn 8 n  
dhjN 3dj\j-
+ )jV-l (2.44)
Similarly, using the second relation in (2.42) to remove and ai in the first 
relation of (2.42) and using (2.43) to remove the integral in the first relation (2.42) 
gives a second order recursion relation for bp
bi — —3di-i3§i-2
dLi^i 6j_i +
4 - 2 (2.45)
62 =  =  «^0-uhi
To link the compatibility condition (2.44) with hi as given recursively by (2.45), we 
consider the determinants F  ^and show that they satisfy a similar recursion relation. 
Due to the symmetric triband nature of F^  it is possible to write F^  in terms of sub­
determinants, that is, in terms of F^_i and F^_2. We have the following recursion 
relation:
■  S''- - J— 1 Fi_2, Z > 2; F i =  and Fq =  1. ^ 4 - 1 /  %
This looks very similar to the recursion relation for bi (2.45). In fact if we define
2 - 1
Ci = { - i y - M - i l [ 3 d j ,  z >  1,
j = 0
then
Cl =  F o^o  =  C2 =  —Fi =  —3Sq^ i
dLi
dhi
Writing the relation between q and F^_i as Fi_i =  (—1)* shows that
the recursion for & is
dLi-i Ci-i /  1
dhi_i 3di_2 \ ^ i - 2 Q - 2
z > 3 .
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In other words, q  and b i satisfy exactly the same recursion relation, hence b i  =  Ci =
(_ l ) î  iP i-i for i > l .  The compatibility condition (2.44) gives that there
is an eigenvalue zero if and only if
ôL m Cm 1
dh ^  ^ N - i  \ ^ N - i
N-2
CN- 1
=  —^ N ^ N - 1  TT ^ 3  —
i=0 
N
= Y l ^ j ’
3=0
by the recursion relation for Fm- So we have proved our theorem for a monotonie 
front u(x).
Next we consider the case that u is not monotonie, i.e., in each middle interval 
I j ,  j  = 1 , . . .  TV, the function Ux(x) has i/T zeroes at position x^, k = 1 , .., The 
eigenfunction ^(rc) has to be altered in each interval I j .  Instead of
deCijUx T bjUx I
dxj-i “ *(?)
the eigenfunction in the interval I j ,  j  =  1, . . .  Ai, becomes
for x i  < X < and k = 0 ,..., z/;
where x^ = Xj-i,  =  Xj and By matching ^  and its derivative
at the points x î î o i  k = 1,.., we have that for j  =  1, . . .  TV, (see (2.26) and (2.29))
B l = =: bj, for A; =  1, . . .  z/^ , and Æ j = + bj
k=l
Note that we have introduced the notation bj for the value of the parameters B^ in 
the interval I j .  If j  =  1, then matching at %o =  —T gives Aj =  1 and bi = ^ q. If 
1 < j  < TV then we note that matching at æ =  Xj-i  is similar to matching at the 
middle matching point in the two interval case, see (A .I.13) and (A.1.14). So we 
get
bj — bj_i T ^ j - i
. ,  r x j - i  f ià . r x j - i
L-i, I  Mi
Xj-l
A q +  bj , j  =  2 , . . .  TV. (2.46)
Finally we match ^{x)  at the right matching point x  = Xn - This gives the com-
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patibility condition
bjY =  —^ N
—
= —3Sm
w
'•XJV di
A q +  b^
bN- 1
rxN dP 
“  Jh
di
+  bn
'XN
"X7V dî
k=l
where we used (2.46) with j  = N  to get an expression for A ^  in terms of 6^ and 
Prom (2.34) we can see that for j  =  1 , . . . ,  A",
dLj
dhj
1 1 rMj
'xj-
Using this in the compatibility condition shows that the compatibility equation can 
be written as (2.44). Similarly, using it in the relations for Aq, A^j and bj shows 
that bj satisfies the recursion relation (2.45). Hence this completes the proof for a 
general front u{x) with ^  0. ^
To summarise, if ^  0 then there is an eigenvalue zero if and only if the Jaco- 
bian of the lengths of the intervals with respect to the values of the Hamiltonians, 
vanishes.
This is the last result that we present for the general mhomogeneous non-lmear 
wave equation. We now complete this chapter by looking at several specific problems 
and apply the results that we have derived to investigate the stability of stationary 
fronts.
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3 Applications
Having completed a comprehensive study of the existence of zero eigenvalues for 
solutions of an inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation we now move on to consider 
three examples that apply the theory that we have developed. Specifically, we shall 
use our results along with Sturm-Liouville theory to show changes of stability. The 
first example has four intervals and uses Theorem 2.13 to show the existence of 
a stable non-monotonic front for a O-tt long Josephson junction with defect. This 
highlights a difference with the homogeneous case where a stable front was by 
necessity monotonie. It also shows how a defect can stabilise a non-monotonic 
solution in the O-tt junction.
The other two examples each have three intervals. The first one considers a case 
where there is a non-simple zero of the eigenvalue A(p) associated with an inflection 
point of the length curve and a region of possible hysteresis is found where two 
stable fronts exist for the same length of defect. The final example is based on the 
work of McLaughlin and Scott, [31], and uses a step function to approximate a delta 
function. In the limit as the step function tends to the delta function the results of 
[31] are recovered: i.e., one branch of solutions is stable whilst the other is unstable. 
That is, with Theorem 2.8 we show that McLaughlin and Scott’s result generalise 
to step functions on a short interval.
3.1 Four Interval Example: Defects in a 0 — tt Long Joseph­
son Junction
As mentioned in the introduction (Chapter I), by layering two long Josephson junc­
tions with different material properties, a front joining states t t  apart (rather than 
2tt apart) can be made [44, 37]. This is called a O-tt junction and is modelled by 
an inhomogeneous sine-Gordon-type equation with forcing and dissipation, see for 
example [7, 13, 46]:
Utt = Uxx — 0 {x) sm{u) -h 7  — aut where 6 {x; L 2 ) = I ^  < L 2 , (g
[ - 1 ,  L 2 < X.
Pinned semi-fiuxons are stationary solutions that join the asymptotic states arcsin(7 ) 
in the left interval and t t  + arcsin(7 ) in the right interval. In [7, 46], the existence 
and stability of such solutions are studied and three types of stationary semi-fluxons 
are found for 7  E [0, ,^^^2), a typical representation of these solutions with L 2  = 0 
is given in Figure 3.1. The three types of stationary semi-fluxons consist of a mono­
tonie one and two non-monotonic ones, one with a small “hump” and the other with 
a big one. The monotonie semi-fiuxon is stable whilst the two non-monotonic fronts 
are unstable. The linearisation about the semi-fiuxon with the smallest “hump” (de­
picted by the solid red curve) has one positive eigenvalue which is small for 7  small. 
That is, this semi-fiuxon is oniy marginaiiy unstabie. In this section we will show
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uutt = U xx- 0 {x)sm{u)-\-^-aut where 6 {x ;L i,L 2 )
X < —L\'^
—L\ <c X <c O5 (3.2)
Figure 3.1: The three stationary fluxons of (3.1) with 7 =  0.1 and L 2 =  0. The 
monotonie fluxon is stable whilst the other two are unstable.
that it is possible to stabilise this semi-fiuxon by introducing a defect in the left 
interval. That is, the presence of a defect may allow a stable non-monotonic front 
to exist.
We model a  O - tt junction with defect b y
1 ,
0 ,
1, 0 < T < I/2;
— 1, L/2  X.
That is, the defect has length Li and is placed on the left of the O - t t  junction at a 
distance L 2 . So taking V (u, x] Li, L 2 ) =  0{x] Li, L 2 ) cos(u) -t-yu allows the equation 
to be re-written as (2.3), where the potentials are those shown in Figure 2.1. The 
dynamics in the intervals I\ =  (—L i , 0) and I 2 — (0, T2) can be parameterised in 
terms of the values of the Hamiltonians g and h respectively and represented via a 
phase portrait, where p = Ux, see Figure 3.2. If Li = 0, then we recover the O - t t  
junction without a defect. The “small hump” pinned semi-fluxon in the defect-less 
system is depicted by the bold dashed red curve. It is on the h-level set which 
contains the fixed point at —0 0 , i.e., (u_oo,0). As Id =  1/^2, f^e condition Li =  0 
confirms that the Idm dynamics do not play a role for the defect-less semi-fiuxon. So 
any p-value that crosses the unstable manifold of (u_oo, 0) can be used to represent 
the defect-less “small hump” pinned semi-fiuxon. By varying g, the L 2 value in the 
description of the defect-less “small hump” pinned semi-fiuxon gets modified. The 
value of L 2 does not play a significant role in the defect-less system as it can be 
changed by a shift in the x-coordinate. However, in the system with a defect it is 
significant as we have used the spatial translation invariance to fix the transition 
from the Id^-dynamics to the Idn2"dynamics at x =  0.
The example of the long Josephson junction in [28, Section 4.4] shows the exis­
tence of a plethora of stationary fiuxons if a defect is added. So it can be expected
.9 m AX2
P
1
0
1
•2
Figure 3.2: A phase portrait for the sine-Gordon equation (3.2), with different g and 
h values and 7 =  0.1. The dynamics in the first middle interval (/^i,0) is depicted 
by the dashed blue lines. The dynamics in the second middle interval (0, L 2 ) is 
depicted by the solid black lines. The magenta dash-dotted curves depict the stable 
manifolds of (uoo, 0). The g and h arrows depict how g and h increase across level 
sets. The bold dashed red line depicts the “small hump” defect-less semi-fluxon. 
the bold solid red line depicts an example of a semi-fluxon with defect. The black 
dot indicated with the number 1 indicates the left/middle matching point for the 
“small hump” defect-less semi-fluxon.
that many stationary semi-fluxons can be found for a O - t t  junction with defect too. 
We will not study all possible stationary semi-fluxons, but restrict to a family that 
shows how the defect-less “small hump” pinned semi-fluxon can be stabilised by a 
defect. To be explicit, we consider pinned semi-fluxons with the matching points at 
X =  —Li, X =  0 and x  =  L2 given by
Pi
ui =  diTCCos{V-— g) , =  27r-arccos(h—5') and = 27t —arccos
9 ~  Kni (u i )  5 Pm  =  \ / 9  ~  Kni ('^m) ^nd Pj. =  — \ / h  — (^r),
where
V-  =  \ / l  -  7  ^+  7 arcsin(7 ) and 1/+ =  y /l — 7  ^ -f 7 arcsin(7 ) -t- 77T.
This means that the left matching point has pi >  0 and arcsin 7 <  ui <  tt, the middle 
matching point has pm >  0 and tt < < 27t -f arcsin 7 , and the right matching
point haspr < 0 and 7r-t-arcsin 7 <  Ur <  27t —arccos(77r /2). The bold solid red curve 
in Figure 3.2 shows an example of such a pinned semi-fluxon with defect. Figure 3.2 
also shows that all of the semi-fluxons that we consider are non-monotonic with the 
zero of Ux in interval I 2 =  (0, T2). Looking at this family of fronts, the defect- 
less “small hump” pinned semi-fluxon has left and middle matching points with 
ui = =  tt; in Figure 3.2 these points are indicated by the dot with the number 1.
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The associated g value is the maximal possible g value, the value associated with the 
dashed blue curve which touches the unstable manifold of (arcsin(7 ), 0), indicated 
by pmax in Figure 3.2. For g =  g^ax fixed, the h value of the defect-less “small 
hump” pinned semi-fluxon is the smallest possible h value, and h can increase to 
the h value of the stable manifold to 2ti 4- arcsin 7 . This h value is indicated by 
fimax in Figure 3.2 (it is possible to find pinned fluxons with h >  /imax, but we 
do not consider those here). On the boundary g =  pmax, we have =  0 with 
V/{ui) =  V^^(ui) and ui =  tt. Whilst h =  fimax is the maximal h value for any g less 
than pmax. For h T fimax, the length L 2 {g, h) will blow up. l i  g <  Pmax is fixed, the 
smallest possible h value is the one associated with the closed curve that touches 
this g curve. At this point, we have ^rn = 0 with V^^(um) =  Finally,
if h <  firnax is fixed, the smallest possible g value is the one associated with the g 
orbit that touches the h orbit at p =  0. So here we have ^rn =  0 with = 0. The 
g-Ii region described above is shown in the left plot of Figure 3.3. Note that at the 
bottom left point (gmini'l), hmin{ l ) ) , we have Um — ih and pm =  Pr = 0, meaning 
fi2(.<7rmn, fimm) = 0. The defcct-lcss piiiiied fluxon corresponds to the bottom right, 
denoted by an open circle.
■1 0
Figure 3.3: The left plot shows the g-h region for which our left, middle and right 
matching points arc well-defined with 7 = 0.1. At the boundaries the relevant 
l)ifurcation criteria are shown. The right plot gives the ^rn  det( J) surface in 
the g-h plane for 7 =  0.1. The curve at which det(J) =  0 is indicated by the dashed 
curve in the left plot. The open circle indicates the front with L\  — 0, hence the 
defect-less solution; whilst the solid dot is the point with g — 0.924 and /i =  0.1.
Now we have established the existence of this family of pinned semi-fluxons, 
we can look at their stability. Theorem 2.13 gives that det( J) = 0 de­
termines the curve along which the linearisation about the pinned semi-fiuxon has 
an eigenvalue zero. Here J  denotes the Jacobian of (Ti, Z/2)(p, A). The surface 
det(J) for 7 =  0.1 is shown in the right plot of Figure 3.3. Of most 
interest is the curve det(J) =  0 which is indicated in the left plot of Figure 3.3 by 
the dashed blue curve. From [7], it follows that the defect-less pinned semi-fluxon
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(denoted by the open circle in Figure 3.3) is unstable and its linearisation has one 
positive eigenvalue. So all nearby pinned semi-fluxons have this property and the 
number of positive eigenvalues of the linearisation can only change at the curve with 
det(J) — 0. To determine whether on this curve the positive eigenvalue becomes 
zero or an extra positive eigenvalue is gained, we choose a value of g and h on the 
det(J) =  0 curve and construct the eigenfunction associated with this eigenvalue 
zero. This is possible as the proof of Lemma A. 1.7 is constructive and includes 
expressions for all of the coefficients in (2.20). We choose g — 0.924 and h =  0.1, 
indicated by the dot in Figure 3.3. The eigenfunction is shown in Figure 3.4 and 
for completeness we also show the non-monotonic semi-fluxon.
u(x)
-10 -10 - i l
Figure 3.4: In the case when g =  0.924, h = 0.1 and 7 =  0.1, Li % 1.966 and
L 2 ~  1.904: a) The pinned semi-fluxon u{x] p, h) and b) the eigenfunction associated 
with the eigenvalue zero.
We can see that the eigenfunction is strictly positive, thus, by Sturm-Liouville 
theory, the eigenvalue zero is the largest one. This means that as p or A moves from 
above the det(J) =  0 curve to below the curve, the linearisation about the semi- 
fluxon looses the positive eigenvalue. Hence the semi-fluxons below the det( J) =  0 
curve are stable. In other words, the defect has stabilised the semi-fiuxon.
To illustrate for which values of Li and L2 this stable non-monotonic semi- 
fluxon exists. Figure 3.5 shows the L 2 surface, with fixed Li level sets in solid 
red curves and the g-h curve at which det(J) =  0 as a dashed blue curve. From 
Corollary 2.14 we know that the change of stability occurs at an extremal value 
of L 2 for Li fixed. In Figure 3.5, we see that the extremum is a minimum. Thus 
for 7 = 0.1, there is an interval (L™", L™^) such that for each Li G (L^“b L™^ )^, 
there is a minimal and a maximal L2 value, say L™"(Li) and L™ (Ti) such that 
for T™"(Ti) < L 2 < L“ ^^(Li), there exists both a stable and an unstable pinned 
semi-fluxon. For Li < L™™ or Li > all pinned semi-fluxons are unstable.
Using continuity in 7 , we can conclude the following.
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hFigure 3.5: The surface L 2 {g,h). The solid red curves correspond to level sets of 
Ij\, the upper curve has Ti =  0.1, then Li = 1, 2, . . .  7. The dashed blue line is the 
curve for which the Jacobian vanishes, i.e. for these values there is an eigenvalue 
zero. Note that from the diagram on the right it can be seen that the curve of these 
points intersect the Li level sets at the minimal possible value of L 2 .
Lemm a 3.1. For 7 near 0.1, there exist some  0 < F™"(7 ) < such that fo r
e a c / ^  F i  G  ( F ^ ' " ( 7 ) , F ™ ^ ( 7 ) ) ,  ^ /^ e r e  e o i s f g  a n  W e / r a /  0 / F 2 W n e g  s n c / i  ^ /^ a (  ( / l e  O-TT
junction  with a defect o f length L i, placed at distance L 2 from  the  O - t t  junction , has 
a stable non-m onotonic semi-fluxon.
To illustrate that a change of stability does indeed occur at a minimal value of 
/v2, the largest eigenvalue for the linearisation about the pinned semi-fluxons for 
a defect with length Li = 1 as function of the distance Fg has been numerically 
determined, see Figure 3.6, courtesy of Hadi Susanto [45]. Note that the figure is 
not restricted to the fluxons that we consider but also includes eigenvalues for some 
fiuxons that we did not consider, i.e. < tt.
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
- 0.1
- 0.2
-0.3
L.2
Figure 3.6: The critical eigenvalue A versus the position of the inhomogeneity L 2 
with the length of the defect Li =  1. Figure courtesy of [45].
The presence of two branches of curves corresponding to two different solutions
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can be easily noted in Figure 3.6. One of the solutions, i.e. the lower branch, is 
stable indicated by A < 0. The branches disappear and collide at a saddle-node 
bifurcation at a critical value which for the parameter values used in the figure 
is L2 % 2.5. This is in agreement with Lemma 3.1.
3.2 Eigenvalue Zero Associated with an Inflection Point
In this section we will consider a subtlety that we have not considered previously. 
Namely that the presence of an eigenvalue zero need not affect the stability of a 
stationary front even if it is the largest eigenvalue. Specifically, the largest eigenvalue 
may be strictly negative, touch zero for some value of g and then become strictly 
negative again, i.e. the eigenvalue A(p) may have a non-simple zero resulting in the 
front being stable for all g, see the left panel of Figure 3.7. In the previous example.
A tA t
Figure 3.7: The two possible local behaviours for A(^) when A(^o) 
panel the eigenvalue A(^o) has a second order zero.
0. In the left
Section 3 .1, we did not encounter any eigenvalues of this type, we only had the case 
where the presence of an eigenvalue zero caused one of the eigenvalues to change 
sign (see Figure 3.6). Thus the eigenvalue, as a function of locally looked like the 
right panel of Figure 3.7.
We will show that a simple root of the eigenvalue A(p), go, will correspond to 
a first order stationary point of L.  That is L'{go) =  0 but L"{go) 7  ^ 0. Whilst a 
second order root of A(g )  will correspond to a second order stationary point of L. 
That is, an inflection point where L'[go) =  0 =  L''[go). The justification for this 
statement comes from considering what would happen if the curves in Figure 3.7 
were moved up or down and how L{ g)  may be continuously deformed to have the 
same number of stationary points as the number of zeroes of A{g)  for g near o^- We 
have:
L em m a 3.2. The order  of  a zero of  A (g ) ,  go, is the s a m e  as the o rd er  o f  the  
s ta t io n a ry  po in t  of  L (g ) .  For  ins tance i f  L'[go) =  0 =  L''{go) an d  L"'{go) 7  ^ 0 then  
go is a second order  root of  A(g )  (A{go) =  0 =  A%^o) o,nd A'^{go) /  0/
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Proof.
Let L{g) have a stationary point go and let A{g) be the eigenvalue associated with 
L{g) such that A{go) =  0. If the curve L{g) were to be perturbed then the number of 
stationary points (in the locality of go) may change. As zeroes of A{g) are associated 
with stationary points of L{g), the curve A{g) needs to be such that it can also be 
perturbed to give the same number of zeroes as stationary points of L{g).
For instance, if L  has a turning point of first order, then any continuous per­
turbation of L{g) will still (locally) have exactly one turning point. If A{g) has a 
simple zero (right panel in Figure 3.7) then any continuous perturbation to A{g) 
will still (locally) have one zero. Whilst if A{g) has a second order zero (left panel 
in Figure 3.7) a continuous perturbation could result in either none or two zeroes 
of A(c/), this would not be consistent with a first order turning point of L.
In general we let
H d) = H 9 ) +
L{g)  =  L{g) + ^ I l {9)
where AW ), A W  ^ Then a stationary point of L{g), A , for 9l near go
satisfies
0 =  (f li -  g o ) L " { g o )  +  +  -  +  e /i(9o) +  e K h  ~  9 o ) f l ( 9 o )  +  -1
If L"(go) ^  0 then there is one stationary point §£,, if V(go) =  0 but I'"(5o) f  0 
there are either two or no stationary points depending on the sign of A  Wo)' 
Similarly a zero of À(^), §a, for A  near go satisfies
2
If A'{go) 7  ^0 then there is one zero A , if W(po) =  0 bnt A"{go) 7  ^0 there are either
two or no zeroes depending on the sign of AWo)-
As the two equations for stationary points of L{g) and zeroes of A{g) are similar 
we can conclude that if I/W( y^o) =  0 for M =  2 , . . . ,  A  then AM(po) =  0 for m =  
1,..., Af -  1 in order for perturbations of A{g) to exist with the correct number and
order of zeroes. ^
We now present an example in which we will see an inflection point that does 
indeed correspond to non-simple root of the eigenvalue A{g), and for which a change 
of stability does not occur as g moves from one side of go to the other, see Figure 3.8. 
The example has the Sine-Gordon potential (with induced current and dissipation) 
in the left and right intervals (|a;| >  L) and has a potential of \{u  - 2t t -  c)  ^ in the 
middle interval {\x\ <  L). That is, we study the following equation
ay(ï^,a;;L) , Ï  cos(%A)-birtt, | a ; | > A
+  T  N < L ;
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0 = (A — 9o)^'{9o) + - ^ ”{90) T ••• +6A(Po) + 6 [(A fi'o)AWo) + '”1
Figure 3.8: A length curve with an inflection point and an eigenvalue with a non­
simple root. The symbol ‘s’ denotes a stable branch whilst the symbol hi’ denotes 
an unstable branch.
(3.3)
joining the steady states arcsin(y) as a; -4 —oo and 2tt + arcsin(y) as a: —> oo. The 
Hamiltonian for the stationary solution is defined in the same way as in Section 2.2, 
g =  +  (u — 27t — c)^). The potential has two parameters (7 and c) which can be
varied. This will allow us to embed a length function with an inflection point into a 
continuous family of length functions, which in turn will allow us to determine the 
stability depicted in Figure 3.8.
For fixed 7 and c the length curve L{g) can be calculated and plotted. For c 
large enough (or small enough) the L{g)  looks like the sketch in Figure 3.9. The
Figure 3.9: Sketch of T(^) for 7 fixed and c large enough.
stability of the two branches can be seen by running a simulation of the full PDF 
and noticing that there is a stable and an unstable solution. Figure 3.10.
One of the most interesting behaviours that this PDF possesses is that there is 
a qualitative change in the length curve as we vary c (for fixed 7 ). This qualitative 
change incorporates a change in the number of turning points. That is bifurcations 
occur as c is varied as a parameter. In Figure 3.11 we sketch the evolution of the 
length curve as a function of c. Note that this figure includes the stability of the 
various branches. These stability properties can be inferred from the stability of the
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Figure 3.10: Simulations of (3.3) showing stable (left) and unstable (right) station­
ary fronts.
branches for large and small c (furthest left and right images respectively), whose 
branches must have the same stability (as the stability for g small and large cannot 
change). To find the stability of the intermediate states (images in the middle) the 
continuous dependence of the equations on the parameter c is used. For instance, 
to get the stability of the branches for second image from the left note that the 
iuflectiou point occurs away from the turning point so the stability of the branches 
next to the turning point cannot change. The stability of the branch for large g can 
also not change, which gives the stability of the final branch.
In this c evolution we see the presence of inflection points, both of which do not 
correspond to changes of stability. For instance, if 7  =  0.1 and c =  —2.2 then we 
have an infh'.ction point (second from right in Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: How the length curve changes as c is decreased (left to right) for fixed 
7-
3.2.1 H ysteresis
Another important property that this example possesses is that there is the potential 
for hysteresis. In the third from left picture in Figure 3.11 there are two stable 
branches separated by an unstable one. If L  is started large and then decreased the 
stable branch will be followed, until it ceases to exist when the solution will jump 
to the second stable solution. If L  is then increased we will remain on this second 
stable solution until it ceases to exist, at which point we will return to our original 
stable solution.
Unfortunately we cannot run simulations in this case to see the possible bi-stable 
behaviour. In fact we cannot run simulations for any of the values of L  for which 4 
solutions exist. This is due to the fact that the L interval for which 4 solutions exists 
is very small (the maximum size of the interval for 7 =  0.1 is approximately 0.003)
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and to achieve this accuracy for the length would require a very small spatial step 
size and hence (to accurately simulate the PDE) a very small temporal step size. 
This makes it impractical to run the necessary simulations where we may possibly 
see bi-stable behaviour.
3.3 Three Interval Example: Defects in a Sine-Gordon type  
Equation
In the final section of this chapter we consider an example to relate our results to the 
literature. Here we will use the existence results that we derived in Section 2.1.1. 
In 1978 McLaughlin and Scott, [31], examined the perturbed sine-Gordon equation 
with a defect in the underlying system.
4>tt =  0XX -  sin (j)- a(j)t +  P(!)a:xt -  fJ^ S (æ) sin ÿ (3.4)
They assumed that the defect could be modelled by a ( -^like function and that the 
equation was a perturbation of the sine-Gordon equation. That is, they assumed 
that
-a4)t +  I3(t)xxt -  7 -  sin(/) =  0(e), 
where e < <  1.
D efin ition  3.1. Throughout the rest of this section two different order symbols
will he used with different meanings. First x  =  0(e*) for  e —> 0 means that
3q<c<c 3(0>0 V|e|<eo c|e|* < jicj <  Cjcj* for some constants c and C. Secondly 
X = 0{é)  for  e —> 0 means that there exists some positive constant C and eo such
that \x\ < C\e\^ for all |e| < cq.
Among other things McLaughlin and Scott show that the stationary solutions 
of (3.4) are approximately (for small perturbations) (j){x) = 4 arctan where the 
centre X  of the front satisfies
^  +  sech^(X) tanh(X ) = 0 . [31, equation (4.4)]
Note that a  and /? do not occur in this expression since they are coefhcients asso­
ciated with time derivatives of cf. For many parameter values this equation has 2 
solutions for X  and numerical simulations seem to suggest that one of the associ­
ated stationary solutions is stable whilst the other is unstable. This presence of 2 
stationary fronts with different stabilities for the same parameter values strongly re­
sembles the behaviour we would expect to see in the framework of Section 2.4 if the 
L{h) curve had a minimum (or maximum) and the associated eigenvalue zero was 
the largest. We investigate whether this is indeed the case by replacing McLaughlin 
and Scott’s 6 function by a step function and taking a limit such that the step
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function converges to the delta function. In order to be able to link to the case of 
[31] we shall consider the defect to be short but tall. To fit within the framework 
of our results in Section 2.4 we also take /3 =  0. It is shown that in the limit (as 
the step function tends to the S function) the results that we derive are consistent 
with those derived in [31]. Results are also derived for the stability of these pinned
fiuxons using Theorem 2.8.
In order to model the defect with a step function rather than a 6 function we must 
alter the governing equation (3.4). We set /3 =  0 and to model the inhomogeneity 
we introduce an x dependent step function û(x) in front of the sine term, see [9, 34] 
for justification, meaning that the equation we consider is
(ftt — (fxx -  sin(ÿ) -  acft -  7*
Thanks to the spatial invariance of the underlying equation, the defect can be placed 
at the origin without loss of generality, and we take
9 = 1  ^
 ^ 1 + fiD \x\ < L
where 0 < [J, = 0(e), 0 < 7  =  0(e), 0 < a  and jD > 0. The height of the defect is 
defined by fiD rather than simply D  so that a link can be made to [31] where the 
defect has an area of fi. Indeed for L =  ^  and D big the defect approximates a 6 
function with area jj, which is what was used to model the inhomogeneity in (3.4).
This modified sine-Gordon equation can be written as (2.3) where W(ÿ) =  
-^ s in (ÿ ) -  7  in each of the three intervals; x < - L  (I/), [æ[ < L  (A) and x > L 
{ I r ) .  To consider stationary solutions of this equation we study
ÿzx =  sin(ÿ) +  7. ( -^ )^
We have already considered the existence of the solutions to this equation in the 
introduction (Section 2.1.1). We briefly recall some pertinent information derived 
in section 2 .1.1:
• The fixed points of the outside system are -  arcsin(7 ) and 27T -  arcsin 7  and
we consider solutions such that (j) approaches — arcsin(7 ) as x — 0 0  and
27t — arcsin(7 ) as rc -7 00.
• The fact that (3.5) is Hamiltonian in each interval gives
hfiD = -  ( I T  pD )(l -  cos 0) -  7ÿ (3.6)
in the middle interval. Here we have renormalised the value of the Hamiltonian 
for ease of presentation later, hpD  =  g and p — cfx-
• The value of the Hamiltonian in the left interval is defined via
r  := 7 arcsin7  —l +  \ / l  — 7  ^ =  ©(^^)-
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• Using the matching conditions at ±L , [9], gives that one of the pairs of possible 
values (j){—L) [ÿ;] and (j)[L) is
/  r  \  f  r-27T7\
(j)i := 27t—arccos 1 +  / i  — and &  := 27r—arccos 1 +  / i ---------——  ,
V t d j  \  t d  J
where arccos(-) € (0,7t). In Figure 2.4, this choice of ÿ(±L) is shown in (a) 
and corresponds to the shortest length of defect. Also note that for this choice 
of (pi and (pr we can take p > 0 and thus make ÿ monotonie.
• From the phase portrait. Figure 2.3, it can be seen that bounds exist on the 
h values for which stationary fronts exist. The first of these occurs when 
the dynamics in the middle interval passes through the point (ÿ, p) = (27t — 
arcsin , 0), a fixed point of the middle dynamics. The second occurs when 
(pi = 7T. This gives two values of h denoted by ho and hi respectively:
hofiD - (1  +  (1  -  y  1 -  (1 - f j ÿ  j  -  2^7 +  7 arcsin )  ,
In order to approximate the ^function of [31] D  must be large, that means pD  may 
be larger than 0(1). Thus we set D — for some D  =  0(1) > 0 and p > 0.
Then
:= 0 (e n  +  O(e"), 
:= - 2  +  0(e^+n.
So, for small e, h is roughly in the interval (—2,0). As (27t — arcsin , 0) is a 
fixed point of the dynamics in the middle interval and as {(p,p) passes through it 
(for h = ho) the length L  will be large for h % ho. In order to approximate the delta 
function we consider defects with short lengths so we shall assume that h =  0(1), 
that is, /i is bounded away from 0. For these values of h we find expressions for (p 
and (px in the middle interval. This then enables us to express L{h) to leading order 
in terms of e.
R em ark  3.1. It is important to note that there are two distinct cases throughout 
the entirety of this section. They are distinguished by whether 1 or pD is dominant. 
That is, whether p > 1 or p < 1. / / p > l  then pD  = 0(e^“^) > 1 and so is 
dominant. I f  p < 1 then a 0(1) term is dominant. In order to present our results 
succinctly we use the following notation
0 (a  +  b)
which is equivalent to 0 (a) i f  1 is dominant (p < I) and 0(6) if  pD  is dominant
(p > V-
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3.3.1 Expressions for the Length of the Defect
We now calculate the values of (p and (px as functions oi h at x = —L  and x = L. 
These expressions will enable a Taylor expansion to be performed to derive an 
expression for L{h) to leading order in terms of e.
L em m a 3.3. Using the spatial dynamics of (3.5) in the middle interval we have, 
for h = 0(1);
i) (pi = 2'K — arccos(1 +  /i) +  0(e^+^);
(pr = 2tt — arccos(1 + h) +  0(e^^ +  e^+^).
ii) (px{—L )  — y/—2h T 0(e).
Hi) ( px x{~ L)  = —(1 T pD )yfÂ  +  0(e). 
iv) (pxxxiO = O (^ (1 T e^-^)!) /o r ^ G \-L ,L ] .  
where A = —h{2 +  h).
Proof.
i) These two expressions follow by taking a Taylor expansion of the expressions 
for (pi and (pr respectively:
(pi := 27t — arccos ^1 +  /i —
= 2 .- a r c c o s ( l  +  /.) +  ^ = l — ( - T ) + e ( e = + = 0
=  27T — arccos(l T 6,) +  0(e^"'"^).
/  , T —27T7\
(pr 27t — arccos ( 1 + a ----------- — — I
=  2—  “ (1 +  '*) +  +
=  2tt — arccos(1 h) — h 0(e^^ +  e^+ )^
ii) Prom the definition of pi = (px{—L )  and (3.6), in the middle interval
(px{-L) = y/2{hpD + (1 + pD)(l -  cos(pi) +^(pi)
= 2 (^hpD + (1 + pD) (^-h + + 7[27t -  arccos(1 +  /i) + 0(ei+^)]
=  y /-2 h  +  0(ei+r) +  0(e)
= y/—2h + ©(e).
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iii) Similarly from the definition of (3.5), in the middle interval
0 x x (- i)  =  (1 +  + 7  = - ( 1 + /tD) J l  -  +  T )  + 0 (e )
= - (1  + i i D ) V Â  +  0(e^+'' +  e^ ) +  0(e) =  - (1  + f i D ) V I +  0(e).
iv) Finally, we differentiate (3.5) with respect to x  in the middle interval giving, 
for 1(1 < L
= (1 +Mil) cos </.(()</.'(() = 0(1+ e'-'>)<ft'(()
as I cos(^)| < 1. Note that this means the order calculated here will only be 
an upper bound. Now since ÿ(^) G {(pi, (pr) =  0(1) using that (p^  = pwQ have
(pxiO = x /0 (e i-/’) +  C?(l +  eW ) +  0(e).
So
(pxxxio =  ^  ((1 +  ^)V l +  . Q
C oro llary  3.4. For h = 0(1); the (p distance between the left and right matching 
points is
Using this corollary, and the expressions for the derivatives of (p in Lemma 3.3, 
L  can be expressed to leading order in e.
L em m a 3.5. I f  D = 0(e~^); p > 0, ho > h > hi and h = 0(1) then for e small 
there is a front solution which satisfies (3.6) with
L  =  U  +-h i iD ,/2 (2  +  h)
Proof.
Using Lemma 3.3 we get
(pr — (pi =  ÿ(-^) — (p{—Li)
= (p{—L)  T 2L(px{—L)  +  2I?(pxx{—I )  +  -^L^(pxxx{0 — 4^{—L)
= 2L=(1 + f i D ) V Â  +  e ( L e )  + O ( l (^1 + c^-")^) ,
for some (  G [—L, L]. So from Corollary 3.4 it follows that
+0(e^^+e^+O = 2LV^-2L'^{l+nD)VÂ+e(Le)+0 (i®(l +  •
yjApD   ^ ^
(3.7)
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Now we just need to match the highest order terms to find an expression for 
L  to leading order. Notice that the first term on the left hand side is 0(e^), if 
this balances with the second term on the right hand side (i.e. the second term 
is dominant) then L^(l +  pD) =  0(e^), thus L =  0  So L = Q{e^)
if p <  1 and L  =  0(e^“ ^) if p >  1, both of which are larger then 0(e^), hence 
contradicting L^(l +  pD) being the dominant term. Similarly if the first term on 
the left hand side balances with the third or fourth term on the right hand side we 
get a contradiction. Therefore the only remaining possibility is for the first term on 
the left hand side to balance the first term on the right hand side. That is
7T7 —TT7I  - ............T. 1- h.o.t. - — ,  ^  -"7------ 1- h.o.t.
yj—2hApD h\j2{2  T  h)pD
In order to calculate the order of h.o.t we must work out the order of the remainder 
of the terms in (3.7):
2L‘^ {l + lxD )y/I  =  0(6^'’ +
0(Le) =  0 (e '+ '’) 
e>(’L^(l +  e'~'’)5) =  0(6^'’ +
Notice that the last of these orders comes from combining the two cases coming 
from the choice of p; when 1 is dominant and when pD  is dominant. As the order 
term is an upper bound this is valid. Thus
I  = ------  .—----- +  0(e^" +
- h ^ 2 ( 2  + h)fiD
□
If we plot the L{h) curve then we see that it has a turning point, for instance 
see the bottom black curve in Figure 2.5. So there is a minimal value of L, Lmin 
which occurs when ^  =  0. From Theorem 2.8 we know that this minimal length 
must correspond to the existence of an eigenvalue zero and possibly to a change of 
stability. Thus we calculate whilst this may appear to be a simple matter of 
differentiating the expression for L  in Lemma 3.5 with respect to h we do not, a 
priori, know whether the derivative of the dominant term will still be dominant. To 
calculate the derivative properly we use Taylor expansions in the same manner as 
that used for deriving the leading order term of L.
L em m a 3.6. I f  D = 0 (e“^), p > 0, ho > h > hi and h = 0(1), then for e small 
where L{h) is given in Lemma 3.5.
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Proof.
The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 3.5 and uses the same 
techniques, so we will only give a sketch of the proof.
#- =  ‘^ ^ { h ) M - m , h ) + 2 L { h ) L u - m , h )
+ 0  h) +  h ) j  (3.8)
for some ^ G [—L(h),L(h)]. As we have explicit expressions for (pi and (pr their 
derivatives can easily be calculated, a Taylor expansion performed, and the differ­
ence taken
We also have an explicit expression for pi{h), (3.6), differentiating this with respect 
to h gives
<i>x{-L)-L( j )^ [-L)  =  ij,D +  ( l  +  f iD )  sin((/>;)^ + 7 ^  = -1 + ©(e),
where the last equality follows from substituting in the expression for (pi and noting 
that ^  =  — tL-. S o the only terms that still need to be calculated are those inah sin <pi
the order term of (3.8). For ^ G [—L{h), L{h)] (3.5) gives (pxx{^,h) = 0(1  +  e^“ )^ 
and
-^(pxxii, /i) =  (1 +  pD) cos{(p(Ç))— (p{ ,^ h) = 0 (1  +  ^)'
Since ÿ is a continuously differentiable function the maximum value of J^0(C, h) on 
a bounded interval [—L, L] will occur at a turning point or at æ =  ±L. Calculating 
the derivative of (pip shows that =  0(1). So we consider (  G (—L,L) such 
that _ =  0, that is p/,(f, h) =  0. From differentiating the definition of
x=^
p with respect to h
pph =  pD T (1 +  pD) sm{(p)(ph +
so
fiD = -  ((1  +  piD) sin (/>(!) +  7 )  4>kii, h)
M l h )  =  o(^X e w )  =  C(m ln{l,£^-'’})
It is important to note that the final order term above means 0(1) if p >  1 and 
0 (ei-/') i f p <  1.
So - (^pxx(f>) = 0 (1  +  e^~P). Using these expressions as well as those derived 
previously for the x  derivatives of (p, (3.8) multiplied by (px{—L) can be used to
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calculate
+ ® ( V = 2ft + e(e))
V A y / Â p D
= 2 ^  i - 2 h  +  0(e)) +  2 i ( - l  +  0(e)) +  0(e" +  e ) ^  +  ©(e^^ +  ei+'>), 
thus, using the expression for L{h) in Lemma 3.5 gives 
dL _  __F _  7r7(l +  fe)V-2fe ^  Q 2p gi+p\
dh 2h 2hAVÂfj.D
=  - i U  +  +  +  0(e2/> +
2/  ^ 2A\/Â
_  h{2 P h ) +  2h{l +  /i) 2p , i+p\
-  ^  -2/,2(2 +  /^ ) ^
Collecting like terms and cancelling the common h in numerator and denominator 
gives the desired result. O
From Lemma 3.6 it is easy to calculate the value of h (to leading order in e) at 
which L is minimal. Substituting this in to Lemma 3.5 gives the value of Lmin-
L em m a 3.7. I f  D  = 0(e"^), p > 0, ho > h > hi and h = 0(1), then for e small 
L{h) given by Lemma 3.5 has a turning point ai /i =  — |  +  0(e^ +  e) and a minimum 
value of
This means that, locally, for L > Lmin there are two branches of solutions and by 
Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.2 each branch will have a different number of positive 
eigenvalues. We now consider the stability of these branches and show that one 
branch is stable whilst the other is unstable.
3.3.2 C hange of S tability .
A change of stability can only occur when there is an eigenvalue zero. In Sec­
tion 2.4.2 we saw that this is equivalent to the condition ^  =  0 provided A§i 0 ^  
ASr. Thus from Lemma 3.6 we know the value of h (to leading order) for which an 
eigenvalue zero exists.
L em m a 3.8. I f  D  = Q(e~P), L = 0(e^) (given by Lemma 3.5), p > 0, h = 0(1) 
and ho> h >  hi then there is an eigenvalue zero at h = h-\-Q{eP P e) with h — —^.
We now show that this eigenvalue zero does correspond to a change of stability. 
In order to do this the associated eigenfunction is shown to have no zeroes. Then 
Sturm-Liouville theory as well as the fact that the h value is associated with a 
turning point of L can be used to draw conclusions.
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T h eo rem  3.9. The eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue zero at h = h -\- 
0(e^ +  e) has no zeroes. Thus a change of stability occurs at h = h + 0(e^ +  e).
Proof.
We consider the eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue zero, that is h = 
/i +  0(e^ +  e). The eigenfunction in left and right intervals is made up of a non­
zero multiple of the derivative of the fluxon in these intervals, see (2.23). Recall 
that, due to our choice of front, p > 0 Vrc G M. Thus the eigenfunction has are no 
zeroes in the left or right interval. The remainder of the proof relies on showing 
that the eigenfunction does not have a zero in the middle interval and thus that 
eigenfunction has no zeroes, meaning (by Sturm-Liouville theory) that zero is the 
largest eigenvalue.
In the left interval the eigenfunction 'ip satisfies 'ip = (px so using Lemma 3.3
ÿ ( -L )  =  (px{-L) = y / -2 h  +  0(e) =  +  0(e^ +  e)
=  (ÿzx(-Z/) =  - (1  +  p D ) \/-M 2  +  /^ ) +  0(e) =  -b 0(e/' +
where =  0(1 -f- e^~^). This gives us boundary conditions for the eigen­
function in the middle interval.
For |a?| < L, the linearisation of (3.5) gives that the eigenfunction associated 
with the eigenvalue zero solves
[Dxx -  (1 +  pL)) cos =  0, (3.9)
^ ( - L )  =  W | +  0(e'> +  e) , M - L )  = - /3 ^v ^  +© (e" +  e'-").
As L  (0(e^) for p > 0) is small we use a Taylor expansion for cos(ÿ) about (pi 
to simplify this boundary value problem.
cos{(p{x)) = cos{(p{—L) +  (rc +  L)(p'{^)) = cos{(pi) +  0{e^ +  e2(^+ )^)
=  l +  / i - T  +  0(e/> +  eèd+ri)
=  - 1  +  © K  +  e) +  0(e" +  = - \  +o o
where (  G [—L,x] and the order of (p'{f,) is given in the proof of Lemma 3.3 iv). It 
is convenient to introduce a new notation here:
a  =
meaning that cosÿ =  — f  +  0(e“). It is also convenient to make a change of 
coordinates y = j3x (where =  ^ ^ ^ )-  So the boundary value problem (3.9) 
becomes
[Dyy+l-e“F i y m y )  =  0, =  ^ + e { e » + e ) ,  ^y(-Lp)  =  -^\Æ +0(6"+e#-*)
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where F{y) =  0(1) and ÿ(p) =  ^ (^ ).
We now re-write this boundary value problem as a first order system
* ,(» )  -  ( 7 )
*(-«'  ^ ( - .T eT T s, )
where ^ (p )  =  {î>{y)^4>y{y)Y- We analyse this equation in several steps. First of 
all we solve the associated linear problem under the same boundary conditions.
® o ,(2 /)= f  g j  , ® o(-i/3 )
This is a simple equation and has solution
^o(p) =  R(p)A(e), where R(y) = '
■ — sinp cosy
and A(e) is independent of y and given by 
A (e )  =  R - \ - L P ) ^ o { - L l 3 )  =- 1 /  r m _ l  \ / |  +  © ( ( "  +  e )
-^ \/8  +  e ( e " +  €#-!)
To get the order terms in the above we used a Taylor expansion for cos(—L/3) and 
sin(—L/3) and the fact that —L/S = 0(e^ T
Next we will show that T^o(p) is the solution W(p) of (3.10) to leading order. 
That is, we set
^ W  =  R W |  | + G ( p , e ) ,
where G{y,e) = [ | and show that G{y,e) is small. Note that G'{y,e)
\  G {y,c)
is not, apriori, the derivative of G{y,e), it is simply the second component of the 
vector G{y, e). For y = —L/S we have
(^-L/)) = R(-L/?) [ I + €).
As ^ ( —L/3) =  '5^o(—L/3) this means that G{—L^,e) = 0(e^ +  e) and G \ —L^,e) = 
0(e^ +  e t“ f). We want to show that G{y,e) is small for all y  G [—L/3, L/3]. As 
G{—L/3,e) = 0(e^ +  e) there is some y interval where G{y,e) is small, that is
3eo S.t. V|e|<eo either V|y|<Lp \G{y,e)\ < yfcFTe
or 3_L^<yo<L  ^ s± \G{yo,e)\ =  y/eP -\-e & V_L^<y<yo|G(p,e)| < y/eP e.
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If po ^  L/3 is defined then let yi = yo if not then let yi = L(5. We will show that
y\ =  L/3.
Substituting the expression for ^ (p )  into (3.10) gives the following equation for 
the (spatial) evolution of G(p, e).
G „ ( 2/ , e ) =  I X G ( 2/ , e ) + e “ F f e ) ( °  ° R (2 / ) (  y ^ ] + G { y , e )
As we have a bound on G[y, e) we can re-write this evolution equation for |e| < cq, 
-L /3 < y  < y i .
G y { y , e )  =  ^ g j  G(j/,e) + e “ ^ j  ’
where F(p) =  F(p) y J ic o s {y )-^ V S sm (y )-h G {y ,e )  =  0(1).
This equation can be solved using the method of variation of constants. The 
solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation {F = 0) is R(p)B  for some 
vector of constants B. Thus we write
G(p,e) =  R(!/)G(2/,e),
where G{y,e) = ( |- Substituting this expression into (3.11) gives
G {y, c)
^{y)Gy{y,e)  =  e'
0
F(?/)
meaning that
G(p, e) — G (—L/3,e) +  e“ y*^^R(^)  ^ ^
where G{—Lj3,e) =  0(e^ +  e) and G'{—LI5,e) — 0(e^ +  e2~f). Whilst this equation 
cannot be solved explicitly, we know that the integrand is bounded for — L/3 < y  < y\ 
and that the region of integration is small [y +  L/3 =  0(e^ T e2(^+^))). Thus
G (p , e) =  G ( - L /3 ,  e) -b 0(6"/" -b e*+ #)
for —Lp < y < y\. That is G{y,e) = 0(e^ +  e) and G'{y,e) =  0(e^ +  e i“ 2). As 
G(p, e) =  R(p)G(p,e) this implies that
G(p,e) =  0(e^-be)
for y G [—L/3,pi]. This means that G(yi,e) ^  yJeP +  e. Therefore, using to a 
recursive argument, from the definition of yi we must have yi = L/3. So G{y, e) =  
0(e^ +  e) for all y  G [—L/3, L/3].
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Thus
‘4)[y) =  y ^ co s(p ) -  /3\/8sin(p) +  0(e^ +  e) =  y Ç  +  0(e^ +  e).
Reversing our original coordinate transformation gives that the solution 'ipix) of 
(3.9) satisfies
'ip(x) = F c) for x E [—L,L]
Thus the eigenfunction has no zeroes. Therefore by Sturm-Liouville theory, 
see for instance [47], zero is the largest eigenvalue and it is simple. As Lrrnn is a 
minimum of L{h) this means (see Lemma 3.2) that a change of stability occurs. □
Theorem 3.9 implies that for L{h) given in Lemma 3.5 and L > Lmin there 
are two stationary solutions, one with P <  P +  0(e^ +  e) and the other with h > 
^ e). One of these solutions is stable whilst the other is unstable.
3.3.3 A p p ro x im atin g  6{x) w ith  a  S tep  F unction .
As mentioned previously, our motivation for analysing (3.5) comes from the desire 
to link our analysis in Section 2 to that carried out in [31] by McLaughlin and Scott. 
They used a 5 function instead of the step function that we have used. However if 
L = D = 0{e~P) with p > 0 and the limit e -)■ 0 is taken then our step function 
becomes their 5 function.
We denote the first order part of L  as derived in Lemma 3.5 by Lq. That is
7T7
Ln =
■hyj2{2 T h)pD
Then we can check whether the length Lq = ^  fits within our framework. Certainly 
it is the right order so we only need to check whether ^  is greater than the minimal 
value of Lo, := Lo{h) =  L o ( - |) .
r . 1 . 7 . 4 1
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This gives us an upper bound on ^ for which a stationary fluxon exists if Lq =  ^ .  
C oro llary  3.10. (to Lemma 3.5)
For D =  0 (e“^), p > 0, ho > h > hi and h = 0(1) the dominant part of L{h), 
Lo{h), equals if  and only if  h satisfies
h y / T f h  + ^  = 0. (3.12)
p
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Figure 3.12: The red curve depicts the real solutions for h of (3.12), note that there 
are either one or three real solution(s). The green and dashed blue curves depict 
the complex solutions for h. The green curve is the real part whilst the dashed 
blue curve shows the imaginary part. On the right we show a close up where the 
complex conjugate pair of solutions start to exist.
This is equivalent to a cubic equation for h. That is, there are three (possibly 
complex) values of h for each value of ^ such that Lq =  ^ .  Careful analysis reveals 
that one of these solution is real and positive for all ^ whilst the other two solutions 
are either real and in the interval (—2,0) or else form a complex conjugate pair, see 
Figure 3.12.
The value of ^ where the number of real solutions changes from three to one 
is ^ That is for ^ there are no solutions for Lq = -^  with3v  3 TT jj, 3 v 3  TT 2U
h < 0 G E whilst for ^ there are two solutions. We have already seen that
one of these solutions corresponds to a stable front whilst the other corresponds to 
an unstable front. To link to the work of McLaughlin and Scott, [31], we present 
Corollary 3.10 using the notation that they used. They characterised fiuxons by the 
position of their centre. We define the centre of the fluxon, xq, via <^ (xq) =  tt. Since 
we are looking at the shortest length our dehnition of (f>i means that </)/ G [vr, 27r), 
see Figure 2.4(a). As the fronts are monotonie increasing xq < —L. The following 
lemma gives a direct link between h and xq-
Lemma 3.11. Let D = Q(e~^), p > 0, ho > h > hi and h = 0(1) then the centre 
of the stationary fluxon is related to h by
h = -2sech^(xo) +  0(c^ +  c).
Proof.
We know that xq occurs in the left interval so we seek the solution of (3.5) in the
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left interval, we shall denote this solution by ^ \x ) .  The equation is almost exactly 
the sine-Gordon equation, the only difference is the addition of the small term 7 . 
We define the well known stationary solution (j)o(x) of the sine-Gordon equation 
[10, 50] joining the asymptotic states 0 and 27t;
(poix) = 4arctane^.
This solution is translation invariant, that is (poix +  C )  is also a solution of the 
sine-Gordon equation for any G G E. It was shown in [7, Lemma 3.4] that (in a 
different coordinate system) the orbit of (3.5), homoclinic to arcsin(7 ) satisfies
< '^(rr;7 ) =  -  :Co) +  8 (7 )
for any small 7 > 0 and x  < Xo-^L^^ij),  where 1 ^(7 ) = | |  ln(7 )| + 0 (l) . In the same 
way it can be shown that (z) =  (poix — Xo) + 0(e) for x  < —L(/i), see Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13; Phase portrait of (3.5) with 7  =  0.1, yu =  0.1 and D  — 100. The red 
and blue lines are the same as Figure 2.3 whilst the ’plum’ line shows the standard 
front and anti-front, ( p o i x )  and 2 t t  —  ( p o i x )  respectively.
So (pi =  ( p o i~ L  -  x'o) + 0(e). The definition of <pi gives that 
F
cosi(pi) =  1 + h —
Thus
c o s i ( p o i— L  — a^ o)) — 1 =  h  +  0 (e +  e^+ )^.
It is straightforward to see that cos(^o(^)) = 2 tanh^(a:) — 1 and sech^(a;) 
tanh^(x). So the above equation gives
h = —2 sech^(xq T L) T 0(e).
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Since L =  0(e^) (see Lemma 3.5), |ta n h | <  1 and | sech | < 1 a Taylor expansion 
gives the desired result. □
Using the relationship that is given in Lemma 3.11 we can see that tanh(rco) =  
+  0(e^ +  e) as tanh(a;o) <  0 (rco < —L < 0). This means that we can 
combine Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 3.9 as
T h eo rem  3.12. For D = 0(e~^); p > 0, L =  ^  and ^ +  0(e^ +  e) (3.5)
has two stationary front solutions one of which is stable whilst the other is unstable. 
The centre Xq (4)(xq) — tt)  of each solution satisfies
sech^(rco) tanh(rco) +  ^  =  0(e^ +  e).
In the limit as e —)■ 0 the step-like function that we have used approaches the 
^-like function in [31] and the expression in Theorem 3.12 coincides with [31, (4.4)], 
the condition for the existence of a stationary pinned fluxon. The fact that there 
are two stationary solutions (for ^ <  ^;^;^ +  0(e^-be)), one of which is stable whilst 
the other is unstable also agrees (in the limit e —)■ 0) with the results presented 
pictorially in [31, Figure 5].
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4 Summary
In this chapter we have considered the non-linear wave equation with spatial inho­
mogeneity of the form of a step function with n -(- 2 intervals and have looked at 
stationary solutions of this system. Specifically we have derived a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of an eigenvalue zero (and hence a necessary 
condition for a change of stability of these stationary solutions to occur) in terms of 
the length of the n middle intervals, the value of the Hamiltonian in each of these 
intervals and any bifurcation points.
If there is one middle interval (n =  1) then in Theorem 2.8 it was shown that 
the linearisation about a stationary front has an eigenvalue zero if and only if the 
product of the bifurcation points with the variation of the length of the defect with 
respect to the energy is zero. The only restriction that is imposed is that Ux(x,g) 
has no non-simple zeroes in the middle interval. That is, the height of the front 
is not constant in the middle interval. The case with a non-simple zero in the 
middle interval was also analysed and it was shown that this is a degenerate case: 
the length cannot be related to the Hamiltonian in the middle interval anymore. 
The importance of Theorem 2.8 is that it shows that a change of stability can only 
occur at a critical point of the L{g) curve or when ^ i(g )  = 0 =  ^r{g)-  As these 
bifurcation points are usually related to end points of the existence interval this 
means in most cases, changes of stability will occur at critical points of the length 
curve. Thus there is often a stable branch of solutions and an unstable branch of 
solutions for an interval of length values.
In applications, the stability of specific solutions can be used to determine the 
stability of whole branches of solutions. We have shown in Section 3.3 tha t our result 
about the stability of different branches of solutions is consistent with the work of 
McLaughlin and Scott, [31], once a limit is taken. In the example in Section 3.2 we 
see that the presence of an inflection point of the length function corresponds to a 
non-simple root of the eigenvalue A(p), meaning that the branches of solutions on 
either side of the inflection point have the same number of positive eigenvalues. In 
this same example we also saw a case where two stable solutions exist for the same 
value of L  and an associated hysteresis which possibly leads to bi-stable behaviour 
of solutions.
In the generic case we extended our main result to n middle intervals, that is, 
when the solution is away from all bifurcation points and is not a fixed point in 
any of the intervals. The condition for the existence of an eigenvalue zero to the 
linearisation about a stationary front becomes that the product of the bifurcation 
points and the Jacobian of the lengths of the n middle intervals with respect to 
the Hamiltonians vanishes. This Jacobian is the higher dimensional equivalent of 
the derivative in the case with n = \ .  Again, this condition gives that a change of 
stability can occur at constrained critical points of the length surface. We analysed
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the example of the long Josephson junction with n =  2 and see this in practice, with 
the ‘surprising’ result that a stable non-monotonic fluxon exists for some parameter 
values.
For the case with n =  2 we prove this result in the more general setting where 
the solution was allowed to be at a bifurcation point. Theorem 2.13. The proof 
of this involves looking at the cases where the solution is at a bifurcation point 
separately. As there are 6 such bifurcation points (two associated with each of 
the 3 interfaces between the different intervals) this lead to the consideration of 16 
distinct cases. For the general case with n  middle intervals this method of proof 
would rely on the analysis of separate cases! Having said this, we believe that 
all of the tools needed for this analysis have already been developed in this chapter 
and so we postulate that the general result. Theorem 2.17, holds even if =  0 
for some integer i G [0, n]. We also postulate that the reliance of this result on no 
non-simple zeroes in the left and right intervals can also be removed, as in the three 
interval case.
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Chapter III 
Dynam ics of an Inhom ogeneous 
Sine-Gordon Equation
5 An ODE Approximation
5.1 Introduction
In the last example in Chapter II (Section 3.3) we considered the case of a perturbed 
sine-Gordon equation with a step like defect and looked at the limit as this step 
function approximated a delta function. We have seen that in this limit the stability 
results of McLaughlin and Scott [31] are recovered. However this is not the main 
result of their paper. In fact they obtain a system of 2 ODEs which approximate 
the dynamics of the perturbed sine-Gordon equation of, or nearby, a travelling 
fluxon. In this chapter we will derive a similar result but for a non-localised spatial 
inhomogeneity. Such a spatial inhomogeneity has been studied in the sine-Gordon 
equation although a system of 2 ODEs to describe the dynamics has not been 
derived as far as we are aware. In [34], Piette and Zakrzewski study the unforced, 
undamped sine-Gordon equation with a non-localised inhomogeneity which they 
refer to as a potential well. They derive a 4 dimensional Lagrangian for the evolution 
of solutions, however the associated system of ODEs is too complicated to analyse 
directly and so is only solved numerically. Also they concentrate their analysis on 
a resonance interval where the well either transmits or reflects the incoming waves. 
This same problem of a resonance interval was considered in [14] with the more 
standard ô function as the spatial inhomogeneity.
The primary idea behind the results of McLaughlin and Scott is to approximate 
the time dependent solution of the PDE at each instant in time by a fluxon with 
parameter values representing its ‘steepness’ and its position. Evolution equations 
are then sought for these parameters to describe how they change over time. We 
shall use this same main idea to derive our system of ODEs but the details will be 
different as we will not assume in the derivation of the system of ODEs that the 
spatial defect is inherently small.
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The version of the sine-Gordon equation that we will consider has both dissi­
pation and forcing as well as a spatial inhomogeneity described by a step function 
with three regions (see Section 2.1.1):
(pa =  (pxx -  D(rc) sin 0 -  7  -  a(j)t with D ( x )  =  (5.1)
for some constants 7  G (—1,1) and a  > 0, d G (—1,00) and L > 0. We consider 
solutions to this equation which asymptotically join steady states of the equation. 
That is, in the limit as rc ^  ± 00, s'm (j){x,t) -)■ - 7 . In modelling such solutions 
we shall restrict our attention to the dynamics of monotonie (or near monotonie) 
solutions that join the asymptotic states arcsin(—7 ) as a? —)■ —00 and 27r4-arcsin(—7 ) 
as rc —)• 00.
As we have already mentioned in the introduction (Ghapter I), equation (5.1) 
describes the phase difference of a long Josephson junction and has been studied in 
[9]. Though the main emphasis of [9] is on pinned fluxons (stationary fronts), it also 
contains some motivating simulations of the interactions of travelling fronts with 
the defect. It is observed that some travelling fronts will pass through the defect, 
others will be reflected by it, whilst still others may become trapped in it. Which 
case occurs, depends on the value of the four parameters a ,  7 , d  and L, as well as 
the initial position and speed of the travelling fluxon being sent towards the defect. 
In this chapter we will show the output of several simulations to illustrate typical 
behaviour of fluxons and to verify our ODE approximation. The simulations are 
done using code written by D. Avitabile specifically for the inhomogeneous sine- 
Gordon type equation (5.1). It uses a forth order Runge-Kutta method for the time 
evolution and Neumann boundary conditions. We will generally show plots of t  vs. x  
with colour used to indicate the height of the solution. Figure 5.1 shows an example 
of parameters for which a travelling fluxon will pass through or be reflected by the 
defect, depending on initial conditions. Figure 5.2 gives an example of parameters 
for which the fluxon will either pass through the defect or be trapped by it, again 
dependent on initial conditions. Note that the term ‘trapping’ does not imply that 
the wave lies predominantly within the defect, rather that the presence of the defect 
causes the wave to cease propagating. In order for our ODE approximation to be 
a success it must (at least) be able to correctly determine, given an initial travelling 
wave, which of these behaviours will be displayed for each set of parameter values. 
Our system of ODEs will also give a quantitative approximation of the evolution 
of the shape of the solution to (5.1), rather than a purely qualitative one, although 
the accuracy of this approximation will rely on 7 , d  and L  being small. If a  ^  0 
then the system of ODEs may give a good quantitative approximation for all time.
As mentioned earlier, we want to find a system of ODEs that approximates a 
fluxon-like solution of equation (5.1) at each point in time. We do this by choosing 
the ‘closest’ curve out of a family of fluxon shapes at each point in time. The
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Figure 5.1: Simulation of a travelling wave approaching an inhomogeneity with 
d = 1 and L = 1. The parameters 7 and a are both set to zero and the wave 
is initially started with mid point at rr =  8. The only difference between the two 
images is the initial velocity of the fluxon. Left: With initial velocity -0.6 we see 
the travelling wave passing through the defect. Right: With initial velocity -0.5 we 
see the travelling wave being reflected by the defect.
Figure 5.2: Simulation of a travelling wave approaching an inhomogeneity with 
d — 1 and L = 1. The parameters are set as 7  = —0.1 and n =  0.1 and the wave 
is initially started with mid point at a: =  8. The only difference between the three 
images is the initial velocity of the fluxon. Left: With initial velocity -0.8 we see the 
travelling wave passing through the defect. Middle: With initial velocity -0.67 we 
see the travelling wave only just escaping the defect. Right: With initial velocity 
-0.6 we see the travelling wave being trapped by the defect.
first question that we now have to answer is: what shall we use as our family of 
fluxon shapes? Perhaps the most obvious functions to use are the travelling fluxon 
solutions of (5.1) when d = 0. These solutions will be good approximations when 
they are far away from the defect as they have exponential tails that will interact 
only weakly with the defect. However there is one major problem with this. If 
d =  0, (5.1) only has one travelling fluxon solution for 7  /  0 7^  [8]. That is, there
is no family of shapes.
Instead, our family of fluxon shapes is inspired by the travelling fluxon solutions 
for the sine-Gordon equation, [31, 14, 34]:
4)(x,t;xi^c) =  4 arctane .
These are solutions of (5.1) when 7  = d =  u =  0. This generates a two parameter 
family of shapes: by varying the position Xi and the speed c a fluxon can be
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created with any position and a wide range of steepness. There are some obvious 
disadvantages to using these fluxons as the approximations though. A primary 
concern is the fact that they do not have the correct asymptotic behaviour. They 
tend (as x -4 ± 00) to 0 and 2?:, which is off in both instances by arcsin(—7 ). As well 
as tending to the wrong states, the (spatial) asymptotic decay rate of these fluxons 
is also incorrect. The first of these issues is easy to correct for; we simply add 
arcsin(—7 ) to our definition of the ‘shape’. To correct for the incorrect asymptotic 
decay rate we introduce a factor /  inside the exponent. Thus for fixed 7 , our family 
of travelling fluxons is given by
—  — c t
0 (:c ,a :i,c ) =  4 arctane +arcsin(—7). (5.2)
If q; 7^  0 and c 7^  0 then fluxons of this type cannot have the correct decay rate at 
both ±00 for any / .  However if a; =  0 or c =  0 they can. Thus, we determine /  
such that we have the correct spatial decay rate for ck =  0 or c =  0. To find the 
value of /  that gives this correct decay rate we go to a moving frame and consider 
the asymptotics of stationary solutions. This leads to the following lemma;
Lem m a 5.1. If a = 0 or c = 0 then for /  =  (1 — 7 )^% the fluxon ^(x^t]Xi,c) as 
defined in (5.2) leaves/arrives at the asymptotic steady states of the system of first 
order PDEs (for (f> and 'ip = cpt) equivalent to (5.1) via the unstable/stable (spatial) 
manifolds of an asymptotic system of ODEs.
Proof.
In this proof we shall only consider the limit as rr -7- — 00, the limit a: ^  00 is proved 
similarly. We consider solutions of (5.1) which asymptotically tend to steady states 
(both spatial and temporal) of the same equation. With the solutions that we are 
modelling this means that as rr —> —00, (p -7 arcsin(—7 ). We shall first consider 
a stationary solution to (5.1) (that is c =  0) and linearise the equation it satisfies 
about the fixed point to find the unstable (spatial) manifold of that fixed point. We 
then find the value of f  for which the stationary fluxon ^(rr;æi,0) also leaves the 
fixed point via this unstable manifold.
For I a: I large a stationary solution of (5.1) satisfies
=  sin (^  +  7 .
We can re-write this as a system of first order ODEs by letting p = (p^ ^
(px=p and Px = sin (p + 7 .
As a system, the fixed point that solutions asymptote to is (arcsin(—7 ), 0); linearis­
ing about this fixed point gives the following linear equation
(p — arcsin(—7 ) \
P ) ■
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This means that the fixed point has eigenvalues of ±(1 —7^)4 and associated eigen­
vectors
(  ± ( l - 7 ) i
That is, the linearisation of the unstable manifold close to the fixed point is
( 1 , ( 1 - 7 ) 5 .
Now we consider the stationary fluxon 0(rc, t;rci, 0). Note that it satisfies 
4>xx = f  sin(^ -  arcsin (-7 )).
We can again write this as a system of first order ODEs, by letting p = Note 
that this equation has the same fixed points as (5.1), so we can linearise about 
the same fixed point (arcsin(—7 ), 0). This gives eigenvalues of ± f  with associated 
eigenvectors
V =
Thus, in order for the linearised unstable manifolds to match, /  =  (1 — 7^)4.
If c 7^  0 then we go to a moving frame ^ = x — ct. For a = 0 the eigenvalues 
of the system (ÿ,p) where p = ÿ^(l — ) are ± ^ ^ ^ ( 1  — 7^)4 and for the system
(ÿ,p) where p =  0^(1 -  (f) are ± - ^ ^ f  which gives the desired result. □
Even though we now have an explicit expression for /  it seems notationally 
convenient to keep /  in our definition of the family of shapes (5.2) rather than 
replacing it with the expression we have just found involving 7 . It also seems 
sensible not to have to write a fraction in the exponent. To this end we introduce 
w(c) := One final thing that needs to change is that our ‘shapes’, (5.2),
are time dependent. This time dependence comes in via the position of the fluxon. 
By setting xq = Xi ct we can see that at each point in time we have one of the 
following fluxons
^{x\ rco, c) =  4 a r c t a n - p  arcsin(—7 ).
If we write 'ip{x,t) = (j)t(x, t) then we can re-write the second order PDE (5.1) as 
a system of first order (in time) PDEs of the form Ut = G{u) for some vector field 
G(-) where u{x,t) = {(p{x,t),'ip{x,t)). Specifically, (5.1) can be re-written as
'Ipt =  (pxx -  D{x) sin(ÿ) -  7  -  aÿ . (5.3)
To express our fluxon shapes as a vector u = (ÿ, ÿ ) , we define ÿ  as 
^(rc;rco,c) := ÿ((æ ,t;% ,c) =  - 2/co; sech(cu/(rr -  rco)).X\=XQ—Ct
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Note that in changing parameters from Xi to Xq we have gone to a moving frame.
Another thing of note is that xq cannot be uniquely defined for a general solution 
to the PDE (5.3) at time t. For the fluxon û{x-, Xo,c), Xq is the ‘middle’ of the wave, 
a concept that cannot be extended in a unique way to a wave which is no longer 
anti-symmetric. Due to this difficulty we focus on approximating the dynamics of
(5.3) with initial condition w(a:,0) =  u{x ]Xq, c^ ), for some Xq^ cP G M. We do not 
have the same issue with c, we will see later that c can be uniquely determined for 
any solution of the PDE.
To evolve within the family of shapes we let the parameters Xq and c change 
over time. That is we make them time dependent. Meaning that our approximate 
solution will be given by u{x\ Xo{t)^ c{t))^ where
w(rc;rco,c) =  {^[x ]Xq, c),'^[x ]Xo, c^  , Xq(0) =  and c(0) c°.
In the following sections we will show that a good choice for the evolution of c{t) 
and xo{t) is given by the following system of ODEs, see Lemma 5.6,
< 7  +  dsinÿ,(^^ > -ac ||0 a ;p
^0 =  < { x - x o ) ^ ^ ,d s m .^ > ,  (5.4)
\mr
where d{x) = D{x) — 1 and < , > and ||-|| are the standard L^(E) inner product 
and norm respectively.
This system of ODEs is very similar to the system presented in [31] where the 
defect is a delta function pi5{x) and the family of fluxons used to approximate the 
dynamics of the full PDE is given by ^{x \ xq^c) = 4 arctan The system in
[31, (4.3a) and (4.3b)] can be re-written as the following system of ODEs for To and 
c.
. _  < 7 +  /2(^ (T) sinÿ,ÿz > -Oic\\^x\\^
T o  =  C  +  ~  <  ( t  -  T o ) f e ,  Sm( j )> .
Il&lr
5.2 System  of ODEs
There are two different approaches that we can employ to derive a system of ODEs 
for xo{t) and c{t). The first involves projecting (5.3) in two different directions 
and assuring that the evolution of the shape is correct in these directions, giving 
a system of ODEs for Tq and c. For the second method we notice that the PDE
(5.3) has a Hamiltonian/ variational structure. Indeed, recall that (5.3) can be 
written Ut = G{u) where G{u) is a vector field (which includes spatial derivatives). 
This vector field has some nice properties; the most useful for our purposes is 
that it has a Hamiltonian/variational structure. The only non-Hamiltonian term is
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that associated with the dissipation a  and this term is variational. We define the 
Hamiltonian H{u) and a remaining variational term F{u) as follows.
H{u) = I +  h{x) -  D  cos(ÿ) +  'yipdx,
J —oo ^
/ OO 1
where
( h_ := — 7  ^+  7  arcsin(7 ) x < —L
hjji | t |  <c 5
: =  / i_  — 27T7 X > L
for some constant hm- With these definitions, (5.3) can be re-written as
Ut = G{u) = J5H{u) — a5F[u)^ (5.5)
where J  is the skew symmetric matrix: J  '•= \  ^ ^ | . We can also define /(w):
J  — C
(px'ipdx,
which is a constant of motion i f a  =  0 =  7  =  d and is related to the slope of a 
wave via the spatial derivative of u: u^ =  JSI{u). If d =  0 then (5.3) is translation 
invariant. That is, there is a continuous translation symmetry. If d =  0 =  7  then 
the family of fluxons u{x’, x q , c) satisfies ÔH(û) T c5I[u) =  0. Now I  is the shape of 
the fluxon which is parameterised by c. It does not have any xq  dependence as it is 
translation invariant,
/oo noo^x'tpdx = - A fc b P  /  sech^[w/(T -  To)] =  -Sfcoj.
■00 —00
Thus
That is, there is a one-to-one relationship between the values of c and I.
The second method for deriving the approximation is to keep the Hamiltonian 
H  and I  correct. These conditions are then projected to give the tq  and c dynamics 
as a system of ODEs via u{x,t) -> û{x] Xo{t), c(t)). We shall, however, primarily 
use the first of the two approaches, that is we approximate the dynamics of (5.3) by 
ensuring that the dynamics in the two tangent directions of our family of shapes are 
correct. Ideally we would evolve through our family of shapes û ( t;tq ,c )  according 
to (5.5). However this is not possible as û is not an exact solution of (5.3), so 
evolving û according to (5.5) will move the front away from the family of shapes.
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That is, u{x] X o { t ) , c{t)) can never exactly follow a solution of (5.3). Instead, as Xq 
and c are functions o î t , û  evolves according to
where ' denotes the derivative with respect to time. To get an approximation within 
the family of shapes u{x; Tq, c), for how an initial condition w(t; Tq(0), c(0)) evolves 
under (5.5), it makes sense to project G{u) onto the manifold spanned by the two 
directions of that is the two tangent directions of the family of shapes. That is 
we project G{u) onto ^  and ^  and write
G(m) =  +  V  (5.7)
OC UX q
where V  is the component of G that is not part of the manifold spanned by ^  
and If we assume that V  lies in the null space of the projection then we
can determine a and b. By equating a with c and b with Xq this ensures that the 
‘dynamics’ in the ^  and ^  directions are correct. In this way the dynamics of 
our approximation is a projection of the PDE (5.3) onto the manifold spanned by
There are, of course, an infinite number of projections that can be used to 
determine a and b. Each projection will specify different restrictions on V. The 
difference between projections is the way in which the dynamics of the PDE are 
projected on to the manifold. Each projection will not see certain directions of the 
full dynamics. That is the meaning of V: the component of the vector field in the 
direction that the projection cannot see, in other words, V  is in the kernel of the 
projection. In order for the system of ODEs (for X o ( t )  and c{t)) to give a good 
approximation to the PDE we need that the component of the dynamics in the V  
direction is small.
5.2.1 C o n s tru c tio n  of S ystem  of O D Es
We now begin the construction of the system of ODEs. The first condition on 
the kernel of the projection that we shall make is done by taking the standard 
L^(E) X L^(E) pairing with That is, we impose the condition that the
pairing of V  with ^  vanishes. Identifying elements in the cotangent space with 
elements in the tangent space gives that this is equivalent to V  being orthogonal to
(as =  - J ) .
We have already seen that = Jôl{û). Due to the property that u{x] c. To) =  
u{x — To; c, 0), we get
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Thus taking the pairing with is equivalent to taking the paring with SI{u).
So (5.7) gives
(G{Û), SI{Û)) =  a ( 1 ^ ,  SI{Û)^ + (V SI{Û)},
where we abuse notation and write (•, •) as the standard L^(R) x L^(M) pairing/inner 
product for vector functions:
/oo /(x) • g{x)dx.
■OO
Taking V  to be orthogonal to ôl{û) gives an expression for a if 7  7  ^ ±1 (In 
Lemma A.2.1 vi) we see that =  0 if and only if 7  =  ±1):
The second condition on the kernel of the projection that we impose will give us 
an expression for b. We take the obvious complement of the projection that we have 
already taken, by taking the pairing of (5.7) with Taking V  to be orthogonal
to J ^ ,  gives
Taking the pairings of Ut with these same vectors gives that c =  a(To,c) and 
Xq = b{xo, c). That is, we have a system of ODEs for Xq and c. Since we know 
the form of w ( t ; T q , c )  it is a straightforward calculation to show tha t this system of 
ODEs is the one that we introduced earlier in (5.4).
Lemma 5.2. The projection onto ^  and ^  with the kernel V  orthogonal to 51{u) 
and (the co-tangent space) gives the following system of ODEs for the param­
eters X q  and c of the fluxon shapes u{x; X q ,  c ) :
. _  + d s m ^ ,$ x >  -a c ||& ||^
c ^
X q  =  c +  —— < ( T  - T o ) ÿ z , c ( s i n ÿ  >
U x r
where d{x) = D{x) — 1 and <  , > and ||-|| are the standard L^(E) inner product 
and norm respectively.
Proof.
In order to prove this lemma we need to show that u ( t o , c )  and 6 ( t q , c )  are in fact 
given by the expressions shown above. To streamline the proof, the calculations
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involving evaluating pairings/inner products are carried out in Appendix A.2.1. 
With the results of Lemma A.2.1 we can write
C_U(T0,C) -
— < 7  +  dsinÿ, > +QC||0g;|P 
-Uj'^UxW'^
X q -a%s= \ \ 4 >x f + <  { x - X o ) 4 > x , d s m 4 ) >
Which is the result that we require. □
5.2.2 K ernel Orthogonality
As mentioned earlier, the conditions that we have imposed on the kernel V  in order 
to derive the system of ODEs (5.4) are not unique. In this section we will investigate 
which other orthogonality conditions lead to the same system of ODEs. To do this 
we shall abstract the problem slightly and consider the system of ODEs derived from 
taking two generic pairings of (5.7). That is we take pairings (or inner products) 
with two directions Pi and Pg, if U is orthogonal to Pi and Pg then this leads to a 
pair of equations for xq and c which can be solved.
Lemma 5.3. The projection onto | |  and ^  with the kernel V  orthogonal to Pi 
and P2 gives the following system of ODEs for the parameter Xq and c of the fluxon 
shape Ü:
< G(û),P!2 >< J(^7(u),Pi > -  < G(u),Pi >< J(^7(û),P2 >
= c <  J51{û) ,p,  >  -  <  J5I{Û),P,  >
^ , p f j  <  JSI{û),Pt  >  -  >  ( 5 - 8 )
< G{û),P2 > -  <  G{û),Pi >
Proof.
The proof is straightforward and follows by re-arranging the two equations given 
by taking the pairing of (5.7) with Pi and P^. Then simply replacing a with c and
b with X q .  ^
Whilst this lemma does not appear to directly tell us anything useful about 
which pairings lead to the best system of ODEs, it does have an interesting corollary 
relating to common factors that can be ‘factored out’ on either side of (5.8). For 
instance J8I(u)  appears in all four terms of the equation for c and appears in 
all four terms of the equation for Tq- each side of both equations there are two 
common terms (that aren’t Pi or Pf) meaning that we can re-write each of these 
two equations in four separate ways.
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C oro llary  5.4. Re-arranging (5.8) gives the following expressions for c 
.  <  G(û), kiP2 -  h P l  >= C ( f , fclP2 -  fcsPl)
• <  G(û), kiP2 — > =  —c /.7(5/{u}  ^^iP'2 — ^27 1^)
.  < JSI{Û), K 1P2 -  K2P1 > =  - c  ( f , feiP2 -  k 2 P l)
•  <  J5I{u),K\P2 — K 2P1 > =  c ( j5I {u) ,k \P2  — feP i)  
and similarly of Xq
• (^J6I{u), k\P2 — =  —d^o < G{û), kiP2 — >
• (^JôI{û),kiP2 — =  ^0 (% , K 1 P2  — K 2P 1)
• (^ 5  k\P2 — k2Pl) = Xq < G{u), k\P2 ~  ^2Pi >
• (%) ^ ip 2 "  ^2p i)  === —4:0 AiPz — A 2P 1)
where h  =  {J6I{u),Pi), h  = (§7, P )  Ki =< G{u),Pi > .
The results in this corollary enable the system of ODEs to be written not in 
terms of the vectors P  but in terms of any two of the three vectors p p  — ^2Pi? 
P P 2 — h P i  or K 1 P2 — K 2 P1 . The simplicity of the resulting equations suggests 
that these combinations of Pi and P2 would be preferable to use as pairings instead 
of Pi and P 2. So what properties do these linear combinations satisfy which make 
them good candidates to take a pairing with?
Lem m a 5.5. With p  =  {JSI{u),Pi), p  =  P )  Ki = <  G (û ) ,p  >  we get 
the orthogonality properties:
< ^ lp 2 — ^2Pi, J8I{u) > =  0
/  ~ ~ duK
/ A q P 2 - A : 2 P i , ^ )  =  0
< K i P - K 2 P i , G ( û ) >  =  0.
Thus it seems sensible to take the pairing of (5.7) with a vector which is orthog­
onal to Jôl{û) (such as ôl{û)) or ^  (such as J^ fg ) or G{u) (such as J'^G{u)).
Proof
We show the proof of the first statement only, the other two statements follow in 
exactly the same manner.
<  p p —A:2pi, JJ7(ff) > =  ki < p ,  JJ7(é) >  —k2 < Pi,JÔI{û) > =  /ci/?2—^ 2^1 — 0-
□
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This lemma shows that it is natural to take V  orthogonal to 61{û) and 
which is how (5.4) was derived. However it also shows that it is just as natural 
to take V  orthogonal to ôl{û) and J^G{u) or V  orthogonal to and J^G(u). 
It turns out that using these other conditions leads to the same system of ODEs, 
(5.4). Thus we have the following lemma.
L em m a 5.6. The projection onto ^  and ^  with the kernel V  orthogonal to any 
two of the three vectors; 61{u), or G[u) gives the following system of ODEs 
for the parameters xq and c of the fluxon shape u:
< 7  +  dsinÿ,ÿg; > - a c | |ÿg
Xo =  cH— -— < (x — xo)0i,dsin<^ > (5.9)
UxW^
Due to the orthogonality conditions of the projections this is a natural system of 
ODEs, for the evolution of c and xq, to approximate the dynamics of (5.3) with 
initial condition u{x, 0) =  u{x; Tq, c9).
Proof.
If V  is orthogonal to ôl{û) and then the statement of this lemma has already 
been proved in Lemma 5.2.
If V  is orthogonal to 61{u) and J'^G{u){= ôH{û) +  aJSF(u))  then taking the 
pairing of (5.7) with ôl[û) gives the same equation for a(To,c) as we saw in Sec­
tion 5.2.1 and hence the same equation for c. Taking the pairing of (5.7) with 
J^G(u) gives
^  ||4 f + < (rc-rco)^^,dsin0>
— < SI{û),G{û) > ( ^ ,5 J (« ) )
where the last equality comes from substituting the identities for the pairings found 
in Lemma A.2.1. Thus Xq =  b{xo,c) gives the system of ODEs in the lemma.
If V  is orthogonal to and J^G(u)  then the pairing of (5.7) with gives
( g { u ) ,  = - b  (  J5/(Û), J  (5.10)
which is the same equation for 5 ( t q , c )  as that which we just derived in the previous 
case. Taking the pairing of (5.7) with J'^G{u) gives
dû 1 j X ,0 =  a P^G (é)^ -  6 <  J(^7(û), P  G(é) >  .
Using (5.10) to substitute in for the a coefficient and dividing through by 6 0
(except at fixed points) gives
<5I(Û),G{Û) > = a ( s i { û ) , y \ ,
which is the equation for a(To,c) that we derived in section 5.2.1. Thus completing 
the proof. □
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This lemma has given us some justification as to why (5.9) is a good system of 
ODEs to mimic the behaviour of the full PDE, (5.3). We hope to get a better grasp 
on why this is a good projection in the next section when we look at the case with 
û; =  0 and use the constant of motion H  to again derive this system of ODEs (with 
a  =  0 ).
5.2.3 The H am iltonian Case; a =  0
Given the almost Hamiltonian nature of (5.3), it seems sensible to incorporate the 
Hamiltonian into the projection onto the manifold spanned by ^  and ^  in some 
way. If a  =  0 then (5.3) is purely Hamiltonian. Thus the vector field G{u) is in the 
J5H[u) direction. If a  =  0 and V  is orthogonal to âl(û) and ôH{û) then Lemma 5.6 
gives
. _  <  7  +  d sin ÿ, ÿg, >
c /V /V
To =  c -\— ;— < (T -  To)ÿz,dsinÿ > .
U x V
Making the kernel V  orthogonal to ôl{û) and ôH{û) can be thought of as trying 
to make sure that the approximate solution u{x\ Xo(t), c{t)) has the same value of 
H{t) and I{t) as the solution to (5.3) whose behaviour it approximates. As we are 
dealing with a purely Hamiltonian system {a = 0) the Hamiltonian is a constant of 
motion, that is H{u) =< 5H{u),Ut >= 0. The functional I{u) defines the steepness 
of the fluxons 0 (t; Tq, c) and is a constant of motion of the PDE if 7  =  0 =  d.
As these quantities are important in the PDE, it makes sense to try  and make 
them behave in the ‘right’ way in our system of ODEs (for tq  and c) which approx­
imates the PDE. That is, given a solution u{t) of PDE (5.3) we would like tq  and 
c to be such that
H{u{xo,c)) = H(u) and I{u{xq, c)) = I{u), Vt 6  R. (5-11)
In the remainder of this section we show that, once a projection is made, this 
condition leads to the same system of ODEs ((5.9) with a  =  0) as the condition 
that the kernel is orthogonal to 6I(u) and 5H{u).
Due to the initial condition [u{x, 0) =  u(x\ t § ,  c°)) we know that (5.11) holds at 
t =  0. To show that (5.11) leads to a well defined system of ODEs for the evolution 
of To and c for all time t we must show that for each pair (id. I)  there is a unique 
pair (To, c). We have already seen in (5.6) that there is a one-to-one relationship 
between I  and c. The relationship between H  and To is more complicated and is in 
fact not one-to-one.
To find the relation between H  and To for a fixed value of c we consider 
- ^ H { u )  = — < ôH{û),JôI{û)  >. Using Lemma A.2.1, we obtain
H{û) = d[cos 0 (t; To, c)]^^ ~  ^Try.■ —-  n ( i t \  =  /ifp.ns fh(x'. Xn.
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The equation d[cos${x; Xq, c)]^^ — 27T7 =  0 may have solutions for Xq depending on 
the parameters 7 , d and L. This means that for c fixed H { x q )  may have turning 
points. This is why we cannot conclude that H{xo) is one-to-one.
As we seek equations for the evolution of Xq and c we shall assume that the 
curves Xo{t) and c{t) exist for some interval of time t G [0,t). Then due to the 
initial condition for the PDE (5.11) holds for t =  0. Thus (5.11) is equivalent to
H{u{x,t)) = H{u(x]Xo{t),c{t))) and l{u{x,t)) = i{u{x;xo{t),c{t))) fo rt G [0,f).
L em m a 5.7. Keeping H{u) = H{u) and î{u) = i{û) for t G [0,t) leads to the fol­
lowing equations for Xq and c, where (y d sm ^{x ;x o { t) ,c { t ) ) ,^ x {x ;x o { t) ,c { t)^  = 
0;
<  7  +  d sin ÿ, ÿg; >
12
To =
< 7  +  d sin ÿ, (ÿg; >
< 7  4- d sin ÿ, ÿg; >
< {x-Xo)$x,dsm4>>
m  "
(5.12)
Note that < 74 -d sinÿ , ÿg, > =  0 i f  and only if  ^  =  0, that is when the curve x q { H )  
breaks down.
This system of ODEs is not closed due to dependence of t q  and c on the 
solution of the PDE u{t). Specifically, the u dependence comes via the term 
< d s in ÿ, ÿg; > =  —d [cosÿ]^^. We can make this system of ODEs closed if we 
can remove the u dependence. The obvious projection to use to achieve this is 
u{x,t)  w ( t ;  T o ( t ) ,  c(t)). That is
r r -\L
[cos ( j ) ] -4- cos 4>{xq, c)
and (5.12) becomes the system of ODEs in (5.9) for a  =  0. That is, where the 
kernel of the projection was orthogonal to ôl{û) and ôH{û) = J^SG{u).
Proof of lemma 5.7
We shall start with the equation for c.
7(2,) =  7(2^ )
=4- < S I(u ) ,J S H {u )>  = ( s i { Û ) , y \ c + ( s i { û ) , - ^ \ x o
< 5 I{u ) ,J5H {u)>
^  " ~  G ( û ) . i )  •
The denominator of this expression is —Sfuj^ 0 as 7  ± 1, see Lemma A.2.1. So
c ( t o ,  c )  is defined for all Tq and c. This is due to the fact that c(7) is one-to-one. 
This equation for c gives the expression in the lemma by applying the results found 
in Lemma A.2.1.
Next we move on to the equation for Xg:
H { u )  =  H { u )
< S H { u ) , J S H { u ) >  =  U h { û ) , ^ c + U h { Ü ) , ^ \ x ü
=► < S H { û ) , J S I { û ) > x o  =  c ( S H { û ) , y \
=> <  7 +  d sin ÿ , 0g; >  To =  co; c l |0 g ; |f  +  <  ( t  -  T o )0 g ; ,d s in ÿ  >
so Tq(tq, c) is well defined for tq  and c such th a t <  7 + dsin0 (T ; tq , c), 0g;(T; Tq, c) > /  
0, th a t is when ^  0. Thus, for t < t ,  Xo{t) is defined. Once c is substituted for,
this is the desired result. O
If a  0 then we do not quite have the structure that has been used to motivate 
this section; that is, H  is no longer preserved along solutions of (5.3) {H is not 
a constant of motion). However I  is still related to the steepness of the fluxons. 
Setting I(u{xo, c)) = I{u) and then making the projection u(x ,t)  -> û{x; Xo{t), c(t)) 
gives the ODE for c in Lemma 5.6.
Here we have seen that H{u) = H{u{xq, c)) leads to the same ODE as the 
condition that the kernel of the projection is orthogonal to SH{û) (this is true even 
if a  y^  0). If a  =  0 then i f  is a constant of motion whilst J5H(u)  is the direction 
of the vector field. If y^  0 then we no longer have a constant of motion, however 
we do still know the direction of the vector field G(u), and thus, it seems that the 
sensible extension to a  y^  0 is to make the kernel of the projection orthogonal to 
CF{u) which is what we did in Lemma 5.6. This again suggests that (5.9) is a 
good system of ODEs to approximate the behaviour of (5.3) with initial condition 
2,(T, 0) =  û(T;T§,c°). Thus we shall use this system of ODEs forthwith.
5.2.4 ODE in term s of I
We now have a system of ODEs for Tq and c, where Tq is the middle of the fluxon 
w (t;to ,c ) . The meaning of c is a bit harder to understand; it is a combination of 
the speed of the travelling wave and the steepness of the wave. It, like To, cannot be 
defined for the general solution w(t, t) of (5.3). In order to compare the approximate 
evolution of w(t;To,c°) given by (5.9) with the evolution given by (5.3) it would 
make more sense to use a quantity that can be defined both for the PDE and the 
fluxon Ü. We have seen, (5.6), that there is a one-to-one relationship between I{u) 
and c meaning that we can make a change of variable from c to /  in the system of 
ODEs. The advantage of using 7 as a parameter for the fluxons rather than c is 
that I{u) can also be defined for a general solution u of (5.3).
We cannot, unfortunately, do the same thing for Tq. 77(fi) cannot be used as a 
parameter in the place of Xq as there is not a one-to-one relationship. So we re-write 
the system of ODEs (5.9) in terms of tq  and 7.
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L em m a 5.8. The system of ODEs which approximate the dynamics o / w ( t ; t § , c ° )  
under (5 .3); (5.9); can be re-written in terms ofxo and I{u) (the position and slope 
of the fluxon) as
Î  = — < 7  +  d s in 0 , 0a; > —a /
~  m & f  <  { x - X o ) k , d ^ m $  > (5.13)
Proof
The second of these equations follows from replacing c in (5.9) by using the rela­
tionship between c and / ,  (5.6), and noting that
ll^x f =  8/w =  y /2  +  64/2.
The derivation of the first equation is only slightly more complicated. We calculate 
the time derivative of I{u{x] Xo{t), c{t)) (recalling that I(u) has no Xq dependence) 
as
i  = - - V P  + = -llfell V c
do
= -  < 7  +  d sin 0 , 0a; > 4-ac||0a;lp =  -  < 7  T d sin0 , 0a= > -c N  
where the last line follows from substituting in the expression for c in Lemma 5.6. □
This system of ODEs will enable us to compare the predicted value of I  with 
that actual value of I  given by the behaviour of the full PDE (5.3). This will allow 
us to determine how good an approximation (5.13), and hence (5.9), is.
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6 Analysis of the ODE Approximation
In this section we analyse the system of ODEs (5.13) and see how the evolution of 
u {x \X Q { t ) , c { t ) )  compares to the solution of the full PDE (5.3) with initial condi­
tion w(t,0) =  w(t; To(0), c(0)). This will enable the full range of behaviour of the 
evolution of such fronts under the PDE to be seen from a phase portrait for sets of 
parameter values. This range of behaviour has only previously been seen through 
trial and error in numerical simulations of the full PDE. Our approach gives a m ath­
ematical understanding of why the PDE exhibits the behaviour it does for each set 
of initial conditions, including, how the presence of a stable front, associated with 
the defect, can result in the pinning of solutions.
To do this we initially compare the fixed points of the system of ODEs with 
stationary solutions of the PDE, both in terms of how many there are and their 
stability. Having analysed the fixed points of the system of ODEs we present phase 
portraits representing the dynamics of the front w(t; to(^), c{ t ) ) .  We show the possi­
ble types of qualitative behaviour that the front can exhibit for different parameter 
values (7 , d, L, a). We then check how well this qualitative behaviour agrees with 
that seen in the PDE, by running several simulations near expected changes in be­
haviour. The simulations are run using a suite of code developed for this purpose 
by D. Avitabile. It uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta method for the time evolution, 
a finite difference for the spatial discretisation and Neumann boundary conditions. 
We detail conditions, on the parameters, under which the qualitative behaviour 
for the PDE and the ODE approximation agrees. Finally, we present a numerical 
comparison of solutions, measuring the difference in the values of I  and the shape 
of the wave in an appropriate norm (to be defined later). We see that the system 
of ODEs gives a good approximation on a long time scale when there is qualitative 
agreement and d L  and 7  are small whilst a  /  0] that is, when dissipation is present.
In this section we will focus on the case when 7  <  0. The behaviour for 7  > 0 
follows by noting that the system of ODEs (5.9) has the symmetry 7  -4- —7 , c  -> —c,
X q — y — X q .
6.1 Fixed Points of the ODE Approxim ation
An important fundamental feature of a system of ODEs are its fixed points and their 
stability. In order to know how well the ODE system approximates the dynamics 
of the PDE we must see how the fixed points of the ODE (5.13) relate to stationary 
solutions of the PDE (5.3). To do this we first analyse the fixed points of the 
ODE (5.13) and then compare our results with those for the PDE in [9].
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6.1.1 Existence
Studying the fixed points of the system of ODEs in Lemma 5.8 means solving the 
following system of equations
a /  =  — < 7  +  d sin 0 , 0a; >
I
0 P  +  64/2 |_\/72 +  64/2+ < { x -  To)0z,dsin0 > . (6.1)
First of all we look at the cases where we can find solutions to this equation explicitly, 
namely when dL =  0 or 7  =  0. For 7  0 we will use the implicit function theorem
to show that there are two curves of fixed points 7 =  0, To(7 ; d, L). After this we 
will see that, for L sufficiently small, one of these fixed points is stable whilst the 
other is unstable.
If there is no defect (dL =  0) then all of the fixed points can be found explicitly. 
Lemma 6.1. I f  dL = 0 then
# i f ^  = 0, the fixed points of (5.13) are given by I  = 0 and Tq G E ;
• 7  ^ 0; (5.13) has no fixed points.
Proof.
If dL =  0 then the second equation in (6.1) has the unique solution 7 =  0. This 
means that the first equation (the one for tq) becomes 27T7 =  0 , which gives the 
desired result. □
This result relates well to the existence results for stationary fronts of the 
PDE (5.3).
Lemma 6.2. I f  there is no defect then
# if'y = 0, (5.3) has one stationary front which is translation invariant;
• 7  ^ 0; (5.3) has no stationary fronts.
Proof.
This result can be seen by considering the 0-p phase portrait (in a similar way to 
Section 2.1.1). If 7  =  0 then the unstable manifold of (0,0) is the stable manifold 
of (27t , 0). If 7  ^  0 then the unstable manifold of (0,0) does not intersect the stable 
manifold of (27t , 0 ). □
If there is a defect (dL /  0) then the existence results for stationary fronts of 
the PDE (5.3) are considerably more complicated. Here we summarise some of the 
salient results presented in [9].
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L em m a 6.3. [9, Theorem 9 and 11]
I f  d >  0 then there exists ^max{d) (= 1 for d > 3.37) and
• 7  =  0 an unstable pinned fluxon exists for all L > 0;
• i/o  < —7  < Jmax(d) then there exists Lminij, d) > 0 such that for all L  > Lmir 
there exists a stable and an unstable pinned fluxon.
/ /  —1 <  d < 0 then ^rnax(d) = —-  and
• if 'y  = 0 there exists a unique stable pinned fluxon for all L  >  0;
• if  0 < —7  < m m (d+  l , 7mox(d)) then there exists Lmini'y^d) > 0 such that for 
all L > Lmin there exists a stable and an unstable pinned fluxon;
• i f  d p i  < 7maa;(d) (d < —f ^ )  then there also exists Lmaxi'J, d) >  0 such that 
for L > Lmax{'y,d) there are no pinned fluxons, and for Lmin{'y,d) < L < 
Lmax{'y,d) there exists a stable and an unstable pinned fluxon.
There are no pinned fluxons for  —7  >  ^max{d) and if  Lmin(7 , exists then for  
L < Lmin there are no pinned fluxons. For L > Lmini'l^d) small enough, all pinned 
fluxons are monotonie.
We now derive a similar result for fixed points of the system of ODEs (5.13) 
when there is a defect. If dL 0 then we cannot always solve (6.1) explicitly to 
find fixed points. However it is clear that the second equation in (6.1) is solved 
by /  =  0 for all d, L. This means that there are fixed points which correspond 
to To satisfying < 7  T dsin0(*;To,O),0a;(-;To,O) > =  0. There may be other fixed 
points associated with I / O  but we shall ignore these as stationary solutions of our 
original PDE (5.3) have 7 =  0 (because I{u) =  JToo^x'fdx =  (I)x4>tdx). Since 
fixed points of the system of ODEs represent stationary solutions of the PDE we 
say that our system of ODEs is not a valid approximation to the PDE if it has fixed 
points associated with I / O  (this would correspond to stationary solutions of the 
PDE with I / O ) .  We therefore concentrate on fixed points with 7 =  0, that is, tq 
satisfies
2TT7  =  d[cos0 (T;To,O)]f;^ (6.2)
-L •=  -2 d  [/^sech^[/(T  -  Tq)] + 7 sec h [/(T  -  Tq)] tanh[/(T  -  To)]]^j
This equation can in fact be re-written as an 8*^  order polynomial for with
parameters 7 , d and e^^. This equation is complicated and it seems more convenient 
to work with it in the form presented in (6.2). We will however briefly remark that 
the coefficient of the leading order term is Meaning that there are
up to 8 solutions for all 7  y^  0.
If 7  =  0 then (6.2) can be solved explicitly and if 7  is too big it has no solutions.
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L em m a 6.4. 7 /7  =  0 and dL /  0 then the only fixed point of (5.13) associated 
with I  = 0 is Xq = 0. For d >  2 this fixed point is a first order solution of (6.2) if 
and only i f  L /  Lo(d) where Lo{d) solves 1 +  |[Lq sech^(Lo) — tanh(Lo)] =  0. That 
is, there is a bifurcation in I  at L = Lo{d).
There are also remnants of two fixed points with 7 =  0 m the limit Xq —)■ ± 00,
that is in (5.13), 7 —)> 0 and xq 0 as Xq -¥ ±oo and 7 =  0.
Proof.
If 7  =  0 and dL / O  then (6.2) reduces to
sech ^  (Tv — To) =  sech^(—L — To),
as /  =  (1 — 7^)4. The only solution to this equation (for L 0) is Tq =  0. However
the equation is also satisfied in the limit as Tq -> ±00  as then sech(±L — Tq) -A 0.
The fixed point 7 =  0 , Tq =  0 is a first order zero of the system of equations in
(6.1) if and only if
\ / P  P 6 4 /2 +  <  (a; _  rco)0a;,dsin0 > /  0.
As 7  =  0 ( /  =  1) this condition is equivalent to
9^ r
V72 +  64 /  [tanh(w(7)(T -  To)) -  w(7)(T -  t q )  sech^(w(7)(T -  To))] .
Substituting 7 =  0 (a; =  1) and Tq =  0 shows that the fixed point is a simple zero
of the second equation in (6.1) if and only if
1 +  ^[L sech ^(Tv) — tanh(Tv)] /  0,
that is if Tv y^  Lo{d). Note that this equation only has a solution for Tv > 0 if d > 2 
as Lsech^(L) — tanh(L) € (—1,1] for L > 0. □
L em m a 6.5. There is some 7mox(d) such that for —7  > 7max(d) the system of 
ODEs (5.13) has no fixed points with 7 =  0 for any L > 0. An upper bound on
7Tnoz(d) ^  62/
lmax[d) < m i n | J ^ , l  
Proof.
This lemma is proved by noting that (6.2) gives an implicit expression for the 
maximum value of 7  for which a fixed point, Tq, associated with 7 =  0 exists; 
7maa:(d). The bound on ^max{d) is given by [cos0(t; Tq, O)]^ ;^ G [-2,2] and 7  G 
( - 1, 1). □
Having considered the existence of fixed points with 7 =  0 for 7  =  0 we consider 
the fixed points with 7  y^  0 .
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L em m a 6 .6 . For d ^  0 ^  L  fixed, there exists a neighbourhood 0 /7  values con­
taining 7  =  0 such that (6 .2) has two smooth solutions 3f^{'^\d,L) and x^{'y]d, L) 
where 5o(0;<i, L) =  0 and x^{'y',d,L) -> ±00  where the sign of ± 0 0  is the sign of 
—d'y.
Note that (for d > 0) \im.y^x^{'y,d, L) = 00 whilst \imjioX^{'y;d,L) = —00. 
That is there are two curves of solutions, one associated with 7  > 0 and the other 
with 7  < 0 , however these curves can be thought of as one unique smooth curve 
if we identify 00 with —00, that is if we consider the equation for Xq on a circle. 
The idea for this comes from noting the remnants of the two fixed points for 7  = 0 
at ± 00 , that is, there are two ‘half fixed points’ which can only be approach by 
xo from one side. For 7   ^0 in a neighbourhood of 0 there are two fixed points, 
(if d > 0) for 7  > 0 the remnant of the fixed point at 00 has become a (bounded) 
fixed point whilst the other remnant of the fixed point has disappeared. For 7  < 0 
the opposite happens, this time it is the remnant of the fixed point at —00 which 
becomes a proper fixed point whilst the one at 00 disappears. It appears that as 7  
passes through 0 the fixed point carries on moving round a circle going from 00 to 
—00 or vice versa.
Proof of Lemma 6.6.
We use the implicit function theorem to prove this result. For d and L  fixed we 
write (6 .2) as
0 =  F (7 ; %) := 7T7 +  d [^^(7 ) sech^[/(7 )(a; -  rco)]
+ 7 sech[/(7 )(rc - %o)] tanh[/(7 )(a? - xo)]]tL •
First of all we try an find a curve ^ 0(7 ) for 7  near zero such that o^(O) = 0, from 
Lemma 6.4 we know that xq satisfies F(0; 0) = 0. The implicit function theorem 
states that there is a unique curve of solutions 0^(7 ) if  ^0. Differentiating
(6 .2) with respect to gives
dF(fi, 0) _ 2 tanh(L) 7  ^0
0 x 0
for d 7  ^0 7  ^L. This proves the existence of 5§(7; d, L) for 7  in a neighbourhood of 
0 .
To prove the rest of this lemma we change coordinates; Xq = — In(^o) to look 
at the limit a:o —^ 0 0. That is e~^^° = = yl. Note that for 7  in the
neighbourhood ofO, / % 1. So yo 0 as rco —>■ 00. Further, we rescale yo as 
yo = (7 < 0) and G{'y\ zq) =   ^ We seek a curve zo(?) such that
G(7 ; zo) = 0. If 7  = 0 then this equation is satisfied by zq = y 8dsinh(2L)' “• o^- 
Note that zg is real only if d > 0. The implicit function theorem states that there 
is a unique curve of solutions ^ 0(7 ) and hence a unique curve Æg°(7 ) if ^
a c ( 0; zg) =  — 16dzg sinh(2L) 7^  0. 
OZf)
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This completes the proof for the limit Xq -4 oo. If instead Xq —)■ —oo then we define 
yo via xq =  In(yo) and get that the curve exists for d < 0. □
We now give expressions for the two fixed points with J  =  0 that exist for 7 
small.
L em m a 6.7. For d and L fixed, i f ^  = —e for some small e > 0, then (5.13) has 
two fixed points with 1 = 0:
— U/n —0 2 sech(L) 2dsech(L) tanh(L) + 1 T 0(e ) —y 0 as € —y 0,
• if d > 0, =  — 2 lii(^) ~  2 ( 8(isinh(2L)} ^ (v ^ )  ”^ 0 0  OS c 4- 0 and
• if  d < 0, &o° =  2 ln(e) +  2 (^-8dsinh(2L)) ^ (v ^ )  —OO Q5 6 j. 0 .
Proof.
In Lemma 6.6 we have already seen the existence of two branches of fixed points 
with I  = 0, x^i'y) and ^g°(y). The expressions in this lemma are simply the leading 
order terms in a Taylor expansion about 7  =  0. In Lemma 6.4 we have seen that 
5g(0) =  0 is a fixed point. Thus for 7  7  ^ 0 we perturb about this solution. That is, 
for 7 =  —e we assume that Xq is small. This enables us to use to derive a Taylor 
expansion of (6.2), in terms of 7  and Æg, and match orders to find an expression for
Xn.
TTC = d [sech “^{x — Xq) — e sech(a; — 5g) tanh(rc — 5g) +  0 (e^)]
=  d [sech^(a:) +  2rco sech^(rr) tanh(rc) — esech(a?) tanh(rc) +  0 ((e +  5g)^)]^^ 
=  Adxo sech^(L) tanh(L) — 2desech(L) tanh(L) +  0((e +  5g)^)
+  O(e^)Xn = 2 sech(L) +  12d sech(L) tanh(L)
Note that in order for the order term to be correct it is assumed that sech(L) is not 
too small. That is the larger L  is, the smaller the neighbourhood about 7  =  0 for 
which the taylor expansion is valid.
Next we consider what were referred to as remnants of fixed points in Lemma 6.4 
for 7  =  0 and perturb about these. We mainly concentrate on the solution that 
‘comes out of’ + 00, that is ^  00 as 7  t  0 and d > 0. In order to use Taylor 
expansions we again use the variable yo defined via x ^  = — In(^o) such that -4 
00 as yo 0 (note that if we perturb about the Æg°(0)‘ =  ’ — 00 remnant then 
we need to define yo via =  In(yo))- This change of variables gives the following 
Taylor expansion for sech (a; — 5q°) and tanh(a; — Æ§°):
sech (a; -  5g°) =  2yoe"^  +  0 (yg) and tanh(a; -  5g°) =  - 1  +  2e ‘"yo +  0 (yo).
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Meaning that Taylor expansion of (6.2) can be derived to find yo to leading order. 
—Tie =  —d [sech^(2; — Æ^) — esech(T — Æg°)tanh(æ —
2/0 =
— — ddyo — e ^^) — 2deyo {e^ — e ^) + 0 (yo +  e^ )
+  ^  . + 0{ey/e).Tie8dsinh(2L) 8dsinh(2L)
Note that this gives a real value of yo for d > 0. If we had perturbed about 
5^(0) ‘ = ’ — 00 remnant then the expansion of sech(æ —Æg°) becomes 2yoc"^ +  0 (yo) 
meaning that we would end up with a sinh(—2L) < 0 in the expression for y§ which 
would only give real solutions if d < 0. Changing back to our original variable, d'o°, 
gives that the fixed point for 7 =  —e is
lie
8d sinh(2L) J 
which can be written as in the lemma. □
So for d and L fixed and 7 sufficiently small we have two fixed points associated 
with 7 =  0, one of order e and the other of order ln(e). Note that if 7 small is fixed 
and L is allowed to vary then Lemma 6.7 gives leading order expressions for two 
fixed points, Xq{L) and Æ^(L), provided L is neither too small nor too big. That is, 
neither sech{L) too big. In Figure 6.1 we plot these two expressions
for Xq (to leading order) with 7 =  —0.01 and show that they agree with what is 
given by numerically solving (6.2) for L not to small or too big. If L is too small 
or big then the expansion in (6.7) is not valid. The higher order term is no longer 
small.
0,04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.5 21.5 2.5 2 25 3.5 43
Figure 6.1: For d =  1 and 7 =  —0.01 the approximations for :r[j(L) and x'^(L) 
(Lemma 6.7) are plotted in blue (dashed) whilst the red curves are the numerical 
solution, Xo, of (6.2). The graph on the left shows a close up for L small and on 
the right we show the discrepancy between the approximation and the numerical 
solution increases when L increases.
Note that the red curve for xq in Figure 6.1 shows a minimal value of L d))
for which fixed points with 7 =  0 exists. Indeed we will show that for —7 G
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(0, 7marc(d)) fixed there is a minimal length Lm in{l ,d )  below which there are no 
fixed points and above which there are at least two: Xo(7 ) and Æ^(7 )- We only 
prove this analytically for small 7 . This result can be reconciled to the existence of 
fixed points for d and L  fixed (Lemma 6.6) by noting that as L 0 the 7 neigh­
bourhood of Lemma 6.6 tends to the point 7  = 0 (seen in Lemma 6.1). We give 
a sketch in Figure 6.2 for d fixed and 7  small showing that these two results are 
consistent.
7 nrighl)O Jirhoocl w hrrc’ 
tlwirc arc 2 Hxcd points
2M1/(/2~7)
Kxcd points
Figure 6.2: For d fixed and 7 small we show the results of Lemma 6.6 and the 
existence of L m in{l ,d )  (formalised in Lemma 6 .8).
Lem m a 6 .8 . / /  —7 > 0 and \ ^\ is smal l then (5.13) has no fixed points with 1 = 0 
fo r  L <  2 \d\f^p-^) + ^  Lmini l^d) >  2 \d\f{p-'y) +  ^  '
Proof.
If 7 0 then Lemma 6.1 gives that (5.13) has no fixed points associated with L =  0.
We show that this means that there are no fixed points for L  below a certain length, 
namely Lmin >  0, for - 7  > 0. If L > 0 but small, L =  5 say, then we can perform 
a Taylor expansion of (6.2) about L = 0:
0 =  TT7 + 2d/5 [-2 /^sech ^(-/x o )tan h (-/x o ) (6.3)
+ 7 sech(-/xo)(sech^(-/xo) -  tanh^(-/xo))] + O(dô^) =: S {d ;^ ,d ) .
As I sech^(x) tanh(x) | < 0.5 and | sech(x) (sech^(x) -  tanh^(x)) | < 1 for x G M,
| - 2/^ sech^(-/xo) tanh(—/xo) +  7 sech(-/xo)(sech^(—/ x q ) -  tanh^(-/xo))| < 7-
We can use this bound to bound the expression in (6.3)
7T7 -  2 /d |d |( f  -  7 ) +  0(dd") < S(6; 7 , d) < 7T7 + 2/ d |d |( f  -  7 ) +
This lower bound on S  is negative as 7 is negative. Thus for (6.2) to have a solution 
(S{S] 7 , d) =  0) d must satisfy
0 < 7T7 + 2/d |d |(/^  -  7 ) +  o(dd^),
That is, the upper bound on S  must be positive.
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This expression gives a first order approximation for d in terms of d and 7 
provided I7 I <C \d\. So for J small there can only be a fixed point of (5.13) associated 
with 7 =  0 if d > ^  f • Thus Lm inh ,  d) > +  ^  • O/
It is possible to get an implicit expression for Lminil^d), defined to be the 
minimal value of L  for which a solution Xq{L] 7 , d) of (6.2) exists. The curves Xq{L)  
become degenerate when \L=Lmin{i4) is unbounded. As xo{Lmin) is bounded
(xo unbounded can only be a solution if 7 =  0) this is equivalent to saying that 
the minimal value of L  will occur when two solutions xo(7,; 7 , d) of (6.2) collide, 
i.e. when Xg and Xg° collide. Thus differentiating (6.2) with respect to Xg gives 
a relation between Lmin-> a^ o, 7 and d (using that ^  unbounded is equivalent to 
^  =  0). A second relationship between these variables is given be (6.2) itself. 
These two equations can be solved numerically to give Lmin{l-,d). The Lmin{l->d)
10 -1
Figure 6.3: Lm in{l ,d )  is strictly positive for 7 7^  0.
surface is plotted in Figure 6.3 for d > 0, it is always positive and resembles half of 
the front of a boat. Outside the ‘boat’ there are no fixed points and inside (at least 
close to the surface) there are two fixed points with 7 =  0. This also agrees with the 
7 neighbourhood about zero in Lemma 6.6 where there are two fixed points with 
7 =  0. It is important to note that this surface also gives a bound on d values for 
which fixed points with 7 = 0 exist. That is, for fixed 7 and L  there is a minimal 
value of d: dmin{L) 7 ) such that for d < dminil^ L) there are no fixed points and for 
d > dminij, L) there are two fixed points associated with 7 =  0. In the same way, 
for d and L fixed, it also gives the value of 7 where the number of solutions of (6.2) 
changes from zero to two.
For the most part we will treat 7 and d as fixed and represent this surface as 
Lmin{l->d). However on occasion we shall represent this surface as dmin{l-,L) as 
certain bifurcation diagrams are clearer when d is used as a bifurcation parameter.
We now make the following assertion about the existence of fixed points of (5.13), 
when there is a defect, with 7 = 0.
A ssertion 6.1. F o r d  G (—l,oo)/{0} and  —7 G (0, 7maa;(d)) there exists a min im al  
value of  L,  Lmin, fo r  which the sys tem  of  ODEs  (5.13) has fixed points associo.ted 
with 7 =  0. If d >  0 then fo r  L >  Lmin{l->d) the sy s tem of ODEs  (5.13) has at
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wzfA 7 =  0. ^  < 0 f/iere ea;%g^ g a i;a/we
0/  7/) 7,moz(7,4 wMcA g^afem 0/  ODT^ g Aag /Tre^ f pom^g oggocmfe^f 
7 =  0. For 1/ ?%o^ T^ear-y^oa^M, Fm ai(?,4 ^ar^6 ("compare^ f 0^ 7 ,^m (? ,4 / For 
Fn%oa;(7,4 > ^  > g^ gfOTM o/ODFg (5.13) Aog of /oog^  fWoJzWpoWg
with 7 =  0.
This statement is hard to prove in general but we have already proved for small 
7 that there are two solutions for L >  L min( l ,d ) .  For larger values of 7 we can 
no longer use Taylor expansions to give first order expressions for the fixed points 
associated with / =  0. Instead in Figure 6.4 we present some bifurcation diagrams 
for d >  0 fixed computed by numerically solving (6.2) for various values of 7 . Note 
that Lemma 6.5 gives that 7maz(l) < ^ -  0 318. As - 7  7Tnoz(c() the two solutions
'T ' ' i  ' é ' 4 
7 =  —0.01
1
- 0.1
Figure 6.4: For d =  1 the numerical solution, xq, of (6.2) are plotted for (left to 
right) 7 = -0.01, 7 = -0.1 and 7 = -0.31. The two solutions get closer together 
and the minimal value of L  increases as 7 increases, until there is no solution for 
any F when - 7  > 7mor(4 (Tmaz(4 < ^ — 0.318).
Xq(L) get closer together, until no solution exists for any L when - 7  > ^max{d). 
That is Lmin{l,d) ^  00 as - 7  ^  7max(d), a fact supported by Figure 6.3. So for 
d =  1, F^^^(7 ,d) exists for - 7  G (0, 7T,,a%(d)) and for F > F^^^(7 ,d) the system of 
ODEs (5.13) has two fixed points with 7 =  0; as in Assertion 6.1.
The bifurcation diagrams (Figures 6.1 and 6.4) that we have presented thus far 
suggest that there are either zero or two fixed points of (5.13) with 7 =  0. However 
for large values of d there may be more. To see this we will use d as the bifurcation 
parameter. In Figure 6.3 we saw that for 7 and L — Li fixed a minimal value of d for 
which a fixed point with 7 =  0 exists, dmin, corresponds to the value of d where the 
minimal value of F, Lminh, dmin(l, Fi)) =  Fi. We set F =  1 and for various values 
of 7 fixed solve (6.2) numerically, see Figure 6.5. For each d > dminil^ F) there are 
at least two fixed points Xq, and for d < dmin{li F) there are none associated with 
7 =  0. From (6.2) and the fact that /  =  (1 -  7^)^ we can see that dminisi, F) ^  00 
as 7 -> -1  and dmin{l,L) -4- 0 as 7 -4 0. Note that the furthest right panel in 
Figure 6.5 displays the solutions over a much wider d range. We define d(y, F) to 
be the smallest value of d (for 7 and F fixed) for which (5.13) has more than two 
fixed points with 7 = 0. Thus the second branch of solutions shown in this panel
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Figure 6.5: For L = 1 and 7 fixed, solutions of (6.2) are shown. From left to right: 
7 =  —0.01, 7 =  —0.1 and 7 =  —0.7 . The furthest right shows the emergence of a 
second branch of solutions for larger d values (7 =  —0.7).
exist for d > d(7 ,L). From Lemma 6.4 we have d — 00 as 7 —> 0. So if |d| is 
not too large there are at most two fixed points of (5.13) with 7 = 0 .  Later we 
will see that our system of ODEs has fixed points with 7 7^  0 for d > d(y , L) for 
some d(7 , L) where d(7 , L) < d(7 , L). Thus our system of ODEs will not be a valid 
approximation to the full PDE for L and d values where there are more than two 
fixed points associated with 7 = 0.
The fact that Lminil^d) is a smooth surface means that these diagrams depict 
what happens generally. So for d > 0 and L > Ljnin{l-,d) there are at least two 
solutions to (6.2) with 7 =  0.
Similar numerics can be preformed for d < 0, see Figure 6.6. The only differ-
Figure 6.6: For L = 1 and 7 fixed, x‘o is shown for —1 < d < 0 and 7 =  —0.01, 
7 =  —0.1, 7 = —0.3(~ —7 ) from left to right.
ence is that Lmin(l,d) ^  00 as —7 Jmaxid). This necessitates the existence of 
^maxiy.d) in order for there to be no solutions for —7 > 7ma.T(d), see Figure 6.7. 
All of which is strong evidence in support of Assertion 6.1.
6 .1 .2  Stability
Now that we have looked at the existence of the fixed points of (5.13) with 7 =  0 we 
consider their stability. To do this we linearise the system of equations in Lemma 
5.8 about the fixed points and calculate the eigenvalues. Using that 7 =  0 for the
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1,6
-1.5-
Figure 6.7: For d =  -0 .7  the numerical solution, Xq, of (6.2) is plotted for 7 = 
—0.222. Note the existence of Lmini l^d) and L m ax i l . d) .
fixed points we are considering, a straightforward calculation shows that we need 
to find the eigenvalues of the following Jacobian matrix:
/  ^d [co s  \
0164/2 8/ +  < (a; -  a;o)&,dsin(^) >
Writing k{xo) — 8/ +  < {x — Xq)^x-, d s m ^ )  >  g^^d[cos<^]^ ,^
the eigenvalues are
it follows that
a  ^/(x^ -  4:k{xo)
~ 2 ^  2 •
Thus if k{xo) > 0 the fixed point is stable (either a node or a spiral/centre) and if 
k{xo) < 0 the eigenvalues are real and have opposite signs so the fixed point is a 
saddle and hence unstable. If k{xo{L))  changes sign (for any branch of fixed points, 
Xo, with / =  0) as L is varied then the stability of the fixed point 7 = 0, xq{L)  also 
changes, that is, there is a bifurcation for L such that k{xo{L)) =  0. We call the 
smallest such value of 7,, Lbi f i j ,  d).
We will show that this is the same as defining d) to be the smallest value
of L  for each 7 and d for which a fixed point of (5.13) exists with 7 ^ 0  (due to the 
form of k{xo)) .  That is for L >  L u f i j ,  d) fixed points of the system of ODEs (5.13) 
exist with 7 7  ^0. Using this fact, we extend the definition of Lbif{ j ,  d). This means 
that in certain circumstances (I7I large) Lufisi^d) may be less than Lminil^d)^ see, 
for instance, the last panel in Figure 6.10. We say that the system of ODEs (5.13) 
is not a valid approximation for the full PDE (5.3) if L > 7/(,^ y(7 , d).
If a  = 0 then the fixed points with 7 7^  0 come in pairs ±7, Xq due to fact that 
the only terms involving 7 in (5.13) are of the form P.
Lem m a 6.9. For L ^  0 ^  d fixed, d sufficiently large (d > 2) and 7 =  - c
0/  (5.13) yhom 7 =  0 0/  /zxed
points Xq at L =  Lfnf{'y,d) where 7vw/(7, d) = Lo{d) + 0{e^) with L q defined in 
L em ma 6.4- There is no bifurcation from the xg° branch of I  =  0 fixed points.
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Proof.
We consider the branch of fixed points with 7 =  0, that is Xg =  0(e), see 
Lemma 6.7. To find a bifurcation point we need to solve k(xQ) = 0. First
d Lcos(j) = sin((/))0 .
- L
L
L
= - 4 /  [/^sech^[/(x -  xg)] tanh[/(x  -  xg)] -  7 sech^[/(x -  xg)]]^^ 
=  —4[sech^[x] tanh[x] +  — —8 sech^[L] tanh[L] +  O(e^).
which is not zero as L ^  0. So fc(xg) =  0 if and only if
a/72 +  64^2_|_ ^ ( x -  xg)0x, d s in ^  > =  0. (6.4)
Note that for 7  =  0, this equation defines L q , see Lemma 6.4. Performing a Taylor 
expansion,
9/7
<  (x -  xg)ÿ^,dsinÿ > =  y  [ - f  (tanh[/(x -  xg)] -  / (x  -  xg)sech^[/(x -  xg)])
+  7  (sech[/(x -  xg)] +  /(x  -  xg) tanh[/(x  -  xg)] sech[/(x -  xg)])]^^ 
=  2d(l +  0 (e^)) [—tanh(x) +  xsech^(x) +  0 (e^)]^^
=  Ad [Lsech^(L) — tanh(L) +  0(e^)] (6.5)
where the penultimate line follows from the evenness/oddness of sech(x) and tanh(x) 
respectively. Thus L{^/(7 , d) =  Lo(d) +  O(e^). Note that, as Lbif('y,d) satisfies (6.4), 
this change of stability occurs at a bifurcation from the branch of solutions, 7 =  0. 
That is, the fixed point xq, 7 =  0 is a higher order solution of the system of ODEs, 
in the same manner as the proof of Lemma 6.4.
The only other way to bifurcate from an 7 =  0 branch of fixed points is via the 
second branch of fixed points, xg°. A change of stability will occur when k (x ^ )  = 
0. This cannot happen for 7  sufficiently small as a Taylor expansion reveals that 
k (x ^ )  = A-h.o.t.. □
We note that the value of L  (^ 6^ /(7 , d)) where we say that our system of ODEs 
breaks down as an approximation can be seen numerically (compare Figure 6.5 and 
Figure 6.10) to be much smaller than the value of L  that is required to have 4 fixed 
points with 7 =  0, i.e. when 27T7 =  d[cos^]£^ has 4 solutions. We can also present 
this numerical observation once the parameters have been changed, such that L  
and 7  are fixed. In a similar manner to how dm%n(7 , d) was defined from Lmin("y, d), 
we can define dbif(^,L) from Luf('^,d) to be the smallest (positive) value of d for 
which a fixed point of (5.13) exists with 7 / 0 .  Then it can numerically be seen 
that diyif{'y,L) < d('y,L). Where d('y,L) is the value of d for which there are more 
than two fixed points with 7 =  0.
L em m a 6.10. For d /  0 /  L, 7  =  —e for some small e, then Lminil, d) < 
Lbif('y,d) and the fixed point xg is
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• if  d >  0; an (unstable) saddle point for Lminin^d) < L < Z/w/(7 ,d) and
• if  d < 0: a stable fixed point for Lmin{l^ d) < L < Ltdffy, d).
There is a change of stability of this fixed point at L = Luf('y^d).
The other fixed point in Lemma 6.7, xg®, is
• if  d >  0: a stable fixed point and
• i f  d < 0: an (unstable) saddle point.
Proof.
For 7 =  0, Lmin =  0 < Lfci/ =  Lo, so for 7  sufficiently small Lminil, d) < Lw/(7 , d). 
By Lemma 6.6 there exists two fixed points with 7 =  0. To calculate the stability 
of the fixed points associated with 7 =  0 in Lemma 6.6 we need to find the sign of 
/c(xo). For 7  =  —e. Lemma 6.7 gives xg =  0(e). We also have
cos fi =  - 8  sech [^L] tanh[L] +  O(e^).
^ X q  - - —L
From this expression and the one in (6.5) it follows that
/c(xg) =  — d(sech^[L] tanh[L] +  0 (e^)) 1 +  ^  (Lsech^[L] — tanh[L]) +  O(e^)
Which is negative if d > 0 and positive if d < 0, provided the term in the bracket is 
positive, that is L < Luf  by the definition of Lw/(7 ,d) in Lemma 6.9. This proves 
the first two statements of the Lemma.
Next we consider the stability of the xg° =  0(ln(>/e)), 7 =  0 fixed point. As 
in the proof of Lemma 6.7 we change variables to pQ and use the expressions for 
sech(x-xo) and tanh(x —Xo) that we derived in that proof. The calculations shown 
are for the fixed points which exist for d >  0, the result for d <  0 follows similarly. 
Taylor expansions give.
<  (x -  xo)<^x,dsinÿ > =  2d(l + 0 ( / ) )  [l -  2e^^g + (x  -  Xo)4?/ge^  ^+O(e\/ëxo)]^^
2
^3:0
Thus
=  — Iddxo^o sinh(2L) +  0(e), 
cos fi =  - 4  [-4i/ge^ +  0(e^)] =  32yg sinh(2L) +  O(e^)
- L
k ( x^ )  =  Adyl sinh(2L) [l -  2dxo?/g sinh(2L) +  0(e)] +  0( P)
7T7
T
by the definition of pQ. As A;(xo°) > 0 the fixed point is stable. □
=  Adpl sinh(2L) +  0 (ln(\/e)e^) =  — — +  0 (ln(\/e)e^) > 0
Like the existence result (Assertion 6.1), we can generalise this Lemma to the 
case when 7  is not small. It will be hard to prove in general, as we do not have an 
explicit expression for the fixed points of (5.13) when 7  is not small.
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A ssertion 6.2. For d G (—l,oo)/{0} and —7 G {0,'ymax{d)), let L^ifi^.d)  he the 
smal les t value of  L  fo r  which a fixed point  of  (5.13) exists with /  7^  0. Note  that  
Lbif( l ,  d) does not  exist fo r  d < 2 .
^/ie7%/or7 < Z,w/(7,4- <
Lbi f { l , d )  then fo r  L  G 4 ;  4 )  exist two fixed points of  (5.13)
with 1 =  0, one is stable whilst the other is unstable.
U 4  (^ 065 not exist, then there exist two fixed points of (5.13) with 1 =  0,
one is stable whilst the other is unstable fo r  L  G {Lmini l ,  d), 00).
We have proved that this assertion holds when —7 > 0 is small. Presently we 
cannot extend our proof for 7 large as we do not have explicit expressions for the 
fixed points that we are finding the stability of. However we do have an implicit 
expression for the two fixed point, Xq and meaning k{xQ) and k{ôd^) can be 
calculate numerically.
In Figure 6.8 we plot the first order Taylor expansions for kfx.Q) and k{x'^) that 
were found in the proof of Lemma 6.10. We do this for d =  1 and 7 = —0.01. On 
the same axis we plot k{xo) for the two branches of numerically computed fixed 
points 2:0(7 , d, L)  that were plotted in Figure 6.1. As would be expected they agree 
for L  away from zero and not too large (the numerically computed fixed points and 
the first order Taylor expansion agree for L away from zero and not too large). Note
0.1
-0.1-
- 0 .1 -
- 0 .2 -
- 0 .2 -
Figure 6.8: For d =  1 and 7 = —0.01, the dashed blue lines are the first order 
approximation of k{xQ) and k{x‘^ )  whilst the numerically computed values of k^x^) 
and k{x'^) are plotted in red. The upper branch is /c(x^), whilst the lower is k{xQ). 
In the right panel a close up is shown for L  small. The colour coding is the same 
as in Figure 6.1.
that we do not see a change of stability as L  is varied for this particular d value. 
This is due to the fact that To(d) (and hence ^^7 (7 , d)) is not defined if d is less 
than 2. For larger values of d, however, we do indeed see a change of stability as L 
is varied. For instance if d = 4 and 7 =  —0.01 we see a change of stability of the 
Xq(L) branch of solutions at  L ^  Lo(4), see Figure 6.9. From this figure we can see 
that for L > Lbifi'y, d) there are two stable solutions with 7 =  0.
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- 0 .6 -
Figure 6.9: For d =  4 and 7 =  -0.01 the numerically computed values of /c(zo) and 
k ( x ^ )  where Xq and are defined in Lemma 6.6 and are plotted in red. We see a 
bifurcation at L ~  Lo(4) ~  1.254.
For larger values of 7 we cannot find k[xo) analytically so we compute it numer­
ically. We will show the results for L fixed and d varying so that we can link back 
to Figure 6.5. In Figure 6.10 k[xo) is shown for the same (and other) parameter 
values as in Figure 6.5, where the colours are used to depict the same solution, i.e. 
k{xo) for X q shown in red is shown in red. Specifically k{xQ) is shown in red whilst 
k ( x ’^ )  is shown in blue.
A (.r„) / '  2 t ( l u )  /  2
/ “ ' ^
/
/  ' /
.0.15-
\ i  2 3 4 5 / «  7 8 3 2 3 4 5 / '«  7 8 9
d
k(x„)
Figure 6.10: For L = 1 and 7 fixed, the value of k{xo) for solutions of (6.2) are 
shown for 7 = -0.01, 7  = -0.1, 7 -  0.4, 7  = -0 .6  and 7 =  -0 .7  from left to right. 
k(xQ) is shown in red whilst k{x'^) is shown in blue.
As L is fixed in this figure and d allowed to vary, we can no longer refer to 
Lbif. Instead we change variables and use d u f { l , k ) .  From Figure 6.10 we can 
see that for d < 4 i/(7 ,^ ), ^0° has A; > 0 so is stable and Xq has A: < 0 and 
so is unstable. This is the generic case when d <  The diagram also shows 
where changes of stability occur as d increases, for instance in the left-most graph 
(7 =  -0.01) the red curve crosses A: =  0 for d % 6, meaning there are two stable 
fixed points for d > 6. From the figure we can also see that as 7  —> —1 the change 
of stability occurs for decreasing d values. That is, there will be parameter values 
where d(»y(Z/,7 ) < dmin{L,j) (see the rightmost panel) and hence there will also be 
parameter values where (7, d) <  d). This is the reason that we extended
our definition of L u f { l , d ) .  Specifically there will be parameter values 7  and d for
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which (5.13) is not a good approximation if L  is such that the system of ODEs has 
any fixed points with /  =  0.
So far we have only shown figures to illustrate the stability if d is positive. For 
— 1 < d < 0 the situation is simpler. There are exactly two fixed points with /  =  0, 
Xq is stable and is unstable. See Figure 6.11 for an illustration.
Figure 6.11: For L =  1 and 7 fixed, A’(x§) (red) and k{x'^) (blue) are shown for 
— 1 < d < 0 and 7 =  —0.01, 7 =  —0.1, 7 =  —0.3(% — ;^ ) from left to right. Note 
that Xq and x ^  have already been plotted for these parameter values in Figure 6 .6.
6.1.3 Sum m ary
All of our numerics and the figures presented provide evidence for our assertion 
about the stability of the fixed points of (5.13) with 7 = 0. The two assertions 
in this section (6.1 and 6.2) along with some of the other results presented can be 
summarised in the following Lemma.
Lem m a 6.11. 7/d G (—l,oo)/{0} and  
length Lmin{l->d) such that fo r  L <  7,^.
7 G (0,7maa;(d)) then there is a minim al  
no fixed points exist. For 7 sufficiently
•  i f  d >  0 fo r  L  G {Lminil^d),  L b i f { j , d ) )  there are exactly two fixed points^ 
one of  which is stable (a node or  spiral /center)  and the other is unstable (a 
gadd/e/
• i f  d <  0 then there exists Lm ax[l ,d ) .  For L  G (Lminil^d) ,  L m a x ( l ,d ) )  there 
are exactly two fixed points,  one of which is stable (a node or  spiral/center)  
and the other is unstable (a saddle).
7/ 7 =  0 then fo r  d G (—l,oo)/{0} there exists a fixed point  at xq =  0 fo r  all L  
which is unstable i f  d >  0 and stable i f  d <  0 fo r  L <  Lbif{0,d)  =  7,o(d).
For d > 0 and L <  L u f / i , d )  this lemma is equivalent to the existence and 
stability results for stationary solutions of the PDF (5.3) which are presented in 
[9] and summarised in Lemma 6.3. Specifically, for d > 0 and —7 G (0,7moa:(d))
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there is a minimal length Lmin{7, d) such that for L < Lmin no stationary solutions 
exist and for L > Lmin at least two stationary fronts exist, one of which is stable 
and another which is unstable. For L small enough, these stationary fronts are 
monotonie.
For — 1 < d < 0 the results for the system of ODFs are slightly different to the 
results for the PDF, due to the existence of Lmax{lid) for all — 1 < d < 0 in the 
ODF. In the PDF the values of L for which a stationary solution exists are only 
bounded if d < ~  —0.759. Although the stationary solutions are strongly
monotonie for L large, and so we would not expect our family of fluxons to be able 
to represent these stationary solutions. However part of the results still coincide; 
there is a minimal length Lmin{l->d) such that for L < Lmin no stationary fronts 
exist and for L > Lmin small enough at least two stationary solutions exist, one of 
which is stable and another which is unstable. For L small enough these stationary 
fronts are monotonie.
So for L small enough, the fixed points of our system of ODEs have the same 
existence and stability properties as the stationary fronts of the PDE.
6.2 Phase Portraits
Now that we have considered the existence and stability of the fixed points of the 
system of ODFs (5.13) and shown that they share the same properties as some of the 
stationary solutions of the PDF (5.3) on a restricted (L, d, 7 ) domain, we turn our 
attention to the dynamics of this system of ODFs. As it is a two dimensional system 
of first order ODFs we can represent trajectories in the phase plane. This could 
simply be done using the variables xq and I. However this leads to an unbounded 
domain on both axis of the phase portrait. Instead, we exploit the one-to-one 
relationship between I  and c to depict trajectories on c G (—1,1) and xq G (—00, 00). 
That is, we use the ODF system (5.9) to draw the phase portraits. Note that c = —1 
and c =  1 are nulclines, that is, c|c=±i =  0 (as c has a factor ^  =  (1 —c^)). Meaning 
that the lines c =  ±1  cannot be crossed in a phase portrait.
We use phase portraits to qualitatively analyse the dynamics of the system 
of ODEs, looking at several different parameter values for a, 7 , d and L. As 
a qualitative phase portrait can be sketched from the position and type of fixed 
points it is sufficient to look at one set of parameter values for each configuration of 
fixed points, including the possibly degenerate cases where some of the parameters 
vanish, i.e. a  =  0, 7 =  0 or dL =  0.
6.2.1 No Fixed Points
We start off by considering the case where there are no fixed points. That is 7 ^  0 
and L < Lmin{li d). There are then only two cases that we need to consider: a  =  0 
and 0 ^ 0. In Figure 6.12 we show an example of the phase portrait in each of
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these cases. Note that the qualitative behaviour shown does not change if d < 0 
as there is not a fixed point for d = 0 (Lemma 6.1) and the asymptotic behaviour 
stays the same.
Figure 6.12: The phase portrait for .Tq and c with parameter values 7 =  —0.1, 
d = 0.1, T = 2 and n = 0 on the left and a  = 0.1 on the right. For n 7^  0 we see 
that the value of c appears to asymptote to a fixed value.
In the case a  =  0 the dynamics are simple: From the phase portrait it can be 
seen that no matter where you start in (xq^c) space, c will become negative and 
remain negative thereafter as t increases, whilst xq ^  —00 as t 00. In backward 
time, c becomes and then remains positive and xq -4- —oc as i —00. From the 
system of ODEs (5.9) we see that for xo -4 ± 00, ±o —> c and c -4 =  (1 —
meaning that c is negative for large values of |a:o|- Thus as the lines c =  ±1 cannot 
be crossed, c - > —l a s t ^ o o  and c ^  1 as i -4 —oc.
This continual correction of c can be linked to a property of the full PDE. 
For =  0, 7 7^  0 and d = 0 the PDE (5.3) has no travelling wave solutions for 
c € (—1,1). If a travelling wave solution existed we would expect the solution of
(5.3) with d 7^  0 to asymptote to it for xq large, as the wave is far away from the 
defect and thus the defect would only interact with the asymptotically small tail 
of the wave. As there is no travelling wave for a; =  0 the speed of the wave must 
continually adjust itself.
If a  7^  0 then a unique travelling wave of (5.3) exists for d =  0 and 7 7^  0. 
Specifically, to first order in a and 7 [8] shows that for d = 0 (5.3) possesses a 
unique travelling wave close to the fluxon (4 arctan  ^ with speed
7T7
IQq,2
With d 7^  0 we expect solutions to asymptote to this travelling wave as asymptoti­
cally the defect will only interact with the small tail of the wave.
From the right panel of Figure 6.12 we can see that our system of ODEs (5.9) 
also possess this property. For all initial values of x^ and c we seem to asymptote 
to a fixed value of c.
Lemma 6.12. Let o; > 0 and Ctr — . In (un =  coordinates
yo = 0, c — Ctr ÏS a fixed point.
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Proof.
Let yo = then ^  =  ±fyo.  So ÿo = ±fyoXo- Whilst c = ,
So yo = 0, c satisfying < 7,^2  > =  o;c||<^ a;|p is a fixed point in the (yo,c) dynamics. 
Equivalently c satisfies Try =  Afacuj, which defines Ctr- □
Note that calculating the stability of this fixed point in the altered coordinate 
system will not directly tell us what is happening in the (a^ o, c) coordinates as xo -4 c 
as Xo -4 ± 0 0 . That is, though yo = 0 is a. fixed point lima^o -4 00 is not a fixed 
point, so the stability analysis does not directly carry over.
To see that we do indeed asymptote to c =  Ctr as Xo -4 —00 we again consider 
the asymptotics of the ODE system (5.9). For large |a;o|, Æo ^  c whilst
77T — Aafojü
This expression is positive for c G (—1, Ctr) and negative for c G {ctr, !)• So for large 
l^ol, c is increasing when it is less than Ctr and decreasing when it is greater than 
Ctr making Ctr attractive and xq -4 —00. For To < 0 large if c G (—1,0) then due 
to the sign of c, c -4 Ctr as t  4  00. Also for t 4  —00 if c G (0,1) then c 4- 1. 
If To > 0 is large then for c G (—1, Qr), c -4 —1 as t 4  —00. That is, as  ^ 4  00 
Tq 4  — 00 and the solution approximates the travelling wave solution of (5.3) for 
d 7^  0, i.e. c 4  Ctr- In backward time c 4  — 1 and tq 4  00 or c 4  1 and tq 4  —00 
as t —y —00.
Note that Ctr is the same value of c, to first order in 7 and a, as the unique 
travelling wave solution to (5.3) with d =  0, so the effect of this asymptotic trav­
elling wave is also captured by our system of ODEs. The value of Ctr is the same 
irrespective of the number of fixed points present in the system of ODEs, it only 
depends on 7 7  ^0 7^  a.
6.2.2 Two Fixed Points
The next obvious case to consider is when there are 2 fixed points (there will only 
be one fixed point at the bifurcation between 0 and 2 fixed points, L = Lmin)- That 
is 7 7^  0 7^  d and Lmin{l^d) < L < Lbif{'y,x). As dL and 7 are not zero there are 
again only two cases that we need to consider: namely o; =  0 and a  7^  0. Figure 6.13 
shows a typical example of each of these types of phase portrait for d > 0.
For L 4  Lmini'Jjd) the two fixed points ‘move’ closer together and then anni­
hilate at L =  Lmin in a saddle-center (or saddle-spiral/ node) bifurcation. If d < 0 
then the phase portraits are just shifted down so that both fixed points occur for 
To < 0. Note that the fixed point with the larger value of tq remains the stable one. 
So for d < 0 the stable fixed point is the one which is closest to the defect and tends 
to 0 as 7 4  0 (Lemma 6.10). For d > 0 (pictured above) both fixed points have 
positive Tq,  the unstable fixed point is the one closest to the defect and it tends to 
0 as 7 4  0 (Lemma 6.10).
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Figure 6.13; The phase portrait for xq and c with parameter values 7 =  —0.1, 
d =  0.5, L =  2 and on the left, n =  0 and on the right, a  = 0.1. For 7 =  —0.1 and 
d =  0.5 T^^,,(-0.1,0.5) 0.4902.
The asymptotic behaviour of solutions in these cases is slightly more complicated 
than when there are no fixed points. If n =  0 then there are periodic orbits near 
the stable fixed point (top one) and i î  a  ^  0 there is an attracting hxed point that 
some trajectories will converge to, as well as unbounded trajectories in both cases. 
The analysis of the asymptotic values of c for large xq is the same as the case with 
no fixed points, see Section 6.2.1. Meaning that from the phase portrait we can 
conclude that if a  =  0 then (assuming that the initial point is not on the stable 
manifold of the saddle) the solution is either a periodic orbit or To -4 —00 and 
c —> — 1 as  ^ > 00. Similarly if the initial point is not on the unstable manifold
of the saddle point then the solution is either a periodic orbit or as t —> — 00, 
To —> —00 and c —> 1. If n ^  0 then from the phase portrait and the asymptotic 
analysis already carried out we conclude that a s t ^ o o  solutions either tend to the 
stable fixed point (the fluxon is pinned) or tq 00 and c ^  Ctr- In backward time 
(as t -4 —00) To -4 00 and c —)• —1 or Tq —00 and c -4- 1.
So in these parameter regimes the phase portrait depicts various behaviours for 
the fronts û { x ]  tq, c ) :  They may pass through the defect before turning around and 
heading back towards the defect; they may pass through the defect and asymptote 
to a specific speed (determined by a  and 7 ); they may appear to bounce off of 
the defect; or they may (depending on whether « =  0) be periodic solutions which 
oscillate about a point near the defect or become pinned (made stationary) by the 
presence of the defect.
6.2.3 D egenerate Case (7 =  0)
For L < Li)if{'y,d) the only cases that are left to look at are those where the 
parameter 7 is set to 0. If we also have dL  — 0 (no defect present) then there is 
a line of hxed points tq G M (Lemma 6.1) and if dL  ^  0 there is one hxed point 
To =  0, /  =  0 (c = 0) and two remnants of hxed points sitting at the asymptotic
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limit Xq —>• ±00 and I  = 0 (c = 0) (Lemma 6.4).
First we consider dL and d > 0, then the standard phase portraits look like 
those depicted in Figure 6.14. The left panel in this figure (a = 0) gives a clear
Figure 6.14: The phase portrait for xq and c with parameter values 7 =  0, d =  0.5, 
L — 2 and « =  0 left, a  =  0.1 right.
example of the circle like nature of the Xq domain by ‘gluing’ the top of the phase 
portrait to the bottom. As mentioned in Lemma 6.6 the two remnants of fixed 
points can be thought of as one proper fixed point by considering xq on a circle, 
that is, by identifying Too. As 7 —)• 0 one of the hxed points has .Tq —>• 00 (for 
d > 0), as 7 passes through zero this same hxed point emerges from -00 . This 
behaviour for 7 > 0 can be seen by noting (as we observed earlier) that the system 
of ODEs (5.9) has the symmetry 7 -4- —7 , c -4 —c, 2'o -4 —xq.
If d > 0 the upper hxed point is stable and this hxed point diverges to 00 as 
7 t  0 (see Lemma 6.10). So the hxed point for 7 =  0 sitting in the asymptotic limit 
.To -4  Too is also stable. In the right panel of Figure 6.14 we can see that all of 
the trajectories for a  ^  0 seem to asymptote to the asymptotic ‘hxed point’ (c =  0, 
Tq -4  Too). The slow (stable) manifold of this hxed point can be seen as c =  0 for 
large |tq| as tq ^  c for |to| large. This is in contrast to the a  0 case where there 
is no asymptotic attraction. Instead we see the remnants of periodic orbits. When 
c (/) is inside the region bounded by the stable and unstable manifold of the hxed 
point at (0, 0) the trajectories on the half line will look like halves of periodic orbits 
(halves of concentric ovals) for a; = 0 .
For =  0 we can describe the asymptotic behaviour as Xq -4 Too as t ^  Too, 
whilst c can tend to any value in the limit t  -4 Too as c -4 0 for t q  -4 Too. That 
means that the behaviour of the front u{x]Xq,c) which starts far away from the 
defect ( | t q |  large) with speed c =  cq such that the front heads toward the defect 
will either bounce off of or pass through the defect and far away will have speed 
c =  — cq, c =  cq respectively due to the symmetry in Tq and c and the fact that 
there is no dissipation.
If 7  ^ 0 then (unless the initial point is on the stable manifold of the fixed point 
at (0,0)) Tq -4 Too, c -> 0 as t ^  00 and as t ^  -0 0 , tq -4 -0 0  and c ^  1
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or Xo ^  oo and c ^  — 1. Due to the attractive nature of c =  0 for large xq even 
though no front u ( x ;  x q ,  c )  actually becomes stationary it will appear that the front 
stops moving once Xq is sufficiently far from the defect for every initial condition 
(xo,c).
If d < 0 than the stability of the fixed point at xq =  0 changes to become stable 
(Lemma 6.10). Figure 6.15 shows generic phase portraits in this case. If a  =  0 then
-0 .6 - 0.4 - 0.2
Figure 6.15: The phase portrait for xq and c with parameter values 7 
L = 2 and a  =  0 left, =  0.1 right.
0, d — —0.5,
the presence of the centre allows periodic orbits to exist. Fronts u{x; xq, c )  under 
the evolution of (5.9) which start far away from the defect with a speed c will pass 
through the defect and regain their original speed. If ^  0 then all initial fronts 
will be pinned by the defect. That is, xq =  0, i  =  0 (c =  0) appears to be a global 
attractor. In backward time xq —)■ 00 and c -4 — 1 or xo —> —00 and c —)■ 1 or (if the 
initial point is on the unstable manifold of the fixed point at ± 00, which is c =  0 
for |xo| large) Xq -4- ±00  and c — 0.
The only remaining case to consider in this section is when dL =  0. This is a 
special case where there is no defect present. If =  0 then our system of ODEs 
gives the exact behaviour of solutions to the sine-Gordon equation, as L(x; Xq, c) are 
exact solutions. This can be seen in the left phase portrait in Figure 6.16. The right 
phase portrait show the behaviour if a  ^  0. In this case all initial fronts u(x; Xq, c) 
are pinned to one of the infinite number of fixed points for c =  0 (Lemma 6.1), due 
purely to the presence of dissipation.
6.2.4 Four or M ore Fixed Points
If L > Lfci/(7 , d) there are more than two fixed points. The brew’ ones are associated 
with non-zero /. Here we briefly look at what the phase portraits may look like in 
these cases. We shall not go into much detail as our system of ODEs is only valid as 
an approximation to the PDE (5.3) if L < However the phase portraits
depicted in Figure 6.17 show why this is the case. Comparing these pictures with the 
left panel of Figure 6.13 shows that a pitchfork bifurcation has occurred, resulting
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Figure 6.16: The phase portrait for xq and c with parameter values 7 = 0, d =  0, 
L =  2 and a  =  0 left, a; =  0.1 right.
in a change of stability of the fixed point(s) associated with /  =  0 (c = 0). We 
show phase portraits both in terms of c and I  as it is not intuitive to consider fixed 
points with non-zero c.
Figure 6.17; The phase portrait for: Left xq and c, Right Xq and /, with parameter 
values d =  6, L =  2, Oi =  Q and top: 7 =  —0.1, bottom: 7 =  —0.6.
In the top panels of Figure 6.17 we see four fixed points. If we compare this to the 
left panel of Figure 6.13 then the only difference is the parameter d. If we consider 
d to be a bifurcation parameter than as d is increased the saddle in Figure 6.13 
undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation (for these parameter values), resulting in one 
stable center at /  = 0 and an unstable fixed point on either side, as well as the
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centre which has not undergone a bifurcation. That is there are two stable fixed 
points associated with 1 = 0.
In the bottom panels of Figure 6.17 (different 7 value) there are 6 fixed points. 
For this value of 7 and L, and d small enough (e.g. d = 2.3) the phase portrait 
is qualitatively the same as the left panel of Figure 6.13. So both of the ‘original’ 
fixed points have undergone pitchfork bifurcations (in terms of d), meaning that the 
fixed points associated with 1 = 0 have switched stability. Note that Figure 6.10 
shows that for some parameter values there are two pitchfork bifurcations whilst 
for others there is only one.
The presence of these pitchfork bifurcations is what causes the scheme to break 
down as an approximation to the PDE. It creates fixed points associated with 
/  7^  0; something that is not possible for stationary solutions of the PDE. As the 
dynamics of a system of ODEs is determined to such a great extent by the position 
and stability of its fixed points, this change of stability results in entirely different 
behaviour than that displayed by the PDE.
We considered whether these fixed points, with /  7^  0, are the ODEs attempt 
at approximating the non-monotonic stationary fronts of the PDE. However we 
could not find any direct link between the value of Luf{^-,d) and the existence of 
non-monotonic stationary fronts.
6.3 PDE Simulations for c? > 0
Having considered the general dynamics of the system of ODEs (5.13) in the previ­
ous section, we have seen that the type of dynamics that it possess depend on the 
value of the four parameters 7 , a, d and L, as well as the initial value of æo and I  
(c). The front u {x ] X q, c) governed by the system of ODEs may pass through the 
defect or ‘bounce’ off of it, it may pass through and then turn round, it may pass 
through and carry on or it might become pinned either as a result of the presence 
of the defect or purely as a result of dissipation. This plethora of dynamics has 
been observed in the simulation of the PDE (5.1), and was mentioned briefly in 
Section 5.1. The fact that all of these different complex dynamics are contained 
within the scope of the system of ODEs is important for (5.13) to approximate the 
complete range of behaviour found in the PDE.
To see how good an approximation our system of ODEs is, we consider the 
qualitative behaviour of the PDE and the system of ODEs with the same initial 
fluxon (^{x;xo,c)). By qualitative behaviour we are predominantly talking about 
what happens when the centre of the wave is near the defect and what happens to 
the wave for large t. Note that we cannot deal with every parameter value and show 
that the qualitative behaviour is correct, instead we take a couple of representative 
parameter values and study them. For most values that we have tried (where 
L  < Lb i f )  the qualitative dynamics are a reasonable match. There are exceptions
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where the qualitative behaviour does not match, in these cases we shall explain why 
this is. At the end of this section, we will summarise our observations.
6.3.1 Two Fixed Points: o ^ 0
The first case that we shall consider will be in the parameter regime that is one of the 
most interesting and generic. That is when there are two fixed points {Lminil, d) < 
L < Lbif{j,d)) and o 7^  0. In this section we consider an example to represent 
this case. We shall use the same parameter values as those used to draw the phase 
portrait on the right in Figure 6.13. One of the most important characteristics of 
this phase portrait is the separatrix, i.e. the stable and unstable manifolds of the 
saddle. Crossing the separatrix leads to qualitative change of behaviour from being 
attracted to a fixed point to asymptoting to a travelling wave with constant speed 
a). Due to the importance of the separatrix it is shown in Figure 6.18 together 
with a zoomed in version close to c = 1.
Figure 6.18; The phase portrait with parameter values 7 =  —0.1, a  =  0.1, d =  0.5, 
L = 2 showing the separatrix for the system of ODEs (5.9). On the right is a 
zoomed in version near c = 1, where the stable and unstable manifolds are close.
Note that this is a separatrix for the system of ODEs. So, for instance, if we 
take Xo(0) to be - 4  then for c(0) G (0,0.88) the front whose evolution is specified 
by the system of ODEs (5.9) starts off heading towards the defect, and then turns 
round and heads away from the defect, for c(0) G (0.89,0.94) the front is pinned 
(made stationary) by the defect with some oscillations and for c(0) G (0.95,1) the 
front heads towards the defect, passes through it and then eventually turns round 
and passes straight back through the defect. These c intervals can be read off from 
Figure 6.18. Figure 6.19 shows how the simulation of the full PDE behaves for 
initial conditions in the same range.
In these simulations we see the same qualitative behaviour as described for 
the system of ODEs, including the presence of a separatrix. In the left panel, 
Co G (0,0.889), we see the front head towards the defect, turn around, and head 
back away from it. For cq G (0.890,0.942) (middle panels) the front is pinned 
by the defect (with some oscillation). Whilst for cq G (0.943,1) the front passes
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Figure 6.19: Simulations of the PDE (5.1) with parameters 7 =  —0.1, a. = 0.1, 
d =  0.5 and L = 2. Initially = ^{x ;xq,Cq) where 0:0 =  —4 and, from left to
right, Co = 0.889, co =  0.890, co =  0.942 and co = 0.943.
through the defect before turning around and heading straight back through it. 
The only difference between the qualitative dynamics of the PDE and that given by 
our system of ODEs is in the position of the separatrix. That is, for xq fixed, the 
values of c where qualitative changes in behaviour occur are slightly different for 
the system of ODEs and the PDE. The simulated values of the separatrix for the 
PDE are c % 0.890 and c % 0.942. These are not quite the same as those predicted 
by the system of ODEs (c % 0.886 and c % 0.948). This difference is due to the fact 
that ^{x;xo(t),c(t)) is not an exact solution of the PDE.
Due to this difference in the position of the separatrix, our confidence at predict­
ing the correct qualitative behaviour for the PDE from the system of ODEs grows 
as the initial condition moves away from any separatrix (in the ODE dynamics). 
There is only a small region of initial conditions where the system of ODEs gives 
the wrong behaviour. Within this small region where the initial condition is close 
to a separatrix in the ODE system there are two possible qualitative behaviours 
that the solution of the PDE may exhibit and we cannot confidently say which one 
is correct.
6.3.2 Two Fixed Points: = 0
It is not the presence of dissipation that causes the separatrix to be positioned 
incorrectly. Here we look at the parameters in the left panel of Figure 6.13, they 
are almost the same as the parameter regime we have just considered, with the only 
difference being a =  0. Figure 6.20 shows the separatrix of the system of ODEs and 
Figure 6.21 shows simulations of the PDE close to its (numerically found) separatrix.
Note that for both the system of ODEs and the PDE the separatrix separates 
the same qualitative behaviour, however it is again not quite in the right place. 
The system of ODEs gives a value of the separatrix for xq = —0.4 of c % 0.788. 
Whilst the PDE gives that the initial fluxon j ) { x ;  X q , c ) with x q  =  —4 is on the 
separatrix for c % 0.7865. For c less than the value of the separatrix (right panel 
in Figure 6.21) the front ‘bounces’ off of the defect. Whilst for c greater than the 
value of the separatrix the front passes through the defect before turning round.
Another point to note is the presence and role of an unstable stationary front
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Figure 6.20: The phase portrait of the system of ODEs (5.9) with parameter values 
7 =  —0.1, a = 0, d = 0.5, L = 2 showing just the separatrix. On the right is a 
zoomed in version.
Figure 6.21: Simulations of the PDE (5.1) with parameters 7 = —0.1, a  = 0, 
d = 0.5 and L = 2. Initially </>(a;,0) =  ^{x]Xo,c) where xq = - 4  and, from left to 
right, c = 0.787 and c =  0.786.
in the dynamics of the PDE. In both of the simulations of the PDE pictured in 
Figure 6.21 it looks like the front is almost pinned, that is, the solution almost 
becomes stationary for a while. The stationary solution that is almost reached is 
obviously an unstable stationary solution which naturally corresponds to a saddle 
fixed point in the system of ODEs.
6.3.3 O ther Cases
The next case that we consider is the case where the system of ODEs (5.13) has 
no fixed points, i.e. 7 7^  0, d G (—l,oo)/{0} and L  < Lmin{ l id) .  If the dynamics 
of the front given by the system of ODEs does indeed mimic the evolution of the 
solution of the PDE then in such a parameter regime we would expect the initial 
condition ^{x, xq, c) under the dynamics of the PDE to turn around if c is initially 
greater than 0 or carry on in the same direction if c < 0 initially (Section 6.2.1). 
This is indeed what we see when the PDE simulations are run. If a  7^  0 then we 
expect the solution to asymptote to a travelling wave with fixed speed c % Qr, that is 
7 PS — Again,  this is what is seen in the simulation of the full PDE, Figure 6.22. 
To see that the speed of the front asymptotes to approximately the same value for
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the PDE and the system of ODEs we include in this figure a plot of the error in 
I{t) (between the system of ODEs and the PDE), that is Jode{^ ) ~ Jpde [^ )- More 
details about such comparisons will be given in Section 6.4.
Figure 6.22: Simulation of (5.1) with 7 =  —0.1, a =  0.2, d =  0.1, L =  2 and initial 
conditions (p{x,0) = 0(x;xo,c) with xq =  15, c  = 0. The error in I  between the 
PDE and the approximating system of ODEs (5.13) as a function of time is plotted 
on the right.
In Section 6.2.1, we saw that the predicted asymptotic behaviour of the system 
of ODEs is a travelling fluxon that has almost the same speed as the travelling 
fluxon that exists when there is no defect in the PDE. The small error in I  for 
large t suggests that the solution of the PDE asymptotes to a travelling front that 
exists when there is no defect present. Again the same qualitative behaviour as that 
predicted by the system of ODEs.
Next we consider the qualitative behaviour of the degenerate case 7 =  0. First of 
all we look at the most generic situation; dL ^  0. In Figure 6.14 we see the presence 
of a separatrix for the system of ODEs, it separates fronts which pass through the 
defect from those which are reflected by it.
If q; = 0 then using the parameters from this figure and starting with Xq =  —4 
we would expect to see a qualitative difference in the behaviour of solutions of the 
PDE starting with c in the vicinity of 0.6.
In Figure 6.23 we use the same parameter values as in Figure 6.14 and numer­
ically find initial conditions where a qualitative change of behaviour of the PDE 
occurs. The simulations do indeed exhibit the behaviour you would expect to see if 
a separatrix such as that in the left panel of Figure 6.14 were crossed. That is, for 
the initial condition <^ (æ, 0) = ^{x]Xq, c) with xq = —4 and c G (0,0.57) the wave 
bounces off of the defect, whilst for c G (0.58,1) the wave passes through the defect. 
Also note that for both sets of initial conditions in Figure 6.23 near the qualitative 
change of behaviour the solution ends up spending a long time near a stationary 
solution. That is, we again see the presence of an unstable pinned fluxon of the 
PDE.
If there was dissipation (a ^  0) then the system of ODEs (5.13) implies that
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Figure 6.23; Simulation of (5.1) with the parameters 7 = 0, = 0, =  0.5, L = 2
and initial condition 0(;r,O) =  ^{x \xq^c) with xq =  —4 and c =  0.57 left, c — 0.58 
right.
every set of initial conditions should give a fluxon that appears to be pinned (but 
is in fact propagating extremely slowly as c converges to 0 as xq ^  ± 00). We 
take the parameter values used in the right panel of Figure 6.14 and do indeed see 
this behaviour. See Figure 6.24 for a couple of simulations of the PDF with initial 
condition <^ (:r, 0) =  ^ ( x ; x q , c ) with To =  -4 . In the left panel we see the wave
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Figure 6.24: Simulation of (5.3) with the parameters 7 =  0, o; =  0.1, d = 0.5, L = 2 
and initial condition xq — —4 and c = 0.5 left, c = 0.78 right.
approach the defect turn around and head away from the defect before decaying to 
what appears to be a stationary solution. In the right panel, the wave slows down 
as it passes through the defect before emerging on the other side. It then decays to 
what appears to be a stationary solution (we cannot tell whether the wave becomes 
stationary or if it is propagating with ever decreasing speed). This behaviour is of 
course due to the loss of energy caused by a being non-zero.
As a result the same slowing of waves can be observed if there is no defect 
present, i.e. if 7 =  0, dL — 0 and a  ^  0. In this case, as the system of ODEs 
predicts (section 6.2.3), waves with all initial conditions (f){x,0) =  </)(to,c) lose 
speed until they come to a halt.
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6.3.4 Comparison of the Minimal Length
We have already seen that if an initial condition is close to a separatrix we cannot 
guarantee that the behaviour of the system of ODEs (5.13) is the same as that for 
the PDE (5.1). In this section we consider under what other circumstances the 
system of ODEs cannot be used to predict the qualitative behaviour of the PDE.
So far we have seen examples of parameter values where the system of ODEs has 
zero or two fixed points. In these cases the qualitative behaviour for the same initial 
conditions may be markedly different, as exemplified by comparing Figures 6.12 
and 6.13. An interesting question is what happens when the number of fixed points 
changes from zero to two, that is when L = Lmini l^d).  We have already seen 
that when there are 0 or 2 fixed points (stationary solutions) in both the system of 
ODEs and the PDE the qualitative behaviour of solutions is the same (for initial 
conditions away from any separatrix). However the qualitative behaviour of the 
dynamics may differ if the PDE has stationary solutions whilst the system of ODEs 
has no fixed points, that is, if Lmin{l^d) (the minimal value of L for which a 
fixed point of the system of ODEs exists) is different from d) introduced
in Lemma 6.3 (the minimal value of L for which a stationary solution of the PDE 
exists). We calculate Lmin{l-,d) by expressing the length of the defect for which 
stationary solutions exist in terms of the value of the Hamiltonian in the middle 
interval L (g ; ' j , d )  (see Section 2.1.1 for further details). Then Lmin{'y,d) satisfies 
=  0- In Figure 6.25 we plot Lmin(l,  d) -  Lmini'l, d) for d G (0, 2).
Figure 6.25: LTriiTi(?,4 -  ^Tnin(T,d).
Obviously the error is not zero. It is in fact fairly substantial for some values 
of 7 and d, although it does tend to zero as 7 —> 0. That is, there may be a 
band of L  values around L^ninil^d) for which the system of ODEs does not give 
qualitatively the same dynamics as the PDE. The size of this band will grow as 
7  grows for fixed d, although for 7  fixed the size of the band will shrink as d 
grows. The band shrinks as d grows since for 7  fixed Lmin{l,d) does not exist 
for d sufficiently small, see the plot of Lmin{l^d) in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.26 shows 
a phase portrait of (5.9) and a simulation of the PDE with specific parameters 
such that Lmin{l-,d) < L < L^*n(7 , d), specifically if 7  = —0.5 and d =  2 then
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Figure 6.26: The parameters are 7 = —0.5, a — 0.1, d = 2 and L — 1, so 
w^n(-0.5,2) % 0.5945 < T < 1.0160 % Tmm(-0.5,2). On the left is the phase
portrait of (5.9) and on the right the dynamics of the PDE with initial condition 
(f){x. 0) = < (^t; —4,0.984).
Tmm(-0.5,2) % 0.5945 < 1 < 1.0160 ps L^^„(-0.5,2). In the simulation of the 
PDE the initial conditions are chosen so that the solution becomes pinned by the 
defect. However in the equivalent phase portrait for the system of ODEs (left) 
pinning of solutions is impossible as there are no fixed points. This illustrates 
the difficulty that arises in using the system of ODEs to predict the qualitative 
behaviour of the PDE when L is in a neighbourhood of Lminil, d).
From Figure 6.25 we can see that Lmini'): d) > Lminil, d). This information can 
1)0 used to derive the following lemma.
Lemma 6.13. Take any d > 0 and let 7^01 (4  be the maximum value 0 / 7  fo r  which 
a yzTed pomf 0/ 0/ (5.13) /or some L G (0,0 0) OTid 7 0^3(4
/;e (/^e Wwe 0 / 7  /or o sito^zoMon/ soW%OM o/^ /ie PDE (5.1) eads^
/or some L G (0,0 0) 7moz(4 > 7moi(4-
Proof
Fix 7 and d such that Lminip-À) > L > Emin(7 , d), so the PDE has at least 
two stationary fronts whilst the system of ODEs has no fixed points. That is 
- 7  < 7moa:((:() and - 7  > 7moz(4 , this implies that 7Tnor( 4  < ?moa;(4 - O
6.3.5 Summary
We summarise all that we have seen about the accuracy of the qualitative behaviour, 
of solutions to the system of ODEs (5.13) as an approximation to evolution of an 
initial fluxon < (^t; tq, c(/)) by the PDE (5.3), in the following observation.
Observation 6.1. Let  d > 0. 7/0 < - 7  < 7^ 0%(d) then there is a minimal  length 
fo r  which s ta t ionary solutions of the P D E  exist, Lj^inil id) ,  and a minimal  length 
fo r  which fixed points of the sys tem of ODEs exist, Lmini l^d).  We have seen that  
Lminipit d) > Lminip^ d) and Lminipi•> d) ~ Lmin{'yi d)  ^0 ftS 7  ^ 0.
Eor L <  L b i f i j . d )
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• I f  L < Lmini'y, d) or 7  > ^rnax[d) then the system of ODEs has no fixed points 
and the PDE has no stationary fronts. In this case the qualitative behaviour of 
the system of ODEs with initial condition ( t q ,  I)  i s  the same as the evolution 
of X q , c ( / ) )  under the PDE.
e 7/ Emin (7 ,4  < E < E^:^(7,4 or 7 ^ ( 4  < 7 < 7maz(4  (Ee
behaviour of the system of ODEs with initial condition (tq, 7) m ay  n o t be the 
same as the evolution of ^ { x \ x q , c { I ) )  under the PDE.
• I f  Lminil^d) < L then the system of ODEs has two fixed points (one stable 
and one unstable) and the PDE has at least two stationary fronts (one stable 
and one unstable) which are monotonie for L — Lminil^d) small enough.
o For initial conditions {x q , I )  far enough away from the separatrix of the 
ODE system the qualitative behaviour is the same as the evolution of 
To, c ( 7 ) )  under the PDE. Although in simulations centres may appear 
as slowly decaying spirals in the PDE due to numerical dissipation.
o For initial conditions (tq,7) close to the separatrix of the ODE sys­
tem the qualitative behaviour m ay n o t be the same as the evolution of 
<^(t;tq,c(7)) under the PDE. This is due to the slight difference in the 
position of the qualitative change of behaviour of the PDE compared to 
the separatrix of the system of ODEs.
1 /7  =  0 then
• I f  d >  0 and 0 < E < Lbif{0,d) then the system of ODEs has one fixed point 
and the PDE has one stationary front (both of which are unstable).
o For initial conditions (tq, 7) far enough away from the stable or unstable 
manifold of the fixed point of the system of ODEs the qualitative behaviour 
is the same as the evolution o /< /(t;tq ,c(7)) under the PDE.
o For initial conditions (tq,7) close to the stable or unstable manifold of 
the fixed point of the system of ODEs the qualitative behaviour m ay n o t 
be the same as the evolution of ^{x] xq, c(I)) under the PDE due to the 
slight difference in the positioning of the PDE equivalent to the separatrix.
• I f  dL = 0 then the qualitative behaviour of the system of ODEs with initial 
condition ( t q , 7 )  i s  the same as the evolution tq, c ( 7 ) )  under the PDE.
Now that we know the qualitative behaviour of the system of ODEs for various 
choices of the parameters, and have conditions for when this behaviour matches the 
qualitative behaviour of the PDE, we perform some quantitative analysis in cases 
where there is qualitative agreement of the dynamics.
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6.4 Numerical Analysis of the System  of ODEs as an Ap­
proximation of the PDE
In this section we investigate how well the system of ODEs approximates the PDE. 
That is, if there is a qualitative agreement of dynamics is there a quantitative 
agreement as well? We have already seen one set of parameter values and initial 
conditions for which there is only a small error in I{t) between the system of ODEs 
and the PDE. Specifically, the parameter values and initial conditions in Figure 6.22 
where the system of ODEs has no fixed points and there is dissipation present.
Comparing I{t) for the system of ODEs and the PDE is only part of the story, 
we also need to see how ‘close’ the solutions are to each other at time t. To do this 
we use the x L^(M) norm.
We alter this norm slightly to take into account the ‘size’ of w (t;to ,c) at time 
t. That is we shall calculate the relative error. Normally this would just involve 
calculating but u{x,t)  and w(t; Tq, c) are not in H^{R) x E^(E) (although their 
difference is) as the asymptotic states (in x) are arcsin(—7 ) and 27t +  arcsin (-7 ). 
However
pxo  ^ roo ^
/  (< / ( t ;  T o ,  c )  -  arcsin(-7))^dT +  /  (ÿ(T; t q ,  c )  -  27t -  a rcsin (-7 )) dx
' X Q
is bounded. Let 77i(-)^ =  /% (')^dT  and A^2(*)^  =  j]^(')^dT for xo{t) given by the 
system of ODEs (5.9), then Ni{$ -  arcsin (-7 ))^ +  7 2^(^ -  27t -  arcsin (-7 ))^ and
Ni{<p -  arcsin(—7 ))^ +  A2(ÿ -  arcsin(—7 ))^ are bounded and
Ni ^(0 -  arcsin (-7 )) -  (0 -  arcsin (-7 ))^
+ 7^ 2 {{4> — 277 — arcsin(—7 )) — (<^  — 27t — arcsin(—7 )
^  i f  A N 2{^~  i f  = \\4>-
Thus we divide through by
S{u) \= ^ N i { i  -  arcsin(-7))2 + N 2 { i  -  27t -  arcsin(-7))2 + j  i ^ d x F ^ ^  i'^dx.
Meaning that to compare the relative error of the solution of the PDE with that 
given by the system of ODEs we compute
|u(', t) -  û(-; xo{t),c{t))||h1x l2
\ H ; t ) - u { - , X o { t ) , c m \ r e , m . L ^ - - =  S{û{-, Xo{t), W) ) )
In order to compute this relative measure and to calculate I {u{x, t ) )  for our 
numerically obtained solution to the PDE, we must approximate integrals over an 
infinite domain using sums of data points on a bounded domain (normally —20 <
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X < 20). This means that an error will be introduced into the values calculated 
due to the spatial step size of the simulation and the size of the bounded domain. 
Thus, even if the system of ODEs simulated the behaviour of the PDE exactly 
we would not expect a zero error. To quantify how big this numerical error is we 
run a simulation with 7 =  0 =  0; =  d, a case where the dynamics match exactly. 
The error in 1 (defined as loDsit) ~ IpDE(t)) and \\u — û\\rei are plotted in
Figure 6.27. When the front gets close to the boundary of the domain (xq near 20
T h o  so lu tio n  of t h e  full P D E S o lu tio n  u s in g  sy s te m  of O D E s
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E rro r In I ( red ) a n d  re la t iv e  e r ro r  In H xL (b lue)
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t
Figure 6.27: Top: Simulation of the PDF and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  0, q; =  0, d =  0. The initial condition is ^{x]Xo,c) with xq =  —4 and c =  0.2. 
Bottom: The error in I (red) and ||a — u\\rei (blue) are small whilst the front
is away from the simulation boundary.
here) the numerical error can be seen to grow quickly, this is because the tail of the 
front outside of the domain is no longer small and should thus make a substantial 
contribution to the value of I and \\u — u\\rei As well as this, there is also an
error caused by the boundary conditions in the simulation of the PDF. While the 
front is away from the boundary of the simulation the error in I  is of order 1 x 10“ ,^ 
whilst \\u — uWrei H^ xL"^  is of Order 1 x 10“ .^
6.4.1 No Fixed Points
We begin this section by briefly considering the case where there is no defect present, 
i.e. dL = 0 and 7 0. We have seen that all fronts asymptote to the unique
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travelling wave which exists for 7 7^  0 a  and that the ODE and PDE have similar, 
but slightly different asymptotic speeds (see Section 6.2.1). The discrepancy in the 
speed of this travelling front between the system of ODEs and the PDE leads to 
a drift phenomenon. That is, though the waves are similar and moving at nearly 
identical speed, over time they will move further and further apart, the error in 
the position continuing to grow indefinitely. To see a front turning round we show
The solution of th e  full PDE Solution using system of ODEs
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Figure 6.28: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with no defect and 
parameters 7 =  —0.1, ex =  0.1. The initial condition is Xq =  5 and c =  0.9. Bottom: 
The error in I  (red, dashed) and \\u — û\\rei h x^l ‘^ (blue, solid).
a simulation of the PDE, the error in I{t) and the relative error \\u — u\\rei h x^l '^ 
for 7 =  —0.1 and a = 0.1, Figure 6.28. Note that the error in I(t) is small (but 
non-zero) for large t.
We now consider when there is a defect, and what effect this has on the accuracy 
of the system of ODEs as an approximation. For the parameter values used in 
Figure 6.22 the dynamics given by the system of ODEs and the PDE are almost 
identical. To see this we plot the error in I  as well as our measure of distance 
between waves, \\u — u\\rei mxL' -^, see Figure 6.29. Also included in this figure is 
the solution of the PDE and the approximate solution ^{x]XQ{t)^c{t)) given by 
the system of ODEs (5.9) starting with the same initial condition. Note that the 
presence of dissipation (a 7^  0) causes the error in 1 to be small (but not zero) for t 
large as the solution of the PDE converges to the travelling wave, which exists for 
d =  0, with c % Qr(7 , a). Also the biggest errors, in I  and the shape of wave, occur
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The solution of the  fu ll PDE Solution using system of ODEs
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Figure 6.29: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, a = 0.2, d =  0.1 and L = 2. The initial condition is To =  15 and c =  0. 
Bottom: The error in I  (red, dashed) and \\u — u\\rei mxL^ (blue, solid). In the 
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
when the front is in the vicinity of the defect (t G (35,55)). This occurs as the 
defect perturbs the solution away from the travelling front which exists for d =  0.
If =  0, then the PDE has no travelling waves for d — 0. In Figure 6.30, the 
errors continue to grow in time rather than being kept under control by dissipation, 
although in this instance the error is still too small (on the time scale we consider) for 
a difference to be noticeable between the simulation of the PDE and < (^t; To(t), c{t)) 
given by the system of ODEs. Again, note the two spikes in the error of I  for f 
close to 40. These seem to correspond to the front hitting the defect, the first spike 
corresponds to xq ^  L and the second spike to To % —T.
As these two examples illustrate, the presence of dissipation will make the overall 
error between the solution of the PDE and the approximation given by (5.13) smaller 
than if dissipation were absent. This is due to the fact that a travelling front with 
fixed speed c % Ctr becomes attractive in both the ODE and PDE setting for a  ^  0. 
Resulting in a small asymptotic error in f{t) meaning that the drift phenomenon in 
the position of the front, whilst causing the error to grow, does so slowly. We now 
consider how the other parameters (7 and d) effect the accuracy of the system of 
ODEs as an approximation of the PDE. For this presentation we will not vary L. 
We shall keep o; = 0 so that dissipation does not mask the effects of larger values of
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Figure 6.30: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, a; =  0, d =  0.1 and L = 2. The initial condition is Xq =  5 and c — 0.8. 
Bottom: The error in I  (red, dashed) and \\u — u\\rei (blue, solid). In the
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
7 and d. The initial condition and the other parameter values will be kept the same 
in order to make a comparison to Figure 6.30 simpler. First we increase I7 I, see 
Figure 6.31. The error for these parameter values is a lot bigger suggesting that as 7 
is increased our system of ODEs gives a worse numerical approximation to the PDE. 
This is to be expected if we considered 7 as a perturbation to the exact Sine-Gordon 
equation, whose behaviour the system of ODEs is able to mimic exactly. It is worth 
remarking that the qualitative behaviour of the front is still captured. However the 
simulation of the PDE shows clearly that the wave shape does not remain a front, 
rather it contains radiation (small waves in the ‘tails’ which move away from the 
front-like part of the wave) associated with the front changing direction. Note that 
the reflection of this radiation from the boundary a: =  20 is not a true part of the 
solution of the PDE but just an artifact of the boundary conditions that have been 
imposed in the simulations. It is not merely the presence of this radiation that 
causes the error between the solution of the PDE and the approximation given by 
the system of ODEs, in Figure 6.31 the error is already substantial at t =  5, before 
the radiation associated with the change of direction is seen.
If, instead of increasing 7 , we increase d, then the error is slightly larger (best 
seen in the error in I(t)) but not as large as when I7 I was increased by the same
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Figure 6.31: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 = —0.25, a  = 0, d — 0.1 and L = 2. The initial condition is rro =  5 and c — 0.8. 
Bottom: The error in /  (red, dashed) and Hw — u\\rei (blue, solid). In the
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
amount, see Figure 6.32. Again we have the presence of two spikes in the error 
of 1 (t) associated with the front crossing the boundaries between the three spatial 
intervals. As in the d =  0.1 case, the error in I(t) seems to be fairly constant in each 
interval, although it is noticeable bigger after passing through the defect. That is, 
whilst the front is far away from the defect the error in I(t) appears to be fairly 
constant. In the vicinity of the defect, however, the front given by the system of 
ODEs changes speed at a slightly different rate to that of the PDE, resulting in a 
different error in I  before and after passing through the defect.
6.4.2 Two Fixed Points: a ^ 0
If we make d bigger such that L >  Lmin{l^ d) but L  <  Lt,if{'y, d) then we are in the 
regime were the system of ODEs has two fixed points and as d) >  Àmm(7i d)
the PDE has at least two stationary solutions (which are monotonie for L  close to 
Lmini l:  d)).  When there were no fixed points (L < Emin(7 , d)) we noted that o ^  0 
caused the asymptotic error in I{t) to be small. This remains true when the system 
of ODEs has two fixed points, as solutions of the ODE are either attracted to 
the stable fixed point with 7 =  0 or asymptote to the travelling wave with speed 
c =  Ctr {d = —^ ) ,  see Section 6.2.2. We observe that the PDE exhibits the same
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Figure 6.32: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, a = 0, d — 0.25 and L = 2. The initial condition is xq =  5 and c = 0.8. 
Bottom: The error in I  (red, dashed) and ||ii -  u\\rei (blue, solid). In the
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
behaviour.
We shall look at some examples of the attraction to the stable fixed point, and see 
that even in this case ||ri—h||^ ez mxL^ does not tend to zero as t ^  oo. In Figure 6.33 
we can see that whilst the qualitative behaviour is correct, \\u — û\\rd mxL‘^ is 
not small, even asymptotically. Also whilst the error in l{t) does become small 
asymptotically the error itself is not small when the front is far from the stationary 
solution. This large error in I is to be expected as a lot of time is spent near the 
interfaces between the different spatial intervals. At such interfaces there is an error 
in the change in speed (c or I) of the wave. Only the effect of dissipation stops the 
error growing further in time. The asymptotic error in ||ii — u\\rei h^xL'^  E primarily 
due to the fact that the stable stationary solution of the PDE that exists for these 
parameter values cannot be written as (J){x ]Xq, c) for any xq and c. That is, the 
PDE fluxon is not a sine-Gordon fluxon.
For 7 fixed, if d or L gets bigger then the asymptotic value of \\u — u\\rei 
will also grow, in the left panel of Figure 6.34 we have approximately doubled the 
relative error compared to Figure 6.33. If d and L are fixed then the asymptotic 
value of \\u — u\\rei mxL'^ decreases as 7 —> 0, see the right panel of Figure 6.34. 
As 7 -4 0 (for fixed d and L) the attracting fixed point of the system of ODEs
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Figure 6.33: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, a — 0.1, d =  0.5 and L — 2. The initial condition is xq =  —4, c = 0.9. 
Bottom: The error in I  (red, dashed) and ||^ -  u\\rei mxL^ (blue, solid). In the 
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
E rro r In I (re d )  a n d  r e la tiv e  e rro r  In H xL (b lue)
Figure 6.34: Left: The error in I  (red, dashed) and ||u -  û\\rei mxL^ (blue,solid) 
with parameters 7 =  —0.1, =  0.1, d = 1 and L =  2. The initial condition is
Xq =  -4 , c =  0.95. Right: For d =  1 and L =  2, the value of \\u — u\\rei mxL^ 
for stationary solution u{x; 7 , d, L) and fixed point u(x] 2:0(7 , d, L), 0) as a function 
of 7 .
has Xq —)■ 00, see Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.10. For small 7 the essence of the 
solution of the PDE may be outside the simulated domain before it converges to a 
stationary solution, making the asymptotic error \\u — h^xl^ hard to calculate 
for 7 -7 0. The error is big if - 7  7moz(d) since 7ma2:(d) 7moi(4, that is,
the stable fixed point (stationary solution) of the ODE and PDE will disappear for
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different 7 values. From this analysis (and the fact that 0(a:;xo,c) is not a solution 
of the PDE for any Xq and c) we can see that the system of ODEs gives a numerically 
accurate description for the evolution of fronts with 4>{x,0) = ^{x ',Xq{0),c{0)) in 
the PDE if d, L and —7 are small.
6.4.3 Two Fixed Points: n = 0
We now look at the case where there is no dissipation. We have already commented 
that the error in I{t) grows as d or L grows so for L > d) we expect to see
a bigger error then for L < Lmini'y^d). Eigure 6.35 shows the same parameters as 
Figure 6.32 except that d = 1.5 rather than d = 0.25. That is L > 0-1,1-5)
rather than L < L(-0.1, 0.25). Note that the error grows rapidly in the vicinity of
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Figure 6.35; Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, n =  0, d =  1.5 and L = 2. The initial condition is xq = 5, c =  0.8. 
Bottom: The error in I  (red, dashed) and \\u — û||rez (blue, solid). In the
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
the defect and in fact one can see radiation in the solution of the PDE emanating 
from the defect.
Using the same parameters but different initial conditions we can again see the 
system of ODEs giving the correct qualitative behaviour but at the wrong speed. 
Figure 6.36. That is, the front given by the system of ODEs takes too long to pass 
through the defect. Resulting in an error in I which is roughly constant away from 
the defect. This constant error in I  causes a drift phenomenon, with ||u-ff||rez mxL^
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Figure 6.36: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, a; = 0, d = 1.5 and L = 2. The initial condition is xq = —5, c =  0.9. 
Bottom: The error in I  (red, dashed) and H-u — û\\rd mxL'^ (blue, solid). In the 
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
continuing (on average) to grow. We can also see this behaviour in Figure 6.35, it 
is particularly clear for t > Ab. The substantial difference in speed is explained by 
the error in I{t) associated with passing through the defect and the fact that there 
is no dissipation to automatically correct the speed.
This same error in the speed with which trajectories are traversed can be seen 
in the periodic orbits of the system of ODEs compared to almost time periodic 
solutions of the PDE. An example is shown in Figure 6.37. Looking at the top 
panels we would say that the system of ODEs has given a good approximation to 
the solution of the PDE. However this is not the case quantitatively. The errors are 
not small and grow over time. The oscillatory nature of the error shows that the 
dynamics of the system of ODEs moves along the periodic orbit at the wrong speed. 
Again, this is probably due to a combination of the fact that when the front is in 
the vicinity of the defect it is distorted away from the family of fluxons <^ (x; Xq, c), 
and the drift phenomenon.
Due to this analysis we conclude that the error between the approximation given 
by the system of ODEs and the PDE is small for some finite time i if 7 and dL 
are sufficiently small and the parameters are in a regime where dynamics agree 
qualitatively, see Lemma 6.1. However, due to drift, even for small parameters a
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Figure 6.37: Top: Simulation of the PDE and system of ODEs with parameters 
7 =  —0.1, a  =  0, d — 0.5 and L — 2. The initial condition is xq =  3, c =  0.2. 
Bottom: The error in 1 (red, dashed) and ||ii — u\\rd h^xL'^  (blue, solid). In the 
simulation of the PDE the position of the defect is shown by vertical white lines.
small error in 1 results in an accumulation of errors in ||ii — Meaning
||u — u\\rei H^ xL'  ^ will bc large after sufhcient time has passed.
Summarising all of the analysis in this section gives.
O bservation 6 .2 . If dL > 0 and we are in a parameter regime (Lemma 6.1) where 
the system of ODEs (5.13) gives the same qualitative behaviour as the PDE (5.3) 
then the numerical error grows as 'y, d or L grows and shrinks if a is turned on. If 
Ck ^  0 then the effect of dissipation leads to a small asymptotic error in I{t). If dL 
is big then the speed of trajectories is likely to be wrong, this is especially noticeable 
for trajectories of the system of ODEs which are periodic orbits. Any error in I, 
no matter how small will result in a large relative error ||'a — u\\j.d h^xL'^  due to the 
drift phenomenon.
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7 Summary
In this chapter we considered the dynamics of a sine-Gordon type equation with 
a step-like spatial inhomogeneity consisting of three intervals. By projecting the 
dynamics of this PDE onto the manifold spanned by |^  =  | j  and ^  =  —Jôl{û)) 
such that the kernel is orthogonal to and a system of ODEs is derived for 
the evolution of xq and c:
. _  < 7  +  dsin(^,fe > -<ac||0a;p
W2||(ÿ,||2
CXq =  c +  —----< {x -  Xo)(j)^,dsin(l) > .
We investigate when ^{x; Xq, c) (where Xo(t) and c{t) evolve according to the system 
of ODEs) approximates the dynamics of the PDE with the initial condition (j){x, 0) =  
0(rc;a:o(O),c(O)) for some rco(O) G E  and c(0) G (—1,1).
Fixed points of the system of ODEs play a particularly important role in the 
evolution of xo{t) and c{t). For instance if there is an asymptotically stable fixed 
point then there will be some region in xq-c space which is attracted to the fixed 
point. In Section 6.1 we suggested a link between the fixed points with 1 = 0 and 
the stationary solutions of the PDE (which are monotonie for L  small enough). We 
analysed the system of ODEs, looking in particular at the existence and stability 
of fixed points for various values of the parameters 7 , d, L  and a. For 7  0 and
d ^  0 fixed we saw that there were no fixed points if L was small enough. For 
larger L  the number of fixed points bifurcated from zero to two at L =  Lminil^d). 
Both of the new fixed points have J  =  0 and thus are related to stationary solutions 
of the PDE, one being stable and the other unstable. We also saw tha t there is a 
discrepancy between Lmini'I^d) and the value of L  where the number of stationary 
fronts of the PDE bifurcated from zero to two, Lmin[l^d). Thus, for Lmin{l^d) < 
L < d), no fixed points exist in the system of ODEs whilst the PDE has at
least two stationary fronts (which are monotonie for L close enough to Lmin{l^d)).
As L  is increased further, there is a further bifurcation in the number of fixed 
points at T =  L u f{ l ,d ) ,  however the new fixed points this time have 1 ^ 0  and 
thus do not correspond to stationary solutions of the PDE. We concluded that the 
system of ODEs breaks down as an approximation for the dynamics of fronts of the
PDE i i L >  Lufil^d).
For L < Luf{'l)d) we studied the qualitative dynamics of the fronts given by 
the system of ODEs and how this related to the qualitative dynamics of solutions of 
the PDE. We found that there was qualitative agreement when L  G [0, Lminiof, d)) U 
(Amin(7 , d), Lufipi, d)) and the initial conditions were sufficiently far away from any 
separatrix. For a complete statement of this result see Observation 6.1.
When there was qualitative agreement we also investigated whether there was 
numerical agreement, presenting our result in Observation 6.2. We saw tha t there
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is always (apart from dL =  0 =  7  =  a) an error in our approximation although 
in many instances this is simply a drift error caused by a slight difference in speed 
resulting in an accumulated error in the position of the fronts. Turning the dissi­
pation on (ck ^  0) actually reduces the error as the fronts either asymptote to a 
travelling waves with nearly identical speed or to a fixed point with the same speed 
c =  0. If a  =  0 then the travelling front solutions do not exist and any error in 
speed made by traversing the defect will remain for all time, with a resultant drift 
in position.
It seems that when the front passes a boundary between two intervals there is a 
difference in the rate at which the speed of the front is modified. Leading to an error 
in /  (c) associated with the edges of intervals. We see the error in 1 increase the 
more often such a boundary is crossed, see for instance Figure 6.37. Although in the 
case of a periodic orbit the error will eventually become small again when the speed 
is such that the solution is off by one period. Due to this error in I  being associated 
with the defect it makes sense that the smaller the defect the more accurate our 
approximation will be. Similarly if 7  and Ck are small, the fluxons û {x ; x q , c) ‘fit’ 
better in the framework of the PDE, justifying the statement that the system of 
ODEs is a better approximation for 7 , dL and a  small. Although, we should note 
that for Ck =  0 the system of ODEs does not give such a good approximation, as 
there is no longer any dissipation.
Within the restrictions mentioned above the analysis of the system of ODEs 
carried out in Section 6.2 can be used to predict the approximate dynamics of the 
PDE with initial condition 4>{x,0) = ^{x ;xq, c). This means that, the second order 
system of ODEs can be used to make predictions about the behaviour of the PDE 
for certain classes of parameter values without a simulation of the full PDE having 
to be run. Specifically it can be used to find parameter values and initial conditions 
where specific behaviour occurs. Such as fronts bouncing off of the defect or the 
small interval of initial conditions where fronts are pinned by the defect.
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Chapter IV
Conclusion and Further Work
In this thesis we have discussed two related problems involving an inhomogeneous 
wave equation with spatial inhomogeneity. Within both of these problems station­
ary fronts and their stability play an important role. The first problem concerns the 
nonlinear inhomogeneous wave equation with n +  2 spatial intervals and potential 
changes in stability of stationary fronts related to the existence of an eigenvalue 
zero of the linearised operator. Whilst the second problem concerns approximating 
the dynamics of travelling fronts in a sine-Gordon equation with three intervals by 
a system of two ODEs. The existence and stability of stationary fronts plays an 
important role in the dynamics of the travelling fronts and hence play an important 
role in the approximation.
In the first part of the work presented here, Chapter II, we considered the 
general non-linear inhomogeneous wave equation with dissipation and n +  2 spatial 
intervals and focused on the stationary front solutions in this equation. Within 
each of the spatial intervals the non-linear wave equation is homogeneous. We 
derived a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an eigenvalue zero 
of the linearisation operator about a front solution of the non-linear inhomogeneous 
wave equation (and hence a candidate for a change of stability of these stationary 
solutions to occur). This condition is phrased in terms of the lengths of the n middle 
intervals, the value of the Hamiltonian in each of these intervals and any bifurcation 
points associated with the n +  1 inhomogeneities.
If there is one middle interval {n = 1) then the linear operator associated with 
the linearisation about a stationary solution has an eigenvalue zero if and only 
if the product of the bifurcation points with the derivative of the length (of the 
middle interval) with respect to the Hamiltonian (g) vanishes. We impose the non­
degeneracy Assumption 2.1, that is, if the derivatives of the potentials in adjacent 
intervals are equal, V({û) = V-(u), then the second derivitive of the potentials is 
not equal, Vl'[u) Vj'{u). The only other restriction imposed on the validity of 
this result is that the derivative of the front must not have a non-simple zero in 
the middle interval, that is, the solution is not associated with a fixed point of the
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middle dynamics. So a change of stability can only occur for L  such that L'{g) = 0 
or such that all of the bifurcation functions are zero. In many cases this means that 
the stability of whole branches of solutions can be determined using Sturm-Liouville 
theory. We provide such an example in Section 3.1 to illustrate how stability can 
be determined. We saw that in the inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation stable 
non-monotonie fronts can exist.
The existence result for an eigenvalue zero was extended to the general case with 
n  middle intervals. That is, there are n  length functions Li and n  parameters hi, 
corresponding to the lengths of, respectively, the Hamiltonian of the solution in, 
the n intervals. In this case the derivative of the length is replaced by its higher 
dimensional equivalent; the Jacobian of the n  lengths of the intervals with respect 
to the n  Hamiltonians. This result is proved under the added assumption that the 
derivative of the front has no non-simple zeroes, and for n > 2 that none of the 
bifurcation functions are zero. However we believe that these added restrictions can 
be removed. In each specific case, all of the tools needed to remove this restrictions 
have already been developed in the work presented in this thesis. However to 
generalise our proof, we would have to consider separately all cases where individual 
bifurcation functions are zero.
One possible way to completely generalise the proof may be to view the result 
at a bifurcation point as a limit rather than a separate result. We have already 
seen this relation when n =  1 and n = 2. This might enable the result to be proved 
without the restriction, this seems a profitable avenue for further research. It might 
also be profitable to see whether the methods contained within the first part of 
this thesis could be applied to different equations, such as the KdV equation or the 
NLS equation, with spatial inhomogeneities. It would be interesting to see in these 
settings whether the derivative of the length of a defect being zero still corresponds 
to an eigenvalue zero
The second part of this thesis. Chapter HI, concerns a particular example of 
the inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation and the interaction of travelling waves 
with a defect. Specifically, we studied the inhomogeneous sine-Gordon equation, 
with dissipation and a forcing term, where there was three spatial intervals, i.e, in 
each of the three intervals there is an homogeneous perturbed sine-Gordon equation. 
At each point in time we approximated a front solution of the equation by one of 
the 2 parameter family of fronts û{x] Xo{t), c{t)),
«(a:;xo.c)= (^4arctane‘^ , - 2 ^ ^ s e c h  )
where /  =  (1 — 7 ^)T For initial conditions of the form û{x',xo,c) with rco G E  and 
c G (—1,1).
By projecting onto the tangent manifold in an appropriate way we derived a 
system of two ODEs for the evolution of the position (xq) and slope (c) of the front,
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(5.13). We showed that if L  is not too large then, whilst the initial condition is 
away from any separatrix of the ODE dynamics and the parameters are away from 
any bifurcation point of the number of fixed points for the ODE, the qualitative 
behaviour predicted by the system of ODEs is the same as the full PDE. However 
in order to get quantitative agreement, for a long time, it seems that all of the 
parameters must be small and a ^ 0 .
We have analysed the error numerically. A topic of future research is the search 
for an appropriate norm in which to bound the error. A major difficulty in finding 
an appropriate norm is the drift issue that we mentioned previously in Section 6.4. 
For the error to be bounded for all time the norm must therefore not see transla­
tions. However we have broken the translation invariance of the governing PDE by 
introducing a defect, meaning that the norm needs to see the spatial variable. This 
issue will make finding an appropriate norm tricky.
We could also use projections on to a tangent space to derive a system of ODEs 
for the evolution of fronts in the general inhomogeneous non-linear wave equation. 
If we are successful in finding an appropriate norm we may be able give conditions 
under which the system of ODEs gives a good approximation to the dynamics it is 
trying to capture.
It might also be possibly to derive a system of ODEs for the behaviour of two 
or more fronts in a nonlinear inhomogeneous wave equation, using parameters to 
represent the position and speed (slope) of each front. This would lead to a system 
of ODEs with twice the number of equations as fronts. This is a similar idea to that 
behind the results in [20], although they only used one parameter for each front. 
This would then enable the study of the interactions of fronts with each other as 
well as with the defect.
Another avenue for further study is to make the spatial inhomogeneities time 
dependent. For instance a defect could be ‘turned’ on and then off again, a temporal 
inhomogeneity as well as a spatial one. For instance, in the sine-Gordon equation, 
we know that the presence of a defect may create a stable stationary front which 
solutions converge to. If the defect is suddenly removed then the stationary front 
will no longer exist and the solution must start moving again, altering its speed 
to converge to the travelling front which exists for the parameter values. Formally 
this can be seen by switching between the phase portraits (in Xq and c) when 
there is a defect present and when there isn’t, see for instance the right panels of 
Figures 6.12 and 6.13. As far as we are aware this problem has not received any 
study and it might be interesting to see how stationary fronts start propagating as 
a defect is turned off, and whether this does indeed match the behaviour suggested 
by overlaying phase portraits.
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A ppendix A  
A ppendix
A .l Stability of Stationary Fronts
A. 1.1 Observations on Solutions of Planar Ham iltonian Sys­
tem s
In this section we consider a Hamiltonian ODE in the plane:
«xx +  V («) =  0, (A.1.1)
where V is a smooth function. We will derive some properties of solutions and
of integrals of solutions.
Lemma A .1.1.
Let u{x) be a solution of the Hamiltonian system and let xq and 6 > 0 be such that
; ( r c o )  =  0 ,  Uxx{xq) i=- 0  and Ux{x) 0  for all x g [x q -  5 , xq -\-S] \  {%}.
Then
i) for all 1(1 < Ô, u {x q  -  () =  u {xq  +  () and Ua;{xo -  () =  -u^(xo  +  ( ) ;
ii) there is some K  > 0 such that 1_____  1 < K  for all |(  — a:o| < ô;
Hi) lim u^(xa -  e) =  Hm « ,(%  +  0
ZQ—6e|0
r p o -e  ^  ______________
e4,0 -“1(0 îix(a;o-e)îixx(a:o)W lim X
-xo-
d( — G(xq 8, rco) +  
  G(^Xq (5^, iCo);
’a:o+e
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Proof.
i) The first observation follows directly from the existence and uniqueness theo­
rem for ODEs as both <?;+(() =  u{xq +  () and ?;_(() =  u{xo -  () are solutions 
of the initial value problem
=  0 , ?;(0) =  ^z(O) =  0.
Hence ?;+(() =  ?;_(() and?;!^(() =  which implies +  O
C).
To prove the rest of the statements, the Taylor expansion for about Xq is used. 
For any |(| < there is some 0 <  c(() < 1 such that
Ux{Xo +  () =  +  ■^i' '^^xxxi^o) +  gC '^xxxxi^o +  c()
=  f,Uxx{^o) +  —^ ^Uxxxxi^O +  c()î
as =  0- Furthermore, +
and V  e C ^ .  This means that there is some AT > 0 such that for all |(| < ^
1 1
and
+  () ('azx(^o)
<  A:.
<LT(
ii) This follows immediately from above.
hi) Using the estimates above, it follows for small e > 0 that 
1 1
-sL
and 
Ux{xo — e)
.xo-e
d( < /  Kd^ = K { —e p 6 )  
J-s
d(
'xo u m  =  [ j - s
+  0(1)
—  eiixx(^o) 
1
1
+  0 (e).
+  0 (e)
Uxx (^o)
Since Ux{xo +  () is even in (, the expression for the other integral follows 
immediately.
iv) The uniform boundedness of ~  existence of the
limit
lim r
40 J-S
r 1 1 d( = lim 
40
r x Q - e ■ 1 1
^^ (a^ o + 0 fxQ—S .!^^(() ^L(a:o)((-a;o)^J
= G{xo — Ô, X q) +
where the last line follows from the definition of O, (2.22).
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v) We have
.xo-c ^
+
1
XO
pXQ—e
d  x n —5
di
—8 ^x(C) ^xx (^o)^x (^0  ^XQ-
1
-J ^xK)
+ +
^^xx(^o) '^xx(^o) \  ^ ^xx (^o) ^x(^0 d)
J rxQ-e
XQ—S
d(
1 1+ +
^"^xx(^o) ^xx(^o) \^ ”^xx(^o) Ux[Xq d) j
r x Q -
J XQ —
Thus
+
5 ^x(0  ^xx (^0 ) ^ x (^0 d) JxQ—S
rxQ—e
n 4^xK) W )(( -  a;o)'
d( +
<
Therefore, by part iv),
. x o - e  ^
limc^O +
^xx(^o) \eUxx{g'o') Ux[xq é)
G { X q — 6, X q).
<
Mx(:z:o)
Ke 
\Uxx (^o)l
□
L^xo-f ^xK) 2^ xx(a;o)^/x(a;o-G)
vi) Using that Ux{xq +  () =  - U x{xq -  () for |(| < J we have the last equality.
A .I .2 Proof of Lemma 2.6
In this section we consider the function I{g) defined in (2.31), i.e,
ru(xi (g) ,g)  J
H g )  :=  /  - 7 ------V
du(y{g) ,g)  P{ ' ^:  Q)
where Xi{g) and y{g) are in the middle interval, Xi{g) is a zero of Ux, y { g )  is a 
smooth function of g such that Ux{y{g),g) 0 , and Ux has fixed sign for x  between 
y{g) and Xi[g). The statement in Lemma 2.6 is
1 d
r{g) = -G{y{g),Xi(g)) -  
which is proved as follows.
^x(2/(p),p)c(p
^(2/(p),P)
Proof of Lemma 2.6
We consider two ways of representing the governing equation for u, (2.12), using 
different independent variables.
i) ^ u l ( x , g )  = g  — Vm{u[x,g)), in this representation the independent variables 
are x  and g',
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ii) g) = g -  Vmiu), whilst in this representation the independent variables
are u and g.
During this proof we will use both of these representations so care must be taken that 
the uses are consistent. First we derive some relations from these representations 
of the governing equation.
i) Using the first representation, since Xi is a zero of Ux{xi{g),g) = 0 for all 
g. Thus
^ { x i { g ) , g )  +  ^{x i{g ) ,g )x ' i (g )  =  ^ ( x i { g ) , g )  = 0
Further, differentiating the first representation of the governing equation with 
respect to g gives, for all x  between Xi{g) and y{g),
U x { x , g ) ^ { x , g )  =  1 -  V(^{u{x,g))^{x,g) .  (A.1.3)
ii) The second relation can also be differentiated in this manner, remembering
that u is now considered independent of g to give, for all u,
p { u ,9 ) ^ i % 9 )  = 1- (A.1.4)
We proceed by using the fundamental law of calculus to conclude that for any x
between y{g) and Xi{g)
rx ru(x,g) J
^  — vig) =  /  d x =  —,---- r. (A.I.5)
Jy(g) Jv.{y{g),g) PiV-ig)
From the definition of I[g) it can be seen that 1(g) = Xi(g) -  y(g). Thus I'(g) =
Differentiating (A. 1.5) with respect to g and using (A.1.4) we obtain, for any x 
between Xi(g) and y(g), that
1 Lw. . 1
- y  {g) =  -
(z,g)
du
Ux(y(g) ,g)y ' {g)  +  -Q-{y{g) ,g)
’u(y(g),g) P
This equation can be re-written using the transformation of independent variables 
(^,p) (a;,^).
- y  (g) =  — 7—U x ( x , g ) d g  ’ Ux(y(g) ,g)
Ux(y{g) ,g)y' (g)  +  -g^{y{g) ,9)
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- / ■Jy(cy(g) ^ x ( ( )  g)
Notice that the two terms involving y'{g) cancel, leaving
du (  1 \ \ , r
s ) / '
Combining this with expression (A. 1.3) for ^ ( x , g )  and taking the limit for x  —)■ 
Xi{g), using Lemma A. 1.1 iv)/v), gives that
^ M g ) , 9 )  =  - V ^ { u { x i { g ) , g ) )  +  G(ÿ(g),Xj(p))) .
Finally (A. 1.2) gives
< { g )  =  - G { y { g ) , X , { g ) )  -  - ^ - ^ g ( y ( g ) , g ) .
Hence we have the following expression for I ' {g)  =  x \ {g)  — y' {g) ,
m  =  - G { y { g ) M 9 ) )  -
□
A. 1.3 Continuation and Bifurcations of Matching Points
We consider the left matching point, that is, the matching point between // and 
7i, and assume that there are some p, u and p such that the first set of equations 
of (2.14) are satisfied. As Vi and Vmi are smooth functions, we can expand the 
expressions in the first set of relations of (2.14):
g — V- +  Vi{u) — Vmi{u) = g  — g  + [y/iu) — V^^{u)]{u — u)
(A.I.6)
-  VC +  Vi{u) = p{p - p )  + \ { p -  p f  +  Vl{u){u -  u)
+\Vl'{^){u— u Y 0 { \ u — u\^)
So if VJ'(u) — V!ni^) ^  the implicit function theorem gives the local existence 
of a unique smooth curve ui{g) satisfying g — V--]r Vi{ui{g)) — Vmi{ui{g)) = 0 and 
ui{g) =  u. And if p ^  0, the second equation gives the local existence of a unique 
smooth curve pi{g) satisfying ^pt^ig) — +  Vi{ui{g)) = 0 and pi{g) = p. In other
words, we have shown the first part of Lemma 2.1.
We continue with the case that there is a bifurcation point, that is, we also 
assume that g is such that ^i{g) = 0. There are two ways to get ^i{g) = 0: the 
first is that pi{g) =  0 (green point in Figure A.1.1, we have assumed that u ^  w_oo) 
and the second is that V^^(fi) =  VJ'(fi) (red points in Figure A. 1.1). Figure A. 1.1 
suggests that these bifurcation points occur at minimal or maximal values of g. 
This means that any limit for p -4 p is a one-sided limit. Furthermore we can see
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p=0
Figure A. 1.1: The bold curve represents part of the unstable manifold of u^oo in the 
left interval whilst the other curves represent the orbits of the dynamics in the first 
middle interval A parametrised by g. The intersection of the unstable manifold 
with the orbits in the middle interval creates a curve of left intersection points 
('tH(g),Pi{g))- Two bifurcation points are highlighted: p =  0 is shown in green; 
whilst the points where the dynamics in the two intervals have the same curvature 
at their intersection, V^^{u) = V({u), are shown in red.
from Figure A. 1.1 that if a left matching points exists for g close to g then two left 
matching points exist. From the second equation in (A. 1.6), we can see that if (fZ,p) 
is such that p =  0 and V({u) = 0, then we get a degenerate bifurcation equation for 
p/. On the other hand, p =  0 and V{{u) = 0 means that (w,p) is a fixed point of 
the \d-dynamics. As {u ,p)  has to represent a left matching point, hence connect to 
(?i_oo, 0), this implies that (w,p) must be (iz_oo, 0). We formalise these observations 
in the following lemma.
Lem m a A .I .2. A ssum e that there is a point (u ,p ) such that the first se t  of equa­
tions o f (2.14) are satisfied fo r  som e g =  g, # ( p )  =  0, then we have the following  
unfoldings o f the left matching points {ui,pi) fo r  g near g.
i) J f p ^ O  and Vmfiu) =  V)'(fi), then there is a unique curve of left matching  
points in the plane nearby (rZ,p); this curve can be param etrised and
related to the g-orbits with a (small) param eter  p as follows
ui = û + v ,  Mti) = P + o{ v) ,  fi = d + Ûv"Aû)-%"{û)]  + o(r^%
ii) J fp  =  0 and u then there is a unique curve of left matching points in
the (u,Ux) plane nearby {u,p) ;  this curve can be parametrised and related to 
the g-orbits  with a (small) param eter g as follows
.2
+ ,
2V/{Û)
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9 = 9+  8 [ v ^ [ C ( * )  -  +  Oiv )^ , ifVUiü) -  V;{Û) =  0.
ni) I f  p = 0 and u = w_oo; then there are two smooth curves of left matching 
points in the (u,Ux) plane nearby (w,p); these curves can be parametrised and 
related to the g-orbits with a (small) parameter p as follows
u i = u  + g ,  pi{g) = ±^-V{ '{uoo)p  +  O(p^) ,
1 
2
Note that i f  Vi{u) — Vfi^iu) = 0, hence {u,p) is a fixed point of the FLi 
dynamics, then the unfolding in g is of order p^.
Proof.
i) Ifp  0 , the implicit function theorem applied to |p^+V/(w) —V) =  0 gives that 
there is a unique smooth curve pi{u) for u near u and pz(p) =  p. Substituting 
ui = w +  p into (A.I.6) and using V^^(w) =  V^ '(w) immediately gives the 
relation with p-orbits and the unfolding
9 -  9  =  ^ K i i i ' h )  -  y ” {'h)] + 0 { g ^ )
ii) If p =  0 and u w_oo (thus Vj'(w) 0), the implicit function theorem applied 
to =  2V1 — 2Vi{u) gives that there is a unique smooth curve Ui[p)  for p 
near p =  0 and ui{p) = u. Substitutingpi = p- \ -g  = g into (A. 1.6) and using 
Vi { u)  0 , immediately gives the unfolding and the relation with p-orbits
a - g  -  - C (g ) ]^ ^
+ \Vl{u)-V:„A^)]0{rf) + 0{rf)-,
iii) If p =  0 and u =  w_oo (thus V{{u) — 0 and Vfifa) — V ”{u_oo) < 0), then 
V- — Vi{u) > 0 for u near û. Hence there will be two smooth curves of left 
matching points pi{u) which satisfy p^ =  2VL — 2Vi(u) and pi{u) = p = 0. 
Substituting u i= u -{ -g  into (A. 1.6) and the relation above gives the relation 
with p-orbits and the unfolding
9 - 9  = - [ ^ ( « )  -  VLA^)]9- -  C (S )l7 7 ^  +  0{r, y^,
p2 =  - V f { u _ ^ ) g ‘^ +  O(p^).
□
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The right matching points can be analysed in the same way as the left matching 
points and this leads to analogous results.
The expressions in Lemma A. 1.2 tell us the relative behaviour of pi, ui and g in 
each of the above cases. They can be used to calculate the behaviour of ^i{g)  and 
^  for g near a bifurcation point. As seen before, if the bifurcation point is at the 
edge of the g existence interval, say at p =  p, then ^ ( p ,  h) is unbounded, however 
it turns out that
m { g ) ^ { g , h )
is bounded in the limit p ^  p . In order to analyse this expression in case pi{g) = 0, 
we observe that Lemma A. 1.2 gives that near p one should parametrise p by using 
pi. We will use g{pi) to denote this parametrisation. We define a function u{x,pi) 
such that u{x,pi) satisfies g(pi) = +  Kni(w) and equals the front u{x,g{pi)) on
the first middle interval (-Li(p(pz)),0). Since pi{g) =  0, we get immediately that 
üa:{x, 0) has a zero at rc =  -L i(p ). And continuity of the curves û in the parameter 
P i  gives that for p i  near zero, there exist rc-values C o(pz) such that U x { C o { p i ) , P i )  =  
0, U:c{x,pi) f  0 for X and ^o{pi) -Z/i(p) for p/ -)• 0. We first analyse the 
régularisation function G{-Li{pi),^o{pi)) for pi near 0 (hence p near p).
L em m a A .I .3. Let g be such that pi{g) = 0 and let g{pi) be the parametrisation 
as given by Lemma A. 1.2. Define u(x,pi) to he such that g{pi) = ^ul  +  for
all X £ R  and define Co(pz) to be such that Wx(Co(pz),Pz) =  0, Ux{x,pi) 0 for x  
between -L(p(p/)) and ^o(pz), and (o ^  ~ L  as pi -)> 0. Then forpi near 0
G { —L,^q) + ^z%^(Pz))
Pi -L
1
R ( 0  « ! % ) ( ( - W 'J
 ^ +  0 {pi) +
dî
1
Pi p i \ v L M - v i { u i ) Y
Proof.
From the definition of G, (2.22), 
V(p(Pz))
G(—L,^o) T
Pi -L
1 1
1
+
(& +  % ( W  PZ|% (2^ Z)-%%2^ Z)]'
By the definition of (o(pf), we have 
0 =  û x{-Lp{^o- \ -L ) ,p i )
=  Ü x { — L , p i )  +  ((o + L ) Ü x x { —L , P l )  + ——  —^ Û xxx (-L ,pz) +  0 (((o +  i;) ')
=  Pi -K o  +  L)Vi{ut) -  +0(K o + L f )
as üxx +  V' (w) =  0. This implies that for p near p
ioipi) P L{g(pi)) = Pi
%i(^z(pz))
+  0 { p i ) ,
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with ui{pi) given by Lemma A .I.2. Furthermore, if we define Uo{pi) := ü{^o(pi),pi), 
then
'ao{pi) = u{—L p { ^ o P L ) ,p i )
= u i  +((o + L ) p i  —— Pz +  0(Ko + l Y )
Using the two expansions, we get for pi near 0 
(^oPL)ül^{^o,Pi) = (Co+P) %iW)^+G(pz) =pi V,^{ui)pO{pi).
Hence
1 1
+  0{pi).
(Co +  ^)%z(Co) Pi % (^z)
□
L em m a A .1.4. I f  g is such that the front u{x; g,h) is a solution of equation (2.12), 
for which all zeroes of Ux{x\g,h) are simple and ^ i{g)  = 0, then g is at the 
edge of the existence interval for the left matching points {ui,pi). Furthermore, 
i f  ^ m{g ,h)  0 then
lim
g-+9
3 § i ( g ) ^ ( g , h ) V,'(MS))
V ' { u i { g ) )
Similarly, i f h is such that the front u{x\g,h) is a solution of equation (2.12), for  
which all zeroes of Ux(x;g,h) are simple and ^ r (h )  = 0, then h is at the edge 
of the existence interval for the right matching points {ur,Pr)- Furthermore, i f  
^m{g, h) ÿ^O then
Urn
h—yh
S S r { h ) ^ { g , h ) V'K(fe))
VLA^rih))
Proof
We focus on the left matching points, as the proof for the right matching points is 
analogous. As we have seen in section 2.2, the front has a non-simple zero in the 
derivative Ux at some point in an interval f  if and only if the front is constant on 
the full interval f  and in the phase portrait, it stays at a fixed point of the related 
dynamics. So the conditions of the lemma imply that we are in case (i) or (ii) of 
Lemma A. 1.2 and this immediately implies that p is on the edge of the existence 
interval for the left matching points. Furthermore, it shows tha t two smooth curves 
of left matching points are emerging from p and we will show that both curves have 
the same limit for ^ i { g ) ^ { g ,  h) ii g p.
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In this proof, we will use the shorthand u — ui{g) and p — Pi{g)- Expanding 
about it follows immediately that ^z(p) can be written as
^ l id )  =  PfW) [%Li W ) -  W W)]
=  pi{g) +  (pi 0  {(' i^ ~^)^)]
Using Lemma A.1.2, we get for g near g that A§i{g) = gp +  0{g^)
if p yA 0; and ^f(p) =  p if P =  0. In both cases, the
relation between g —'g and p is given in Lemma A.1.2.
If pi[g) ^  0, then for g nearby p, also p ^ O .  If we split the (first) middle interval
interval 7i in to two parts; one with boundary - L i  containing no zeroes of m 
its interior or at the boundaries, and the other containing all of the interior zeroes, 
then Lemma 2.6 can be used to show that the second interval can still make no 
contribution to the unboundedness of the derivative of the length function. Thus 
the unbounded part of ^  must arise solely due to the interval with no zeroes of 
Ux. In other words to prove the lemma for p/(p) ^  0, it is enough to prove it m the 
case when there are no zeroes of Ux in the interior of I\ for g = g.
In this case, we get
aLi ___ 1________ 1__ r _ A _ .
Thus if p ^  0 we have
^i{g)-Q^{g^ h) = - I P  0{^i{g))  = - y ^  +  0{g),
as Vi'{û) = Vmii'â) (^ i(g) — 0 P Y  ^)'
If p =  0 then calculating ^ ^ (p , h) is more complicated as -^ (p ?  h) is unbounded,
although, as in the case p 0 , we can reason that a zero of Ux in the interior of
Ii for p nearby p and still in the interior in the limit p -4 p cannot contribute to
the unbounded part of ^ ( p ,  h). Therefore we assume that there is no zero in the
interior of h  for p =  p. To proceed Li(p, h) is split into two parts and Lemma A. 1.3
is used to give a leading order expansion in terms of pi. We write
r u m { g , h )  r u m { g , h )  r u o { g )
LAg,h)  = f ^ ^ )  p(„,g) =  p{u,g) ! , ( , )  p{u,g)’
where uo{g) is defined such that p(uo{g),g) =  0 and wo(p) —> w for p —> p. Fur­
thermore, u{x,g) satisfies the middle dynamics in (—L i,0) and we define u(x,g)  to 
be the extension of this function, i.e., iL{x,g) satisfies the middle dynamics for all 
x £ R .  Finally we define Co(p) to be such that % ( p ) ,p )  =  ^o(p) and Co -4 - L i  as 
p -> p. Using this definition. Lemma 2.6 gives for p ^  p
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Taking the limit p -4  p, the first two terms in the above expression are bounded 
whilst by Lemma A. 1.3 the remaining two terms diverge like as p -4 p. Thus 
from Lemma A. 1.3
â S i { g ) ^ ( 9 ,  h)) = o m g m  + m{g) ~  p, KW) - Vl(ui)]_
= 1 +  0 ( â S i [ g m  =  +  o m g m -
Taking the limit p —> p gives the desired result, as ^i{g{g))  -4  0 for p —)■ p 
{g -4 0). O
The middle matching points need further study, for one, they depend on the 
orbit parameters for two Hamiltonian systems instead of just one. To study the 
middle matching points, we assume that there are some p, h, u and p such that 
the middle set of equations of (2.14) are satisfied. As and Vm2 are smooth 
functions, we can expand the expressions in those relations as in (A.1.6):
g - h p V m ^ i p ) - V m M )  = g - g  P h - h p  [%C2(^) -  (^)l(^ -
+  I I C ( ^ )  -  C ( ^ ) ] ( ^  -  +  ^ ( 1^  -
|p2 - p +  Vrmiu) p ( p - p ) P l i p - p Y  -  g P g P  K ii(^)(^  -
(A.1.8)
So if Vf^^iu) — f  0, the implicit function theorem gives the local existence of
a unique smooth function Um[g, h), for (p, h) in a neighbourhood of (p, h), satisfying 
g - h p V m 2 {um{g,h))-VmYMg^h)) = 0  &ndum{g,h) = u .  And i f p f  0, the second 
equation gives the local existence of a unique smooth function Pm{g^h), for {g,h) 
in a neighbourhood of (p,%), satisfying |pm ^(p,^) ~  g P  Kzi(wm(^,^)) =  0 and 
Pmidi h) = p. In other words, we have shown the first part of Lemma 2.2.
We continue with the case that there is a bifurcation point, that is, we also 
assume that p and h are such that ^m{g, h) = 0* Usually such points are not 
isolated. In our analysis, we only look at cases where the middle matching points 
are not fixed points of the or -dynamics (i.e., if p =  0 , then Y  0
and k^ (iZ) 0), so we restrict here to these cases too. The equation ^m{g,  h) = 0 
implies that p^  =  0 or Vf^^{um) = (^za) (or both). We consider each case
separately.
• Assume that p =  0. If we continue with Pm = 0, the middle set of equations 
of (2.14) are satisfied if
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Differentiating F  with respect to u and h and evaluating at w =  w and h - h  
gives
DF{u, ,g) 1
This matrix is invertible for any g as we assumed that the middle matching 
point is not a fixed point of the -dynamics, hence 0- So the
implicit function theorem gives the existence of curves ûm(g), K g )  f°r 5 "^ar 
g such that f(% m(g)7(g);a) =  0- Hence by defining R»(g) =  0 (as we 
continued with — 0), this implies that the middle set of equations of (2.14) 
are satisfied. Furthermore, as Pm{g) =  0, we also satisfy ^m{g-, K q)) =  0.
.  Assume that =  0 and p ^  0 (we already considered the case
p =  0 above). The middle set of equations of (2.14) and âSm{g) =  0 are 
satisfied if
/  pV 2 - K . , ( « )  +  5 ^
0 = F{uyP^h\ g) = I h — p 4- %ni(rr) — V(n2(^)
V p (K a (« )-K .2 (« ))  y
Differentiating F  with respect to u, p, and h and evaluating at u = u, p — p 
and h — h gives
/ p o'
DF{u,p,h]g)  =  0 0 1
0 0,
This matrix is invertible for any p as p 0 and {u) -  (w) Y  0- So again,
the implicit function theorem gives the existence of curves Um{g)^ Pm(p)î h{^g\ 
for p near p, such that the middle set of equations of (2.14) and A^m{g^ h{g)) — 
0 are satisfied.
Finally we consider the continuation nearby a bifurcation point.
L em m a A. 1.5. Assume that there is a point (G,p) such that the middle set of 
equations of (2.14) are satisfied for some (p, h) = (p, h) and ^m[g-, ^) =  0. If  (w,p) 
Mof a /ired poW o/ or /or p =  p mere a
Cl/rue o/mWdZe moZc/zmp pomZs m me (it,tZ:c) P^ T^ e Tieorbp (G,p) wMcZz coTi 
be related to the h-orbits as follows
jygyÉ 0, /zeTzce  ^ pommeZer p
Um =  u P p  , Pm(g)  =  P P O { g )  , h =  h + ^ [ V ( ! ^ ^ { u ) - V f ^ ^ { u ) ] p O { g ^ ) .
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i i )  I f  p  =  0 ,  t h e n  w e  h a v e  f o r  a  s m a l l  p a r a m e t e r  g
This implies that the curve h{g) is an edge of the existence region for middle match­
ing points.
Proof. W ith g = g fixed, we are in a similar situation as for the left matching 
point and hence the results above about the curve of matching points and the 
approximations follow immediately.
The curve h{g) is a curve of middle bifurcation points, so for each value of p, 
there are expansions as above, which shows that h only extends to one side of the 
curve. O
Along the curve h{g), we have similar results to Lemma A. 1.4.
L em m a A .1.6. Assume that along the curve h{g) (a curve of middle bifurcation 
points), we have front solutions u(x\g,h{g)) which satisfy equation (2.12) and for 
which all zeroes of Ux{x; g,h{g)) are simple. I f  3§i{g) ^  0, then for every g
lim
h-+h{g)
VAA‘^ m{g,h{g)))
Vmii'^migMg)))
To prove this, we observe that for p fixed, we are in a similar situation as for 
the left matching points and hence we can use Lemma A. 1.4 with the appropriate 
change of indices.
A. 1.4 D etails of Results Related to  Section 2.5.1
In this section, we will give the proofs of Theorems 2.13 and 2.15. These proofs 
follow the same layout as the proofs for the corresponding theorems for one middle 
interval: first we derive a compatibility condition for the existence of an eigenvalue 
zero of the linearisation operator around the front in the same way as Lemma 2.4 
was proved. This result is then used to prove Theorems 2.13 and 2.15.
In order to state the counterpart of Lemma 2.4 we introduce functions 
Fi^ i, and Fr,^, which play a similar role to C^, (2.24). The subscripts I and r denote 
the left and right middle interval respectively, whilst u and p, are the number of 
simple zeroes of Ux in each respective interval. The functions Ei j^, and E^,^ are only 
defined if 0 , whilst Fi y^ and Fr,^ are only defined for Pm =  0.
If pz =  0 and pm f  0, then Ei^ ,^ := 0. l ip iÿ lO  and pm Y  0, then Ez,o := 
and
Ei^u := G i(—I/i, Mo) +  Gi(Mi-i, Mi) +  Gu{Mi>, 0), > 1,
2=1
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where we recall that Gi is a régularisation of f  see (2.22). Similarly if =  0 
and Pm 0, then Er,^ '.= 0. If Pr y^  0 and pm y^  0, then Er,o := and
/x+l^ +l
Fr,ii ’= Gu+2{0, Mu+i) +  Mz) +  , ^ 2), P > 1-
i = i v + 2
IfPz =  0 andp^  =  0, then fz,z/ := 0- IfPz f  0 andp^  =  0, then Fi o^ := G(—Li, 0) 
and
u
Fi v^ := G i(—Li, Mo) +  Gz(Mz_i, Mz) +  G{M,^, 0), z/ > 1.
2 = 1
Similarly if p^ =  0 and pm =  0, then Fr,^ := 0. If Pr y^  0 and pm = 0, then 
Fr,o —G(Iv2, 0) and
fi+u+i
Fr,n : =  — G ( M i , + i , 0 )  +  Gi{M i_ i ,  Mi)  +  G ^ + , , + i ( M ^ + , , + i , I / 2 ) ,  p  >  1 .
2 = Z / + 2
L em m a A .1.7. Letu(x) he a stationary front solution of the wave equation (2.12) 
with two middle intervals. I f  all zeroes of are simple then
i) i f  Pm Y  0, the linearisation about the front u, C, has an eigenvalue zero if  and 
only if
+  ^ m  +  ^ m  El,u +  +  -E'r./i]
+  Fêl Fêm Fër Ei^uEr,n — 0;
ii) i f  Pm = 0, hence S^m =  0; the linearisation about the front u, C, has an 
eigenvalue zero if  and only if
m [ v L , M Y + ^ r K A n r u ) r + ^ i a r  =  o.
Proof.
The proof of this lemma is broken up into several parts determined by whether or 
not pz =  0, 2 =  l ,m ,r .  However, the main argument in each case is the same: in 
order to create an eigenfunction in H ‘^ {R) we must make sure it is continuously 
differentiable by matching at all zeroes of u^. This then leads the compatibility 
condition presented in the lemma.
Using the expression for the eigenfunction 9  in (2.20), continuity of ^  and 
at the zeroes Xi,  for 2 =  1, . . . ,  z/, gives exactly the same relations as in Lemma 2.4, 
namely
Bi = Bo and Ai = Az_i +  HoGz(Mz_i, Mz) for 2 =  1,... ,z/.
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Meaning that for z/ >  1
V
■^ v = A q P B q ^  ] Gi(Mz_i, Mi).
2 = 1
The continuity conditions at Xi ior i = u P 2,. 
same manner
(A.1.9)
,p  +  z/ +  1 are found in exactly the
Bi = Bj^^i and Ai =  Ai- i  +  Mi) for i — u P 2 , . . . ,  P ly P 1.
As in the first middle interval, this recursive relationship can be used to calculate 
A^+,,+1 in terms of for p  > 1
/i+t'+i
■^ fi+u+i — -^u+1 "b Gi(Mj_i, Mi).
i=t'+2
(A .I.10)
The continuity conditions at rc =  —Li, 0, L2 depend on whether or not Ux{x) = 0 
for X = —Li, 0, 7/2.
Matching at x  = —Li shows that if Ux{—Li) = Pi 0, then
/Mo
Bo = and Aq =  1 +
And if Pi = 0, then
r
( A . l . l l )
Bo =  0 and Ao = Y  0
as pz =  0 and has only simple zeroes.
• Matching at the middle point x = 0 shows that if p^  0
(A .I.12)
B Z/+1 Ai, P Bo
Yand Aiy+i = A^ P Bo “TTTT +
T Bo
I
Using the expression (A.1.9) for gives
Eu+l — Ao P Bo i  Mi) + [
\ i= l  "/M,
T B o (A. 1.13)
and
A„+, -A o  + Bo Mi) + +  B 1/+ 1
(A. 1.14)
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If =  0 then, again by using Lemma A. 1.1, the relations can be derived in 
the same manner as those for the zeroes Xi. The only difference is that there 
is a different potential on either side of this zero of u^:
p  _  p
and
V ' M
Ai/ P BoG(Mjy, 0) — jBiy^iG(Miy^i,0).
As before, using (A.1.9) to replace gives
(“ m)
A.,4-1 = A o +  B o ( Y ^  Gi(Mi_i, M i )  +  G { M „ ,  0)
. i=l
-^i/+iG(Mjy+i, 0).
(A. 1.16)
Finally, matching at rc =  L2 for Pr ^  0 gives
*L2f  ^
k — A^_|_,/_j_2 P I 2 { Afj,-\-i/-]-\ T ( Afy_|_,y_j_2, L2) 5
J  ^xvS/
and the compatibility condition for the existence of an eigenvalue zero is 
Bj,+i = -k3Sr.  W ith the expression (A .I.10) for A^+,,+1 the compatibility 
condition becomes
B 1/4-1
//x4-1/4-1
A,y+1 -f ( 2^ ^ i(M -l5  Mi) +  (M^_|_,/+i, 7/2)
\i=u+2
(A .I.17)
If Pr =  0 we get A^+i^+i =  and the compatibility condition
Bfi+u+i = 0 (=> Bu+i = 0).
Next we rewrite the compatibility condition for the various cases.
i) If Pm 0, pz 0, Pr y^  0, then using (A .l.ll)  for Aq and B q into (A .I.14) 
shows for z/ > 1
A1/ 4-1 1 P \ G i(—7/1, Mq) -f Gz(Mz_i, Mz) +  f  . 
y  z=i Ml, vs /
di
Jo n l ( 0
1 +  ^z  Ei,u T  Hi/_t_iG,/_|_2(0, M,y+i).
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The same results also hold ii ly = 0, by Lemma 2.3. Substituting this into the 
compatibility condition (A. 1.17) gives
Bu+i = -  ^ r [ i  P -E/, J
Bu+ii Gp,-|-2(0, +y~^ Gi{Mi-i, Mi) +  L 2 )
V i=I/-l-2 y
=  — [1 +  B l , v  +  •
Using (A .l.ll)  for A q and B q into (A. 1.13) gives for 1/ > 1
B u + i = 1 + #  (G i(-L i,M o) + V G i(M i_ i,M < )+  /
\  z=i dMu 'axis)
— 1 + SSi ( G i(-ii,M o ) + j^G i(M i-i,M i) +  G.(M,.,0) 
[1 +  .
2 = 1
+
(A.1.18)
Again with Lemma 2.3 we can conclude that the same result holds ii u = 0. 
Substituting this into the compatibility condition above gives
0 = ^ rn [1 + T)l^u]p^l p  [1 T + {^m [l T + ^ l )  ,
which can be re-arranged to give the matching condition in the lemma.
ii) If 0 , pz =  0 =  Pr, then using (A. 1.12) for A q and B q into (A. 1.13) gives
F u + i  ~
Now the compatibility condition is =  0, which is true if and only if
= 0 , which is the desired result.
iii) If P m  y^  0, pz =  0 , Pr y^  0 then (A .I.12) gives B q = 0, hence (A .I.13)
and (A. 1.14) become
B Ï/+1
rMu+l
Ao and A,,+i =  Aq +  H,,+i /  ^ = Ao +  G,y+2 (0 , M/+i ) -
Jo
Using this in the compatibility condition (A. 1.17) gives
A o  =  — Ao + Ao f Giy+2 (S), Mz/+i) + ^ 2  Gi{Mi-i, Mi) + Gy^ +iz+i(A^+zv+i, L 2 )
V i—U+2 y
li+u+l
Using the definition of Er,fx and dividing through by Ao y^  0 (see (A. 1.12)) 
gives ^ m  =  — ^ r  [1 +  Fr, i^] which is the desired result.
iv) If Pm y^  0, pz y^  0, Pr =  0, then the compatibility condition is B^+i = 0. 
Using (A.1.18), this gives
0 =  =  ^ m  [1 +  Fi,iy] T  A§i,
which again gives the desired result.
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v) If Pm = 0, Pi ^  0, Pr 0 then substituting (A.1.15) and (A .I.16) into the 
compatibility condition (A. 1.17), using B q = ^ i  and the expression for A q as 
given by (A .l.ll) , and multiplying through by Vf,^{um)Vf,^{um) Y  0 gives
/  /X+I/ + 1
M=1
+ I —G(M,y+i, 0) + ^  Gz(Mz_i,Mi) + G;x+z/+i(M^ -i-i,-i-i,L2) 
V 2=1/4-2 /
= -S B r  ( K i  M ? A +  m  Fl,,) +  {Um)?Fr,A  ,
which is the desired result, 
vi) If = 0, Pi = 0 = Pr then (A .I.12), (A.1.15), and (A .I.16) give
p  n 1 -  ^  B  -  _ 0  4 -  V/jUi)
This is consistent with the compatibility condition =  0 and from =
k , we get that there is an eigenvalue zero with
f v '^(Mi) K . / « „ ) K . ,K )  
V 'K ) ■
VÜ) If p r n  =  0, p; =  0, P r  A  0 |  then substituting (A .I.12) into (A.1.15), and
(A.I.16) gives =  0, A,,+i = v[fiug • Substituting this into the
compatibility condition (A. 1.17) shows that there is an eigenvalue zero iff
0 =  B ,+1 =
Since pi and Pm are simple zeroes this means that there is an eigenvalue zero 
if and only if =  0, which is the desired result.
viii) If p ^  =  0, pz 0, Pr =  0 , then substituting B q = ^ i  from (A .l.ll)  
into (A.1.15) gives Thus the compatibility condition
=  0 implies that ^ i  = 0. So there is an eigenvalue zero if and only 
if ^z  =  0, which is the desired result.
□
This lemma has the following obvious corollary:
C oro llary  A .1.8. I f  exactly two of ^ i ,  Sêm, are zero then the linearisation 
operator jC does not have an eigenvalue zero. I f  A^ i = FSm =  — 0 then the
linearisation operator C has an eigenvalue zero and the eigenfunction is a multiple 
(possibly different in each interval) ofUx{x).
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We can now prove the theorems stated in Section 2.5.1. We will relate with 
Ei j^, or and ^  with Er,^ or Fr^  ^ and then rewrite the compatibility condition 
in Lemma A. 1.7 in terms of these partial derivatives.
Proof of Theorem 2.13.
From the definitions of Li and L2, (2.17), we can see that the only h/g  dependence 
respectively, appears via Um{g, h) in one of the limits of integration. Thus if (p, h) 
is such that ^^^(p, /i) 0 we have
dLi
dh (g,h) = /z) %
If =  0 or =  0 then ^  respectively ^  is unbounded. From Lemma A. 1.4 
we can see that if p is such that A3i{g) =  0 , then
lim
9 - ^ 9
U g ) ^ { g , h ) A  0-
v^AMg))
Similarly, Lemma A .I.6 gives that if h is such that SSr{fi) = 0, then
V:(Ur(h))
(A .I.19)
lim
h— V ' M h ) )
The rest of this proof is based on the matching conditions derived in Lemma A. 1.7, 
and is split up in to four parts determined by whether or is 0 .
• If p and h are such that ^i{g)  y^  0 y^  ^r{h)  then using the same method 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.8 it is straight forward to derive the following 
relations for the partial derivatives:
dLi
%
%
dh
%
%
Fi,u,
=
'm Fr.a^
where the arguments have been suppressed for ease of notation. Hence
dLi dLi
■>l iX>m dot I +  ^rn  T Fl,u +  Fr,fi9Ll PLz
dg dh
El^uEra
which vanishes if and only if an eigenvalue zero exists due to the compatibility 
condition of Lemma A. 1.7.
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• If g and h are such that ^i{g)  =  0 and ^r{h)  f  0 then following the same 
method as in the previous case gives
d l2
dh
which vanishes if and only if there is an eigenvalue zero by Lemma A. 1.7.
The theorem also states that this is the same as reading the determinant 
condition as a limit. To see this, note that we also have
lim
9-^9
s S i [ g ) ^ { 9 M # 0, / g # ^ ( g , h )  =  0, Sgm {g ,h )^r{h )^ (hh )= S^r{h ) .
Thus
lim
9-^9
W  det
dLi dLi 
dg dh
dL2 dL2
dg dh
(
det
lim
9-^9
d U
%
dLi
=  det
lim
9^9
\ ^r{h)
(9,h)
(9,h)
(9,h),
lim
9-^9 (9,h)
{^rn ^r-Qh)\  (g,/,)
( ^ d l ^
\
Hence the limit of the general condition in the theorem is equivalent to
• If p and h are such that A3i{g) ^  0, SêrQi) =  0 then the result follows in a 
similar way to the previous case.
• If p and h are such that ^i{g)  =  0 =  A§r(h) then the statement of the theorem 
follows directly from Corollary A.1.8.
□
Before proving Theorem 2.15, we first derive an expression for the derivative of 
the curve of middle bifurcation points, h{g).
L em m a A .1.9. For any g for which the curve h{g) exists and Vf^^{um{g, h{g))) Y  0, 
we have
^ VLA'^migMa)))
Proof.
As seen in the proof of Lemma 2.2, along the curve h(g), we have p^(p, h{g)) = 0 
or
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If Pm(9iK9)) = 0, then (2.14) implies that g = Vmi{um{9Mg))) and h{g) =  
Vm^i'amigi Hg)))- Differentiating the first relation shows that
f — ^mii'am{gih{g))) -^[um{gih{g))].
Differentiating the second relation gives
| t e )  -  K . . ( . . ( » , i ( , ) ) ) | K ( , , i ( , ) ) i  -
If VlyAumigMg)))  =  IC;(«m(a,Â(g))) then by (2.14) we have g -  h{g) =  
VmAum{g,h{g))) -  K .2(«m(s,^(g))). Differentiating this with respect to g and 
using that %(,X«m(g,Â(g)) =  ^^(«^(g, % ))) , we get
□
Proof of Theorem 2.15.
First of all note that from (2.14) we have:
- 1  =  \V{{ui) -VlAui)]^- i \
0 =
dui. 
dh ’0 =
- 1  =  [K ..(« ™ )-iC 2( « m ) ] ^ ;  
- 1  =  1V 'K ) - C ( « . ) ] I^ d U rdh '
As = 0 all of the partial derivatives ^  and ^  are unbounded. How­
ever, we will show that if ^i{g)  0 A§r{h), then along the curve h{g), the
functions ^L i(p ,/i(p )) and £ L 2 {g,h{g)) are well defined and along its inverse
g{h), the functions -^Li[g{h),h)  and -^L 2 [g{h),h) are well defined. In the deriva­
tion of h{g), we have seen that along the curve h{g), either Pmig^Hg)) =  0 or 
fmi ('ZZ’mCô'j ^(p)) — ^m2('am(g ih(g))'
• First we consider the case that the curve h[g) is such that PmigM^h)  =  0 
and 7^  0 7^  Using the definitions of Li, Gi, G, and Lemma 2.6, we get
Ti(p, h{g)) — —
dg dg n{g) g )  i ^ 2
/ +
u(Mi-i-,g) PiPi g) Ju{Mi-i\g) 
umigMs)) dur KS
J u(MuX
1
^Z(P)
1
# ( P )
2 = 1
{Mu',g) g) u( i,',g) PiP^g)
V
— G\{—Li,Mo)  — ^ 2  Q ( M - i ,  -M) — G{Mj,, 0)
—  Fi^uig)’
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Note that Lemma 2.6 is also used for the calculation of as h(g)
is a curve such that p{um{gih{g)),g) =  0 for all g near g. Using (2.41), the 
expression for -^Li{g,h{g)) gives immediately
A .
dh
1 d
h=h{g) h{g) dg
L i ig M g ) )  = + Fi,u{g)
Substituting g =  g{h) and using h'{g{h)) — we get 
K  =  - g ' { h )  +  K A S w f j
In a similar way it can be shown that
A
dh — F r , n { h ) ‘'>
A i A g M g ) )  =  - m  { M â F ) +  Fr,fx{h{g)) ) .
To link these expressions to the compatibility condition in Lemma A. 1.7, 
we note that with Lemma A.1.9 it follows that along the curve h[g), the 
compatibility condition in Lemma A. 1.7 is
'm2\ \ \
=  SSl h ! ( g )  +  / h ' { g )  +  ( F l , v / h ' { g )  +  F r , i Â ( g ) )
V L i U m P A
— +  F,r,n + —  +  F,r,n
d
,  ^(p)) +  ^T i(p (/z ) , /z)
h=h(g)
Next we consider g{h) such that Vf^^{um{g{h),h)) — and
p^(p(/t),/t) 0, and y^  0 y^  Hence ^%p) =  1 and p%/i) =  1, see
Lemma A.1.9. Using the same ideas as in the previous case, we get
Thus
P i A m A )  -
— L2(p,^(p)) =  
dg
dL\ ^  dL2 
dh dg
1
1
^r(^ (p ))
-  Ei,uiKh)) and
—  E r , f j . { h { g ) ) .
—  +  Ez,,, +  —  +  Er,^
= — { ^ l  +  ^r{Fl,u +  Fr,fi)) •
Which again is zero if and only if an eigenvalue zero exists by Lemma A. 1.7 
part ii).
The last two statements in the theorem, concerning the cases when =  0 or 
A§r = 0, are direct re-statements of Corollary A.1.8. ^
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A. 2 Dynamics of an Inhomogeneous Sine-Gordon 
Equation
A .2.1 Various R esults for Specific Inner Products
In this appendix we derive some results about the inner products of various quan­
tities based on the structure of u{x,t)  and u{x ’,Xq, c). These results are used in the 
proofs contained within Section 5.2 to simplify or evaluate various quantities.
L em m a A .2.1. The following identities hold for fi{x;xo,c) =  4 a r c t a n +  
arcsin(-q), ^fy;rco,c) =  -2 fcusech[u f{x  -  fCo)] and û = (ÿ, ÿ ) .
i) — ofix
ii) < 8H{û),J5I{ü) > = < ^  P — d cosfi{x) ^
iii) <  ÔH{û),SI(û) >= -c\\6I(û)\\‘^ p c <  dsmfi,fixx >
iv) <(^F(Û ),M (û)>=-c||ÿ:,||^
v) 0  -  a;o) JM(Û) 4-
vi) <  ^ , ô l { û )  > =  — =  —8/cd^ 7^  0 unless 7  =  ±1
vii) <  (^F(Û)/77(Û) > =  c l^lÿzll^
viii) < ^ , 5 H { ü )  > = ü P c  ||ÿz||^+ <  (a; -  To)ÿz,dsinÿ >
i x ) < % , J ( ^ F ( Û ) > = 0
x) <(^F(é), JM(û) > = 0
xi) <  %, JM(û) > = 0
I fu{x , t )  is a solution of (5.3) such that lima^^oo =  (arcsin(—7 ), 0) and 
limx_4oo i^ =  (27t +  arcsin(—7 ) ,0) then the following identities hold
xii) < 6H{u), Jôl{u)  > = <  7  P d sin (j),(l)x >= 27T7 -  d [cos(/)(rc)]A
xiii) <ôF{u),5I{u)>=<'il ) , f ix>
xiv) <  8F{u),5H{u) > =  | |^ p
Where < , > and ||'|| are the standard L^(R) x L^(R) inner product and norm 
respectively.
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Proof.
Many of the statements in this lemma concern the variational derivatives of the 
functionals H, F  and I  defined in Section 5.2. We first calculate their variational 
derivatives:
and recall the definition of J ,
0
The proof of properties i — xi) rely on the specific structure of u, for instance
ÿzfy; 3:0, c) =  2fusech[üjf{x -  rco)] so ip{x; x q , c) =  -cA(a:;3:o, c)
by the definition of 'f. Which proves statement i).
Many of the proofs also rely on finding total differentials inside an integral, for 
instance
<
ii), xii) Also <  SH{u),JSI{u) >=  ( I +  +  j , ^ ) ) is a total
differential on each interval (—oo, —L), {—L,L)  and (L,oo). E)ue to the fact 
that the two asymptotic states (x -4 ±oo) oi (fx, i> and smfi  are the same we 
have
—<fxx +  sin ÿ \  /  ^ 2; \  \  _  PI
meaning that
< 5H{u), J6I{u) > = <  7  P d sin (f, fix >= 2r^ - d[cosfi{x)]^^ 
as the asymptotic values of fi are 2r  apart. Thus proving ii) and xii).
iii) Using i) gives <  5H{u), SI{Ù) > =  /  f
= -c\\61{û)\\'^p < cfix p  f ixx  -  s inÿ -  7 , A  > +c < dsinfi,fixx > • To prove
iii) we show that the middle term vanishes. Using the definition of fi{x\Xq, c), 
we get
sin fi — —2/^ sech[w/(3: — 3:0)] tanh[w/(3: — 3:0)] — 7(1 — 2 sech^[w/(3: — 3:0)]) 
=  ^ i^ x x  -  7(1 -2sech^[w /(a; -  3:0)]). (A.2.20)
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Thus
1
cfix P fixx -  sinfi -  ^  = -^fixx -  sin0 -  7  =  - 2 7 sech [ujf{x -  rco)].
So <  SH{û),SI{û) >= -c\\ôl{û)\\ ‘^ P  c < ds'mfi,fixx > - 2 7  <  sech^[o;/(rc-  
3:o)]Aa; >  . The term  inside the last inner product is odd about x  = Xq, 
meaning th a t this inner product is zero, giving the desired result.
iv), xiii) < 6F{u),SI{u) ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  fi,fix >. For u = û i) gives
the desired result.
. SÙ _  (  2fu^c{x -  To) sech[w/(T -  To)]
y 2pc^u^{x — To) sech[w/(T — tq)] tanh[o;/(T — tq)] — 2fuj^ sech[w/(T — tq)]
=  c u 2 ( x  -  æ o ) û x ^  J  j  =  c u \ x  -  xo)JSI(u) +  
vi) Combining iv) and v) gives <  ^ , S I { u )  >=  —w^||A ||^. Noting th a t
/oo 4 / V  sech^[w/(T -  To)]dT =  8/a;.
■oo
completes the proof of this statem ent.
vii), xiv) The first component of the vector ôF{u) is zero, thus <  ôF{u),5H{u) >=<  
f i , f i  > using i) gives result vii).
viii) { ^ , 6 H { u ) )  = uF (c ( t  -  xq)ux +  \ 6F (ü) ,ôH [u))
= uFcWfixf p J ^ c ( ^ { x - X Q ) f i x , - f i x x P D s m f i p A ^  +
o;^c ^(T -  To)cÿzz,
=  üj‘^ c\\fixŸ p c ( { x -  xo)fix,-f ixx p  DuF s in ÿ  +  7 ^ ^ )
using vii) and i). Thus the expression for s in ÿ  (A.2.20) gives
^ , 6 H { u ) ^  = o;^c||Af+co;^ (^{x -  xo)fix, 2 ^ sech'^[ujf(x -  To)] P d s in f i ^  ,
which is the desired result, as 27 sech^[o;/(T — To)] is even about t  =  tq  and 
( t  — xo)fix is odd about x  =  Tq.
ix) <  0 ,  JôF{û)  > =  co;2 <  ( t  -  xo)ôI{û), ôF{û) > = - F u F  < ( x -  To), fil >=  0
as the function inside the inner product is odd about t  =  Tq.
x) <  ôF{û), Jôl{û)  > = <  fi,fixx > =  0 as it is a to ta l derivative and fix asymp­
totes to 0 as T —> ±00.
xi) <  ^ , J 5 I { u )  > =  ^  <  ôF{û) ,JSI{û) > as the other term  vanishes; J6I{u)  •
Jôl{û)  is even about t  =  tq  and ( t  — tq) is odd about x  = xq. x ) then
completes the proof.
□
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